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Renin is the initiator and rate-limiting factor of the renin-angiotensin sys-
tem, a major mechanism of blood pressure regulation. The synthesis and
secretion of this active circulatory enzyme is confined exclusively to the
dense core granules of kidney juxtaglomerular (JG) cells where its precur-
sor prorenin is packaged, cleaved to the active form and stored for release
on a regulated pathway. Given its importance, surprisingly little is known
about this process, in part due to the difficulty in culturing primary JG
cells in vitro and the lack of reliable cell lines.
The initial aim of the current work was to investigate renin-containing gran-
ule dynamics in live JG cells. To achieve this, I attempted to derive novel
cell lines from triple transgenic mouse models comprising immortalised gran-
ulated or non-granulated JG cells. Due to the nature of JG cells in culture,
the use of these cell lines to investigate granulation was not feasible; there-
fore the culture of primary JG cell culture was modified and enhanced to
visualise granule dynamics in live, primary JG cells for the first time. By
isolating cells using a Percoll gradient and plating them on fibronectin-
coated dishes, rapid and full adhesion of JG cells was achieved, as well as
prolonged expression of renin from 3 days to up to 8 days post-isolation.
Using this protocol to isolate JG cells from RenGFP renin reporter mice and
identifying granules using the acidotropic fluorophore Lysotracker, granule
dynamics were investigated in primary JG cells. High resolution, rapid im-
age acquisition was performed using widefield and total internal reflection
microscopy, showing that dense core granules respond dynamically to the
β-adrenergic agonist isoproterenol, a known renin secretory stimulus. Two
different pools of granules of varying granule diameters and dynamic pa-
rameters were identified optically, suggesting that separate granule pools
were being identified.
Mice null for the Ren-1d gene lack renin storage granules in their JG cells,
however granulation was restored in Ren1d-null mice carrying a transgene
encompassing the human renin (hRen) locus. Therefore in order to inves-
tigate the relationship between renin expression and the amount of gran-
ulation in JG cells, mice expressing human renin were used. To dissect
the granulation phenotype in detail, 2D electron micrographs were taken
of JG cells, which were immunogold stained to confirm renin content, and
reconstructed in 3D. Female hRen mice showed a significantly higher vol-
ume of granulation and an increased granule number compared to males, a
finding consistent with the sexually dimorphic expression of the transgene,
supporting the hypothesis that granulation in JG cells is dependent on the
level of renin expression.
The macula densa (MD) is a critical sensor of flow and salt content in the
blood; through extensive tubulo-vascular crosstalk known as tubuloglomeru-
lar feedback (TGF), it releases key signalling factors stimulating and inhibit-
ing renin synthesis and secretion from JG cells. Ren-1d−/− mice showed a
hypercellular and columnar MD plaque, which was not restored by the in-
troduction of the hRen transgene, indicating that TGF may be impaired in
these mice. Using an isolated, perfused juxtaglomerular apparatus model
it was shown that high salt- and increased flow-induced TGF functioned
effectively in Ren1d−/− and huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice, although animals
on a Ren1d−/− background showed decreased sensitivity of glomerular tuft
contraction and abnormal calcium signalling within macula densa cells.
In conclusion, an appropriate in vitro model was developed for investigating
granule dynamics in JG cells, using which granule motion was visualised
and quantified for the first time in these cells. Although JG cell granulation
is required for normal MD morphology, it was shown to not affect JGA
function.
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Control and regulation of blood pressure (BP) critically rests in the kidney, where coor-
dinated physiological systems act to maintain homeostasis. One of the most important
of these mechanisms is the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS). Renin, the
rate-limiting enzyme in the RAAS, is synthesised within the juxtaglomerular (JG) cells
of the kidney and is essential for the formation of circulating angiotensin II (AngII).
Manipulation of this system through the systematic administration of renin inhibitors,
angiotensin receptor blockers (ARB) and angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors is
routinely employed as part of the treatment for both cardiovascular and renal dis-
eases (1). Although renin is clearly an important factor in both chronic kidney disease
and cardiovascular disease, there remain a lot of fundamental unanswered questions
regarding the generation and secretion of this enzyme. Determining the mechanisms
and factors affecting the regulation of renin synthesis, maturation and secretion may
contribute to future therapies.
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1.2 The Action of Renin in Blood Pressure Regulation
The kidneys perform key filtration and reabsorption steps in the urinary system whilst
maintaining BP and electrolyte homeostasis. The gross structure of the kidney com-
prises an outer cortex and an inner medulla, all enclosed within a fibrous capsule.
Within the inner medulla lie the renal pyramids, sections of cone-shaped tissue con-
taining nephrons which transport filtrate to the renal pelvis and on to the bladder.
These are the functional units of the kidney, maintaining plasma osmolality via reab-



















Figure 1.1: Schematic of nephron morphology. - (a) Nephrons comprise a tubule which originates
from the closed glomerular capsule at the proximal end and terminates in the collecting tubule distally. The
afferent arteriole carries blood to the glomerular tuft where a dense glomerular capillary network resides.
It is across the capillary walls that exchange of oxygen and nutrients occur, regulating blood composition
and moving the filtrate into the Bowman’s capsule and on to the proximal tubule. Figure adapted from
http://kidneyadvice.net/kidney%20disorders.html. (b) The juxtaglomerular apparatus. The macula densa
cell plaque comprises part of the cortical thick ascending limb wall. Juxtaglomerular cells, localised to the
distal end of the afferent arteriole, are separated from macula densa cells by mesangial cells (yellow).
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system. - (1)
A drop in tubular salt or blood pressure is sensed within the thirst centre of the brain (2a), leading
to antidiuretic hormone (ADH) secretion (4) which causes increased tubular water, sodium and chlorine
reabsorption and an increase in blood pressure. (3) Adrenaline is also released, causing a release of renin
from juxtaglomerular cells. This drop in blood pressure is also sensed within the kidney in the macula
densa cells (2b), which signals to release renin (5) which cleaves angiotensinogen (AGT) (generated in the
liver) to angiotensin I (ANGI). (6) Angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) released from the lungs generates
the vasoactive peptide angiotensin II (ANGII), which then alters vasoconstriction of blood vessels (7a) and
increased tubular sodium and water reabsorption via aldosterone secretion from the adrenal cortex (7b),
increasing blood pressure. Chronic ANGII generation also leads to hypertrophy, leading to hypertension.
Captopril is an antihypertensive ACE inhibitor drug, and in Ren1d−/− mouse, the Ren-1d gene required
for the generation of active renin is inactivated.
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Alterations in systemic vascular resistance caused by modulation of blood vessel
diameter are also vitally important to BP homeostasis (2). A drop in tubular salt
or blood pressure is sensed within the thirst centre of the hypothalamus, leading to
antidiuretic hormone (ADH)-mediated increases in tubular water, sodium and chlorine
reabsorption. This acts to increase BP (Figure 1.2). A fall in blood pressure is also
sensed by the kidney macula densa cells, which signal to cause renin release (discussed
further in Chapter 1.3). The aspartyl protease renin cleaves the N-terminus of substrate
angiotensinogen (AGT) generating the decapeptide ANGI, which is subsequently con-
verted to the octapeptide ANGII by the action of angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE)
(Figure 1.2) (3, 4). ANGll contributes to the control of physiological homeostasis both
directly, through vasoconstriction of blood vessels, or indirectly via the release of aldos-
terone from the adrenal gland, which in turn regulates sodium and water retention and
increases blood pressure and volume. However the rate of renin synthesis and secretion
is one of the main determinants of RAAS-mediated BP stabilisation, therefore it is
vitally important that it is tightly regulated (5).
The vasoactive ANGII also provides negative feedback within the RAAS, inhibiting
further renin release through an increase in intracellular Ca2+ (discussed further in
Section 1.8,(6, 7, 8)). A widely used experimental tool for manipulating renin expression
and secretion levels is the chronic administration of ACE inhibitors to decrease this
ANGII generation, interrupting the inhibition of renin release and stimulating renin
expression along the kidney afferent arterioles (AA) ((9), Section 1.5). Renin expression
is also increased indirectly by reducing ANGII levels via the accompanying decrease in
vascular resistance and blood pressure, sympathetic activity and sodium retention. In
the present study, the widely-used ACE inhibitor captopril was used (9, 10, 11, 12).
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Renin is released either acutely via secretion of active renin from dense core granules,
or chronically via secretion of both inactive prorenin from small electron-lucent vesicles
and active renin from electron-dense granules. Pathophysiological stimuli such as acute
activation of sympathetic outflow to the kidney or drop in perfusion pressure are able to
raise circulating levels of active renin from JG cells within minutes to initiate the RAAS
cascade (13). The steady-state release of renin is reflected by the chronic change in
plasma renin activity, mRNA levels and JG cell number (13), and is affected by factors
such as salt status (14).
1.3 Physiological Control of Renin and the
Juxtaglomerular Apparatus
1.3.1 Glomerular Filtration
Tubulo-vascular crosstalk between JG cells and the salt-sensing macula densa (MD)
cells plays a significant role in the secretion of renin as part of the kidney tubuloglomeru-
lar feedback (TGF) regulation of tubular salt (15). The two major regulatory functions
of TGF are the low distal tubular NaCl-induced release of renin, and the high dis-
tal tubular NaCl-induced vasoconstriction of the AA and subsequent decline in single
nephron glomerular filtration rate (16).
MD cells are integral to regulating glomerular filtration, the process by which small
molecules such as glucose, amino acids and water within the blood are filtered from the
AA into the Bowman’s capsule and subsequently the nephron. The tubular content
is then refined by tubular reabsorption and secretion, where previously filtered sub-
stances are selectively reabsorbed back into the blood. Filtration is facilitated through
5
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the maintenance of a delicately balanced pressure system within the Bowman’s cap-
sule. Outward pressure known as the glomerular hydrostatic pressure is provided by
a mechanical pressure caused by the beating of the heart and the pressure difference
between the afferent and efferent arterioles, acting towards filtration. Opposition to
this force is provided by the Bowman’s capsule pressure caused by the elastic recoil
of the capsule itself, and the colloidal osmotic pressure. This is caused by the water
concentration gradient between the blood plasma and the filtrate, since water is filtered
but larger proteins are left in the capillaries. These forces act against filtration, and
the balance between the filtering and opposing forces determines the net filtration rate
within the kidney (17).
The net filtration rate in turn defines the glomerular filtration rate, which is a mea-
surement of the volume of fluid filtered into the Bowman’s capsule per unit time, and
an indicator of kidney function (18). Therefore through alterations in the pressure bal-
ance within the Bowman’s capsule, which is achieved through changes in the glomerular
hydrostatic pressure, the kidney is able to fine tune glomerular filtration rate. Since
the glomerular hydrostatic pressure is controlled by the BP entering the glomerulus,
adjustments are made by altering the resistance of the AA through contraction and
relaxation. To do this, tubuloglomerular feedback is employed.
1.3.2 Tubuloglomerular Feedback
Detection of tubular sodium concentrations by the MD cells enables fine tuning of
kidney GFR via TGF signalling. The MD plaque is located on the ascending corti-
cal thick ascending limb (cTAL) where it passes in close proximity to the glomerulus
(Figure 1.1), and is highly specialised to sense NaCl concentration in the passing tubu-
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lar filtrate. NKCC2 cotransporter on the apical surface of hyperpolarised MD cells
facilitates re-absorption of filtered NaCl load (19). It is the primary NaCl entry mech-
anism, and even small changes in NKCC2 transport activity change the reabsorption
of NaCl (20). When low tubular NaCl concentrations are detected, p38 and COX2
are activated, which further activate the transcription of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2)
(21, 22, 23). PGE2 is then transported to the JG cells where it binds to the EP1 and
EP2 receptors and initiates the cAMP-activated renin release pathway (24).
Conversely, high tubular NaCl is transported into the MD cells at the apical mem-
brane through NKCC2 cotransporters, increasing Cl efflux through basolateral mem-
brane channels, depolarising the basolateral membrane and triggering Ca2+ influx into
the cell (Figure 1.3). Following this, ATP is released via a basolateral membrane chan-
nel, binding to the P2X receptors on the mesangial cells, allowing a Ca2+ influx into
the cells (25). This Ca2+ then travels throughout the JGA via gap junctions, bind-
ing to P2X receptors on VSMCs, causing the activation of a non-selective, inwardly
directed cation current, allowing the influx of extracellular Ca2+ (26), leading to the
vasoconstriction of the AA and glomerular tuft. This is also brought about indirectly
through the breakdown of ATP to adenosine (27). An additional mechanism which
acts to increase intracellular Ca2+ in VSMCs is the direct flow-sensing of the primary
cilia on the apical surface of the MD (28). Increases in intracellular Ca2+ are further
reinforced by the action of the cation channel which is also thought to allow the si-
multaneous influx of Na+, depolarising the membrane and stimulating additional Ca2+
influx through voltage-gated calcium channels (29, 30). The ATP released initiates
a cascade of calcium, which travels via gap junctions from the MD to the VSMCs,
mesangial cells and beyond into the intra-glomerular space. This participates in TGF
7
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by contracting the glomerular tuft as well as the AA to reduce GFR by decreasing the
glomerular filtration pressure. Adenosine also binds to inhibitory G-protein coupled
receptors on the JG cell surface, inhibiting the cAMP-mediated renin production and
release pathway (13, 31). Macula densa plaques contain very little baseline Ca2+ com-
pared with neighbouring cell types, with little variation of Ca2+ seen during TGF due







































Figure 1.3: Macula densa cells initiate tubuloglomerular feedback by sensing tubular salt
content - (1) Increased distal tubule NaCl concentration up to approximately 75mM is transported into
macula densa cells via NKCC2 cotransporters on the apical membrane. (2) This NaCl increase causes an
exit of chloide through basolateral channels, depolarising the basolateral membrane. (3) This allows an
influx of Ca2+ and an increase in pH, leading to ATP release from the basolateral membrane (4). (5) This
ATP binds with P2X receptors on mesangial cells, allowing an influx of Ca2+, which is transported to the
VSMCs and throughout the JGA via gap junctions (6). Figure adapted from Bell et al (25).
Imaging TGF Function
Due to the complexity of JGA architecture, the heterogeneity of cell type and the size of
the tissue, study of tubulo-vascular crosstalk in living tissue is extremely difficult. The
development of confocal and multiphoton microscopy has allowed rapid, high resolution,
deep optical sectioning of living JGA, helping to elucidate the relationship between
structure and function (33).
8
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Multiphoton microscopy has been employed at the whole organ level to characterise
and quantify not only basic physiological parameters, but also myogenic function (34).
In vivo imaging is performed on anaesthetised mice or rats by cannulating the trachea
to allow normal breathing, cannulating the left femoral vein and artery for dye infu-
sion and BP measurements respectively, and making a dorsal incision to exteriorize
the kidney, placing it on a coverslip-thickness microscope stage (34, 35). Using this
experimental setup, single nephron GFR was quantified by analysing the changes in
fluorescence intensity as the fluid marker lucifer yellow was filtered into the Bowman’s
space (34). Renal blood flow was measured in the peritubular and intra-glomerular
capillaries using characteristic traces from autofluorescent red blood cells as they were
transported through the vasculature, and the urinary concentration and dilution was
measured using rhodamine-conjugated 70-kDa dextran dye (34). Finally, in vivo anal-
ysis of renin enzyme activity using FRET-based fluorogenic renin substrates have been
used in conjunction with intravital stains such as quinacrine to image both granular
content and release (34, 35, 36) (described fully in Section 1.9).
Disadvantages to performing in vivo multiphoton imaging include the inability im-
age afferent arterioles due to insufficient penetration depth and confounding systemic
effects. Therefore to investigate the mechanisms involved in TGF, the most successful
and widely used technique is the isolated perfused JGA model, where the glomerular
tuft is dissected from freshly cut kidney slices with the AA, the cTAL, MD plaque and,
if possible, the efferent arteriole (EA) intact.
Using this technique, many important physiological mechanisms have been analysed
in their native cellular environment under controlled flow conditions without compound-
ing systemic factors. Peti Peterdi et al. showed for the first time that sphincter-like
9
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constriction takes place in the terminal intra-glomerular segment of the AA, not the
proximal segment. MD cell swelling in response to increased tubular [NaCl] was also
shown to be larger than previously realised, which was subsequently linked to the gen-
eration of signals leading to renin release (33, 37). MD cells were also shown to have
tubular flow-sensing cilia which contribute to MD cell function and TGF (28).
By analysing cell contraction and [Ca2+]i elevations using the ratiometric calcium
indicator dyes fluo-4 and fura red in conjunction with this technique, increased [NaCl]
perfusion at the MD was shown to trigger a [Ca2+]i wave which propagated through
mesangial cells and VSMCs at approximately 12 µm/s (32). Indeed increased tubular
flow rate at the MD is reported to induce a TGF response (32, 38, 39). A highly
sensitive membrane-specific voltage-sensing dye was used to show even more rapidly
propagating vascular TGF signals, which were linked to nephron synchronisation (40).
Furthermore, [Ca2+]i oscillations were visualised in cTAL cells surrounding the MD of
isolated perfused JGA, indicating that this region also takes part in TGF (41).
1.4 Ontogeny of Renin Expression
Adult renin-producing cells are localised to the very distal end of the AA within the
medial layer, constituting the vessel wall at the entrance to the glomerulus. However,
during development renin expression is highly plastic (42).
The growth of the renal vascular tree is thought to occur both through the differenti-
ation of blood vessels during vasculogenesis, and through angiogenesis, where new blood
vessels grow from existing vessels. This commences during the metanephric phase with
the induction of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and Flt-1 expression, lead-
ing to activation and maturation of endothelial cells (42, 43). These endothelial cells
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produce platelet-derived growth factor-β (PDGF-β), enabling pericytes and smooth
muscle cells to attach and stabilise the vessels (44).
In the mammalian metanephric kidney, the renal artery divides into a species-
dependent number of interlobar branches, followed by branching of the arcuate arter-
ies. The renin expression profile follows this sequential division, beginning on day 15
of development (Figure 1.4); as the renal artery divides into the interlobar arteries,
expression begins to subside in the larger vessels, retracting in a retrograde direction.
Simultaneously, expression is initiated in the newly formed vessels starting with the
interlobular artery, which branches into the arcuate arteries, giving rise to the AAs
where renin expression is finally retained (42).
Sauter et al. did not observe renin expression in the regions of greatest vascular
growth and branching, hinting that an established functional vessel wall is necessary
for the onset of renin expression. The factors triggering renin expression and the exact
mechanisms governing the expression pattern and restriction to the JG location, remain
unclear.
Renin-producing cells originate from a perivascular cell lineage (45). Renin and
pericyte markers are coincidentally expressed during human kidney development, and
primary cultures of pericytes isolated from the human fetal kidney can be induced to
express renin after stimulation with IBMX and forskolin (45). Since pericytes share
features with mesenchymal stem cells, they are strong candidates for potential renal
progenitor cells. It is therefore hypothesized that JG cells are a type of specialized
pericyte, however further work is needed to investigate this.
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Figure 1.4: Reconstruction of vascular structure in the developing mouse kidney. - Kidneys
were analysed at embryonic days e13, e14, e15, e16 early and late, e17 early and late, e18, post natal
(pp) days 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, and at adulthood. Red represents α-SMA-positive staining, green represents
renin-positive staining. Scale bars represent 300 µm for embryonic kidneys, 500 µm for post natal images.
Image from Sauter et al (42).
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1.4.1 Granulation During Ontogeny
There is a paucity of literature on granulation of JG cells during ontogeny. Wistar rat
JG cells were shown to contain a small number of renin granules at e18.5 (46), granules
were identified in the mesonephros and metanephros of the pig (47), and 0 - 1 granules
per cell were observed in human fetal tissue (48). Furthermore, juvenile granules were
shown to have lower fusion ability than adult granules (10). Unpublished work carried
out by a former PhD student aimed to clarify the granulation status of JG cells in the
developing kidney by performing EM on C57Bl/6 JG cells at different developmental
time points and under maternal dietary and pharmacological manipulation (Nathalie
L’Huillier, unpublished). No granules were present at el8.5, however granules were
observed from PI onwards. When mothers were treated with ACE inhibitors, granules
were evident from day 15 of pregnancy, with extensive granulation evident in the fetuses
by e18.5.
1.5 Recruitment of Renin Producing Cells
When long term homeostasis is threatened, such as under chronic administration of
the ACE inhibitor captopril or a low salt diet, the number of renin-producing cells
along the AA increases (14). Adult renal VSMCs recruited from upstream of the AA,
renal glomerular cells, mesangial cells and renal interstitial cells can revert to a renin-
producing phenotype (49); this process is known as the ‘metaplastic transformation’.
The onset of this transformation is characterised by prorenin synthesis, granulopoiesis
and the accumulation of mature secretory granules to process prorenin into active renin,
accompanied by the atrophy of myofilaments and attachment sites (50).
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The pattern of recruited cells strongly resembles the ontogeny of renin development
within the cortical vasculature (49). Renin cells derive from progenitor cells in the
mesenchyme of the fetal kidney, from which they become distributed throughout the
intrarenal arterial tree and glomerulus prior to kidney vascularisation or renin secretion
(49, 51).
Brunskill et al. investigated the differences in the genetic profiles of fully differ-
entiated JG cells and VSMCs which had been induced to undergo the metaplastic
transformation (52). They developed a single cell isolation and amplification procedure
and performed microarray studies on P0 renin-expressing cells, adult JG cells, and re-
cruited JG cells after captopril treatment (52). Of the genes enriched in renin cells
compared to kidney cortex, a number were of particular interest. AKR1B7, an aldoke-
toreducase known to remove xenobiotics and aldehydes, localised with renin expression
during development. It was similarly restricted to the distal AA location in adults, and
also responded to captopril treatment by extending expression along the AA. However
AKR1B7 expression was present in renin knockout mice, indicating that renin is not
required for correct AKR1B7 expression.
CRIP1 (cysteine-rich protein 1), a protein which has previously been linked to
muscle and myofibroblast differentiation, was highly expressed in JG cells and could
be a potential regulator of the smooth muscle phenotype in JG cells (53, 54). Human
VSMCs in the process of transitioning to a JG-like phenotype were identified ultrastruc-
turally by an increased development of granules and frequent connections between the
nuclear envelope and the rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER), both of which were no-
ticeably dilated (55). Reduced prominence and compactness of myofibrils, additional
mitochondria, secretory granules and junctions between cells to increase cell-to-cell
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communication were also present in these transitioning cells (55).
In the Brunskill study the pericyte marker RGS5 (regulator of G protein signaling
5) was also enriched and showed an overlapping expression pattern with renin and
platelet derived growth factor beta receptor (PDGFR-β) (52, 56). Further genetic
links to pericytes were also found in JG cells, with enrichment of the transcription
factor NFAT, which is integral to pericyte-VSMC wall attachment. These markers
provide evidence linking renin-expressing cells to arterial and interstitial pericytes.
This study emphasised the dual endocrine and contractile role of renin-expressing
cells for the maintenance of homeostasis, and highlighted the transcription network
which drives the maintenance of both phenotypes within recruited JG cells. However it
was concluded that interaction with surrounding JG, endothelial, VSMC and MD cells
are required to maintain the JG cell phenotype (52). This intracellular communication
within the JGA is predominantly achieved through gap junctions, which are found at
a high density within the kidney (57). Gap junctions are defined by their composite
connexin (Cx) proteins. A hemichannel is formed by six Cx proteins and sits within
the plasma membrane, forming a larger intercellular channel between neighbouring cells
through which charge- and size-controlled molecule permeation can take place (58).
Cx40 is highly expressed in the JGA and is localised to intra- and extra-glomerular
mesangial cells, JG cells, AAs, and endothelial cells along the preglomerular vascu-
lature. This allows formation of endothelial-endothelial, JG-JG, mesangial-mesangial
and endothelial-JG cell gap junctions (59). Cx43, 37 and 45 are also expressed at lower
levels, particularly in renin-producing cells (59).
Kurtz et al. (57) used Cx40 knockout mice to determine its role in angiogenesis,
vasculogenesis, the localisation of JG cells and the recruitment of renin-producing cells.
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Cx40−/− mice had increased numbers of JG cells compared to controls, however these
renin-producing cells extended into the glomerulus and periglomerular interstitium sur-
rounding the vessel wall. This indicated the importance of Cx40 to the maintenance of
classic JGA architecture. Furthermore, renin-expressing cells were no longer epitheloid,
displaying a mesenchyme-like, irregularly shaped phenotype, although the cytosol still
stained positively for renin and exhibited a granular pattern. AA cells at the classic
JG location did not stain positively for renin or granulation, and recruitment of renin-
expressing cells via ACE inhibitor treatment increased the number of periglomerular JG
cells, but not arteriolar JG cells (57). It was therefore hypothesised that under normal
conditions renin-producing cells, endothelial cells and mesangial cells derive from the
JG and periglomerular mesenchyme as a group of pericytes, connected via gap junctions
(57). Since endothelial cells normally form Cx40 gap junctions with JG cells but not
with VSMCs, the absence of Cx40 in Cx40−/− mice allowed renin-expressing pericytes
to transform into VSMCs. This displaced the remaining renin-expressing pericytes to
the edge of the AAs and outside the vessel wall. This hypothetical sequence of events
would imply that Cx40 JG:endothelial gap junction contacts help constrain JG cells
at the distal AA position, enabling signalling via the endothelium-coupled pericytes to
suppress further proliferation and renin expression. This would leave the cells with the
innate ability to secrete renin and hence undergo transformation in the extraglomerular
mesangium and the larger vessels upon chronic stimulation of the RAAS.
JG cell localisation has an important physiological role, since a mutation in human
Cx40 is associated with both hypertension and a complete absence of pressure sensitiv-
ity to renin secretion (60). This is seen in Cx40−/− mice which are hypertensive (61),
along with a loss of inhibition of renin release by ANGII or perfusion pressure (58).
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1.5.1 Pericytes
Pericytes are progenitor cells of mesenchymal origin that stain positively for mesenchy-
mal stem cell markers (62). They are essential mural cells rooted within the vascular
basement membrane of blood microvessels and regulate vascular development, stabilisa-
tion, maturation and remodeling (63, 64). Pericytes have extensive branching processes
that surround the abluminal surface of endothelial cells by 10 - 50% (63). By being
both enclosed within the basement membrane and exposed to the surrounding cellular
environment, pericytes can develop peg socket contacts with surrounding cells, which
form tight-, gap- and adherence-junctions (62). It is through these connections that
one pericyte can link to multiple endothelial cells, facilitating intercellular communica-
tion and the regulation of proliferation and differentiation through secretion of active
molecules (45, 62). For example pericytes have been shown to inhibit endothelial cell
division via the activation of TGF-β (65).
Identifying these cells in vivo has proved challenging, since there is no single pericyte-
specific surface marker and pericytes are morphologically distinct across organs (62, 66,
67, 68). However useful markers include PDGFRβ, which is crucial for pericyte func-
tion and stability, neuron glial antigen 2 (NG2), a transmembrane proteoglycan that is
expressed by the mural cell component of mouse neovascular structures and α-smooth
muscle action (α-SMA), which is expressed by all pericytes undergoing vascular re-
modeling and by VSMCs and myofibroblasts (62, 67). The perivascular location of
pericytes is thought to be a stem cell niche (65) and they are able to differentiate into
a number of cell types including chondrocytes, osteoblasts, fibroblasts, adipocytes and
even VSMCs during vascular remodeling and vessel growth (69). Differentiation of
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pericytes depends on chemical and environmental cues, allowing them to respond to
homeostatic challenges by phenotypic changes (45). This is why JG and renal cortical
arteriolar cells can be considered a subset of specialised pericytes.
Pericytes were first visualised in the kidney using EM (70) and were observed over-
laying glomerular endothelial cells and residing on the peritubular capillaries of the
tubulointerstitial space (62, 63). Furthermore, evidence suggests that both afferent and
efferent arteriolar VSMCs and mesangial cells derive from common PDGFRβ+ progeni-
tor cells (71). Both podocytes and mesangial cells, which form a branched, multicellular
core around which the glomerular capillaries wind, are thought to be specialised forms
of perivascular cells (63). It is not known whether adult kidney pericytes can be in-
duced to produce renin, or whether granulopoiesis occurs in these renin-expressing fetal
or adult pericytes.
1.6 Models Of Juxtaglomerular Structure and Function
1.6.1 Primary Juxtaglomerular Cell Culture
Primary cultures of mouse and rat JG cells have been extensively used to study the
intracellular signalling pathway leading to renin synthesis and release. For example pri-
mary cells have been used to clarify the roles phosphodiesterases play in cyclic guanosine
monophosphate (cGMP)-stimulated renin release (72) and have been patch-clamped to
provide evidence for cAMP-dependent renin exocytosis (24). JG cells can be extracted
using a Percoll density gradient that separates cell types according to their densities.
It is possible to isolate a heterogeneous, JG-enriched population of cells at a density of
1.07 g/ml (73), although identification of JG cells remains difficult and is often based
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solely on cellular morphology and the presence of dense core granules in the cytoplasm
(73, 74, 75).
However the culture of primary JG cells is extremely difficult and must be per-
formed with care. JG cells only synthesise renin and respond to cAMP-mediated renin
secretion for approximately 48-72 hours in culture (13). Poly-D-lysine (PDL) is used
as the culture basement membrane protein, however cells often take on a ‘balled up
appearance’ (73, 76, 77). Furthermore, they represent only 0.001 - 0.01% of the kidney
cell population (52), therefore kidney digests must be pooled to obtain a sizeable pop-
ulation of JG cells, exposing the extremely sensitive JG cells to extended and relatively
harsh environmental conditions. The development of a method whereby primary JG
cells can be efficiently extracted, cultured and rapidly identified would therefore be
greatly advantageous to the study of renin synthesis and secretion.
1.6.2 Cell Lines
To avoid lengthy and complex extraction and culture of primary cells, immortalized cell
lines are often created. Immortalization of cells is performed to provide homogenous cell
populations with genotypic and phenotypic similarities to their parent tissue, capable
of extended periods of proliferation. Regulation of proliferation is maintained through
balanced expression of two subsets of genes, proliferation-stimulating pro-oncogenes
(eg. ras and myc), and proliferation-inhibiting tumour suppressor genes (eg. p53, p16,
Rb) (78, 79). There are two main ways in which this delicately balanced system is
induced to retain proliferation; through the introduction of the viral simian virus 40
T antigen gene (SV40Tag), or through expression of telomerase reverse transcriptase
protein (TERT).
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TERT immortalizes cells by maintaining telomere length. Telomeres create a cap
at the ends of linear chromosomes, protecting them. The shortening of telomere length
occurs every time a cell division occurs since DNA polymerase α is unable to fully
replicate the ends of linear DNA molecules. Replicative senescence occurs when the
short telomeres are so short they are unable to perform their function (80). The telom-
erase enzyme prevents this telomere degradation, but is only endogenously expressed in
somatic cells during early embryonic development, and in the skin and digestive tract
in the adult (80). However, exogenous overexpression of human TERT (hTERT), a
catalytic subunit of human telomerase, is able to effectively prevent telomere short-
ening and immortalize human cells. A stable genotype is retained without the use of
cancer-associated changes, and many cell types have been immortalized in this fashion
(reviewed in (80)).
However the most commonly used immortalization method is the introduction of
the SV40Tag. SV40Tag encodes a multifunctional nuclear phosphoprotein which has
a number of biochemical functions. DNA replication is initiated by binding of the
T-antigen to the SV40 origin, which is controlled by phosphorylation. Binding of the
T-antigen inactivates the tumour suppressor proteins p53 and p105, allowing the cell to
enter the S phase for DNA replication (78). This is important for the immortalization,
since the SV40 genome is too small to perform DNA replication itself; when the host
cell reaches S phase in the cell cycle, cellular DNA and the SV40 sequence are replicated
simultaneously (81). It should be noted that in certain cell types, neither SV40T nor
hTERT alone are enough to maintain immortalization.
Immortomouse tsA58+/− Mice
The Immortomouse is a transgenic mouse homozygous for a transgene which encodes
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a temperature-sensitive mutant of the SV40Tag (tsA58) in every cell of the body. It
is under the control of the mouse H-2Kb class 1 promoter which is induced using
inteferon-γ (IFN-γ), allowing conditional immortalization of cell lines which retain their
phenotype in long term culture (82, 83).
When cultured in the presence of IFN-γ and at the permissive temperature of 33 ◦C,
cells from this mouse proliferate due to activation of functional expression of the large
SV40Tag. However, when cultured at non-permissive temperatures such as 37− 39 ◦C,
cells died within 7 days, even in the presence of IFN-γ (83). Similarly, removal of IFN-γ
from the media of cells cultured at the permissive temperature leads to a decrease in
the number of cells producing DNA, and cells senesce within 3 passages (83). This
mouse has been effectively used to produce conditionally immortalised cell lines for a
number of different cell types, including many different kidney cells, but has yet to be
employed to create a renin-expressing cell line (reviewed in (84)).
Renin-Expressing Cell Lines
The most frequently used cell lines for the study of renin gene regulation are the AS4.1
and Calu-6 lines. Calu-6 is a human pulmonary carcinoma cell line which expresses
human renin mRNA endogenously (85), and as such has been used to examine reg-
ulation of the human renin gene. For instance, the cAMP-mediated transcriptional
control of the human renin gene was investigated, with the human renin promoter
shown to be transcriptionally active in Calu-6 cells through the cAMP-PKA path-
way, mediated through both a cAMP response element binding (CREB)-dependent
and CREB-independent pathway (86).
AS4.1 cells are a renin-expressing cell line which was established by inducing neopla-
sia in vivo in renin-expressing cells of a transgenic mouse containing a renin-promoter
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SV40Tag fusion transgene (87, 88). As4.1 cells highly express the Ren-1c gene and form
granules (89). Despite the presence of prohormone convertases within these granules,
prorenin release is 13-fold higher than that of active renin, both of which are released
constitutively (89).
These cells have been widely used for investigation into mouse renin gene regulation
and expression (90, 91, 92). However AS4.1 cells are not a good model in which to
study granule dynamics and renin secretion (93) because they do not exhibit regulated
release of active renin. Secondly, cAMP-mediated renin release is inappropriate in these
cells, leading to complete degranulation when this pathway is stimulated, compared to
2-6% degranulation seen in primary cells (93). Therefore data from studies such as
that by Lu et al. (94) where AS4.1 cells are used as a model in which to assess
H2S-mediated secretion must be analysed with care. The establishment of a cell line
that faithfully recapitulated granule formation and regulated and constitutive secretion
would therefore be of significant advantage to the field.
1.7 Renin Synthesis and Processing
Under standard physiological conditions the synthesis and secretion of active renin is
confined to the JG cells of the JGA. Other tissues have been shown to produce inactive
prorenin, however intracellular processing of prorenin to the active form does not take
place. The exception is the submandibular gland (in mice only) in which active renin
is secreted into the saliva (95, 96, 97).
Following cleavage of the signal peptide during transport through the rough endo-
plasmic reticulum (RER) (99), the majority of prorenin is packaged into small, clear
vesicles during the subsequent transport through the Golgi apparatus. By measuring
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RAS stimulation e.g. ACEi treatment
Figure 1.5: Renin synthesis and granulopoiesis within juxtaglomerular cells. - (a) A model
of renin synthesis in JG cells. After cleavage of pre-pro-renin to pro-renin in the endoplasmic reticulum,
passage through the Golgi apparatus introduces a glycosylation site to traffic a small proportion of prorenin
onto the regulated release pathway. The non-glycosylated renin is thought to be packaged into small, clear
vesicles which are released constitutively. Image taken from Schweda (98). (b) Granule formation is believed
to follow the course along the bottom of the image under normal, homeostatic conditions, where fusiform
protogranules round off and coalesce with other protogranules to form intermediate granules. However it is
believed that under stimulation of the RAAS the granules take on a rhomboid aspect with paracrystalline
interiors and follow the top branch, leading to polymorphous intermediate granules due to incomplete
coalescence of the contents. The dashed lines represent the supposed transition from paracrystalliine
rhomboid, fusiform and polymorphous granule interiors to the classically shaped spherical granules with
homogenous material. This is thought to be possible at each stage of granulopoiesis. Purple arrows indicate
the constitutive release of prorenin in vesicles. Image from Taugner et al (10).
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the secretion kinetics of prorenin and active renin Pratt et al. (99) demonstrated that
prorenin is released constitutively. However a small fraction of synthesised prorenin
is glycosylated as it is transported through the Golgi and packaged into dense core
storage granules for release on a regulated secretory pathway (100) (Figure 1.5a). It
is within these granules that prorenin is processed into active renin via cleavage of the
43 amino acid NH2 terminal propeptide at the Asp-43p-Leu-1 bond (99). The sorting
of prorenin onto the regulated pathway is thought to depend on the co-operation of a
number of mechanisms, not merely on glycosylation (99).
Formation of dense core renin-containing granules is believed to be initiated by bud-
ding of the Golgi apparatus, which is pinched off to form protogranules (Figure 1.5b).
Under normal physiological conditions, granules take on a rounded appearance and
evidence suggests that fusion with neighbouring protogranules leads to intermediate
granule formation (lower track). When the RAAS is stimulated, the granules develop
in a more paracrystalline formation within a membrane-bound electron-lucent region
(101) (upper tracks). The coalescence of paracrystalline material within polymorphous
granules is thought to be a longer process than the gradual increase of electron-dense
material seen in spherical granules, making it less common. Despite this, the end prod-
ucts of the coalescing granular material are still homogeneous, electron-dense mature
granules. Electron micrographs of JG cells from C57Bl/6 mice show these granules
densely packed within the cytoplasm (Figure 1.6a), as well as examples of protogran-
ules pinching off from the Golgi apparatus (Figure 1.6b). The presence of lysosomal
trafficking regulator (Lyst) proteins, which targets proteins to lysosomes, is necessary
for correct segmentation of granules (102). The JG cells of beige mice with heritable
mutations of Lyst only contain 1 - 2 giant storage granules, indicating the essential role
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Lyst plays in correct granule formation (Figure 1.6d).
The low pH within early renin granules (pH 4 - 6) is achieved through the action
of intracellular H+-ATPases which catalyse the transmembrane exchange of protons
and aid aggregation of the granule core, giving primitive granules their paracrystalline
structure (10, 103). It is low pH that allows identification of granules by acidotropic
dyes such as quinacrine (104) and lysotracker (36).
Although a number of candidate prohormone convertases are able to cleave renin in
vitro, mouse knockout models for these enzymes did not alter active renin secretion in
vivo (105). Similarly, a number of lysosomal enzymes colocalised with JG dense core
granules, but were not functionally relevent (106). The most likely candidate for intra-
granular cleavage of prorenin was cathepsin B since it colocalised with renin within
dense core granules and showed site-specific cleavage of the human renin prosegment
in vitro (107). However this was recently disproved in experiments using cathepsin
B knockout mice: levels of circulating active renin were normal and administration of
an ACE inhibitor lead to a similar rise in renin expression and active circulating renin
levels in knockout and control C57Bl6/N mice (108). There is evidence to suggest that
after inital cleavage at the dibasic site, the prosegment is ‘nibbled’ away until only the
mature renin protein remains (109, 110).
JG cells in C57Bl/6 mice contain on average 100 granules of approximately 0.5 µm
diameter (102) and the number of renin-expressing cells within the JGA differs con-
siderably between species and pathophysiological conditions (111). Whilst 2D electron
microscopy (EM) has historically been used to classify granule types, recent stereologi-
cal reconstructions have revealed that these 2D snap-shots of granules are cross-sections
of larger vesicular structures of varying levels of complexity (101, 112, 113). The role of
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this vesicular network, its presence under different pathophysiological conditions and
its interaction with granules are yet to be elucidated and many questions remain.
Many questions regarding the formation of renin-containing dense core granules re-
main unanswered. For instance, what causes the formation of the different protogranule
types, and what is the significance of electron lucent granules? Fusion between imma-
ture granules has been imaged at the EM level, but is this a dynamic process that is
continually occurring and, if so, what factors affect it? And what is the relationship
between renin expression levels and granule type and number? It is hard to answer such
questions due to the difficulty in imaging intracellular processes in live, cultured JG
cells at sufficiently high resolution. The majority of the published work to date has been
performed using EM, which allows exquisite resolution of intracellular structures and
organelles. If these questions are to be answered in the future, a protocol whereby high
resolution optical microscopy techniques coupled with optimised culture of primary JG
cells or appropriate renin-expressing cell lines would be extremely advantageous.
1.7.1 Granulation in Human Juxtaglomerular Cells
Surprisingly few studies have been performed investigating the ultrastructure of human
JG cells. One of the most comprehensive EM studies was carried out by Biava and West
on renal biopsies from 7 normal patients (24-46 years old, normotensive, no detectable
renal lesions) to determine normal, human JG structure (55, 115). On average, 4 - 8
JG cells were found at the distal end of the AA around the vascular pole, with varying
JG cell morphology. Unlike the mouse, many isolated cytoplasmic vacuoles were seen
in the majority of JG cells analysed (Figure 1.6a). Interestingly, branched myofibril-
rich cytoplasmic processes were observed inter-digitating with processes of surrounding
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Figure 1.6: Ultrastructure of JG cells. - Mouse control C57Bl/6 JG cells (a) DG: dense core
granule (9,000X). Image from (112). (b) G: Golgi, Gr: dense core granule, N: nucleus, arrow: fusiform
protogranule pinching off from G, arrowhead: coated pit. (Main image 68,000X, inset 62,000X). Image
from (10). (c) Non-granulated Ren1d−/− JG cell. A: afferent arteriole, E: endothelial cell, SM: modified
smooth muscle (JG) cell (2,600X). Image from (114). (d) SCID-beige mouse JG cell with Lyst mutation.
(3,800X). Image from (113). (e, f) JG cells from healthy human renal biopsies showing Golgi apparatus (G),
and specific granules (SG) containing homogeneous material. SG1: elongated rhomboidal configuration,
SG2: circular, containing rhomboidal material, SG3: circular, containing uniformly distributed material
(26,000X magnification). (f) Rhomboid, crystalline granule in the vicinity of G (Main image 150,000X,
inset 22,000X, lead hydroxide stain). ER: endoplasmic reticulum, g: glycogen particles, N: nucleus Ce:
centriole. Images from Biava and West (55, 115). 27
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cells, suggesting significant cell-to-cell communication, which decreased in density on
cells further from the glomerulus.
Granules were routinely found in close proximity to the Golgi (Figure 1.6e). Al-
though they showed different structural characteristics, three types of granules were
identified. SG1-type granules were rhomboid, diamond-shaped paracrystalline gran-
ules, similar to those seen in mouse JG cells. These granules contained tightly packed
filamentous material within a single outer membrane and were located close to the Golgi
(Figure 1.6e, f). SG2-type granules were larger, with a circular granule membrane
containing several rhomboidal SG1 granules (Figure 1.6e). Some of these SG1-type
granules appeared to be disintegrating within SG2 granules, indicating that they were
fusing and maturing to become the third type of granule, SG3. These granules were the
most common and contained finely filamentous, electron-dense material (Figure 1.6e).
These mature granules were more uniform in shape, distributed around the periphery
of the cell cytoplasm and were between 800 - 1200 nm in diameter. Gradations between
these granular types were seen, indicating that a similar granular accumulation process
as that outlined for mice in Figure 1.5 is also present in human JG cells. No images of
fusion between the membrane of granules and the cell membrane were observed.
1.7.2 The Renin Gene in Mice
The Ren loci in humans, rats and some strains of mouse (e.g. C57Bl/6) contain a single
structural renin gene, Ren-1c, which is highly conserved between species. However a
sub set of mouse strains (e.g. DBA/2) carry two renin genes within the Ren locus:
another Ren-1 allele, Ren-1d, and an additional Ren2 gene (100, 116). Ren2 is likely
an ancestral duplication of the Ren−1 gene which was deleted in certain strains (117).
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The three genes encode highly homologous proteins with Ren1c having 99% and 97%
similarity in the coding region to Ren1d and Ren2 respectively (118). Although the
encoded proteins are very similar, there are some key differences, notably the presence
of three potential asparagine-linked glycosylation sites in Ren1d and Ren1c which are
not present in Ren2 (118).
Work carried out by Sharp et al. on the inactivation of the Ren-2 gene in mice re-
vealed no histopathological variations in renin-expressing tissue or differences in BP reg-
ulation between Ren2−/− mice and wild-type littermates. However active plasma renin
concentrations in Ren2−/− mice increased commensurate with a decrease of plasma
prorenin concentration, indicating that Ren1d and Ren1c are functionally equivalent
with respect to the regulation of BP (119).
Clark et al. (114) generated Ren1d−/− mice, which displayed sexually dimorphic
hypotension in females. A rise in inactive plasma prorenin levels was seen, coupled with
a decrease in active plasma renin concentration. Furthermore, there was a striking lack
of granulation within the JG cells of the kidney (Figure 1.6c), suggesting that Ren1d
is necessary for the formation of dense core storage granules.
Interestingly, MD cells in the distal tubular epithelium of Ren1d−/− mice were
hyper-cellular, with columnar epithelial cell morphology, and showed a 30% increase in
basolateral to apical height compared to controls (114). As highlighted in Section 1.3.2,
MD cells are integral to the regulation of tubular NaCl and perfusion pressure within
the kidney, playing a major role in RAAS-mediated BP stabilisation. The altered
morphology of MD cells in Ren1d−/− mice revealed that the renin protein is necessary
for normal maintenance of JGA morphology, however it was not clear whether this
altered morphology affected function.
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To ensure that these phenotypes were not caused by a random mutation introduced
during gene targeting, a transgene spanning the Ren-ld and Ren2 genes was used to
rescue the phenotype and demonstrated complete restoration of both JG cell granu-
lation and MD morphology (120). Parallel studies using a β-Geo reporter introduced
into the Ren-ld gene confirmed that ungranulated cells were indeed bona-fide JG cells
(120).
These data confirmed that two distinct renin secretory pathways were functioning
for Ren-1d and Ren2. The presence of the glycosylation sites on Ren-1d appears to
be key for the correct trafficking of this enzyme onto the regulated secretory pathways.
As it is transported through the Golgi, the initial glycosylation of prorenin appears to
add directional specificity to the prorenin destined for storage granules. If the renin
isoform remains unglycosylated it will follow the constitutive pathway, as evidenced by
the lack of dense core storage granules when Ren1d is not present (100). Furthermore,
these studies indicated that Ren2 contributes to the maintainance of normal arterial
BP, at least in females, but was unable to fully maintain JGA structure.
Following these studies, it was unclear whether Ren-1d protein structure or enzyme
activity was causing the granulation and altered MD phenotypes observed in Ren1d−/−
mice. The renin protein is highly conserved between mouse and human, carrying two of
the three glycosylation sites present in the mouse (121). Therefore it was hypothesised
that appropriate factors were present in the mouse allowing accurately processing and
trafficking of human renin through JG cells.
To address these questions, transgenic mice containing a 55kbp human renin trans-
gene on a Ren1d−/− background were made within the Mullin’s Labratory, the huRen-
Ren1d−/− mice (Dr Robert Nelson, unpublished data). Assuming that the hypothesis
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held true, if the renin protein was responsible for the altered granulation and MD mor-
phology, both phenotypes would be restored in this mouse. However, if it was the
enzymatic activity causing the morphology shifts, they would not be restored due to
the species specificity of renin and angiotensinogen (122, 123). In fact, granulation was
restored in huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice in an apparently transgene expression-dependent
manner, indicating the importance of the renin protein structure and conservation of
functional regions integral to dense core granule formation. However MD morphology
remained atypical, suggesting an as-yet undefined role for renin enzyme activity in
maintenance of MD structure. However, the role of this altered MD morphology on
TGF function and salt handling ability remains to be elucidated.
1.8 Intracellular Signals Controlling Renin Synthesis and
Release
Although many aspects of renin synthesis and secretion remain unclear, there is general
agreement that cAMP signalling mediates the renin release pathway and calcium sig-
nalling mediates the inhibition of renin release within JG cells. The known signalling
pathways are collated in Figure 1.7, which is arranged according to the modified Edin-
burgh Pathway Notation (mEPN) scheme. This notation scheme is particularly good
for literature collation since reference management is facilitated through storage in each
component, which can also be linked to external webpages or documents.
1.8.1 Cyclic AMP
Renin release is stimulated through receptor binding events complexed with a G-protein
coupled receptor (Gnas). Mice with Cre recombinase-mediated deletion of G-protein
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Figure 1.7: Intracellular signalling pathways within mouse JG cells. - The signalling pathway
is laid out according to the mEPN scheme (124, 125). Rectangles represent peptides, proteins (blue) or
protein complexes (yellow). White diamonds represent ions/simple molecules. Orange hexagons represent
simple biochemicals. Circles are process nodes, and represent cleavage (grey, x), translocation (blue, T),
binding (yellow, B), glycosylation (yellow, Gy), translation (blue, TL), phosphorylation (light blue, P) or
a logic gate (purple, OR). Lines with arrows indicate the flow of activity within the system for stimulation
(black), inhibition (red), cleavage (purple), activation (dark green) or secretion (light green). Each cellular
compartment is labelled and coloured separately.
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Gsα specifically within JG cells showed significantly reduced basal renin expression
levels, low plasma renin concentration (PRC) and the abolition of acute responses to
isoproterenol (74). Major ligands of Gnas, and hence stimulators of renin secretion
through this pathway, are PGE2, which binds to the EP2 and EP4 receptors, and
prostacyclin (PGI2), which binds to the prostaglandin IP receptor (24). Patch clamp-
ing individual rat JG cells and stimulating them with EP2, EP4 and IP agonists lead
to an increase in intracellular cAMP and a decrease in the granule pool present (24).
Adenylyl cyclase activating polypeptide 1 (Adcyap) binding to adenylyl cyclase acti-
vating polypeptide receptor 1 (Adcyap1r1) also stimulated renin release from isolated
perfused kidneys in rat (126). This was confirmed using Adcyap1r1−/− mice, which
did not show the increase in renin release seen in C57Bl/6 controls when perfused with
Adcyap (126). β-adrenergic stimulation of renin release has also been shown to be par-
ticularly effective, with signalling molecules such as cathecholamines stimulating renin
secretion in vivo, in isolated perfused kidneys and kidney slice models (127, 128, 129).
The importance of adrenoreceptor B (Adrb1) was also confirmed using β1/β2ADR−/−
mice (130).
These binding events create complexes with Gnas which activate adenylyl cyclases 5
and 6 (Adcy5/6) (131). Using isolated perfused kidneys from Adcy5−/− and Adcy6−/−
mice, Aldehni et al. showed that isoproterenol-, PGE2- and PACAP-stimulated renin
release was attenuated in these mice, proving the involvement of Adcy5/6 in renin
stimulation (132). Two different subsets of dopamine receptors have been found in JG
cells; Drd1a (133) and Drd5 (134) create complexes with the Gnas receptor and cause
the activation of Adcy5/6. This stimulatory effect has been confirmed using isolated
JG cells (135), kidney slices, isolated perfused kidneys and in vivo (101).
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Activated Adcy5/6 leads to the generation of cAMP from ATP (131). cAMP was
shown to activate protein kinase A (Pka), which is able to directly lead to the secretion
of mature renin from storage granules (72) or is translocated to the nucleus where it
phosphorylates the CREB protein, enabling it to bind to the cAMP response element
(CRE) in the regulatory sequences of the renin promotor and activate transcription
(136, 137).
Inhibitory G-protein coupled receptors act to prevent Adcy activation. Two further
dopamine receptors have been found on JG cells, Drd3 and Drd4, which bind with
the inhibitory G-protein coupled receptor (Gnai2) to inhibit Adcy5/6 activation (138).
It should be noted that the main inhibitory role that dopamine plays in renin secre-
tion is through its effects on the proximal tubule sodium reabsorption and increase in
tubular sodium chloride concentration at the MD (101). Adenosine also inhibits renin
secretion by binding to the adenosine receptor (AR-1) to complex with Gnai2. Isolated
primary JG cell cultures stained positively for the AR1 subtype, and showed decreased
renin release after incubation with increasing concentrations of adenosine (139). This
adenosine is likely to originate from the MD in response to tubuloglomerular feedback
(discussed in Section 1.3.2).
1.8.2 Calcium
In the majority of secretory cell types calcium is the major, if not the only, trigger
for the secretion of granular cargo. Intracellular Ca2+ levels are regulated by entry of
extracellular Ca2+ or from release of intracellular Ca2+ stores found in the RER (140).
Whilst intracellular Ca2+ levels are similarly controlled in JG cells, increased levels of
Ca2+ inhibit both the release and synthesis of renin, both directly and indirectly: this
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is termed the ‘calcium paradox’ (141).
Within JG cells, one of the major regulators of intracellular Ca2+ content is receptor
binding with natriuetic peptides. The binding of AngII to angiotensin II receptor type
2 (Agtr2), arginine vasopressin (AVP) to arginine vasopressin receptors and endothelin
1 (ET-1) to endothelin receptor type B are all able to active phospholipase C (Plc)
(6, 7, 8). Plc then activates the IP3 pathway and ryanodine receptor by cleaving PIP2
into DAG and IP3 (142). IP3 translocates to the RER where it binds with the IP3
receptor, releasing calcium from stores into the cytosol (142). The DAG fragment also
contributes to increases in intracellular Ca2+ by activating protein kinase C (Pkc),
which transiently increases the Ca2+ permeability of the cellular plasma membrane,
allowing an influx of extracellular Ca2+ into the JG cell to further inhibit renin secretion
(143).
Free intracellular Ca2+ has multiple mechanisms of action. By clamping cAMP
using membrane-permeable cAMP derivatives in primary JG cells, increased levels of
Ca2+ did not suppress renin secretion, indicating that cAMP levels are modulated by
Ca2+ (141). Furthermore, small interfering RNA (siRNA)-mediated knock down of
Adcy5/6 prevented Ca2+-dependent inhibition of cAMP levels, indicating that Ca2+
interferes with Adcy5/6 activation (141). Ca2+ also activates calmodulin (Calm1)
which, along with the calcineurin (CN) that it activates, inhibits the secretion of renin
(144, 145).
Very little is known about the mechanism by which Ca2+ and Pkc modulate renin
synthesis. Since the inverse relationship between Ca2+ levels and renin secretion is
similar to that of the parathyroid hormone (PTH) from the chief cells of the parathy-
roid gland, it was hypothesised that the same molecular transcriptional mechanisms
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were involved (146). Fuchs et al. discovered that a negative calcium response element
(nCaRE), identical to a PTH promoter region, was present in the human renin proxi-
mal promoter, the mutation of which suppressed the sensitivity of the renin promoter
to increased intracellular Ca2+ (147). However very little else is known about the
transcriptional mechanisms relating to Ca2+ inhibition of renin synthesis.
Ca2+ has also been shown to interfere with the cAMP release pathway via phospho-
diesterases (Pdes). Pde1, 3 and 4 are present in JG cells and reduce renin release by
contributing to the breakdown of cAMP to 5’-AMP (148). Whilst Pde4 inhibition has
been shown to stimulate renin release (149), Pde3 is the dominant isoform (72). Pde1
is thought to inhibit renin release in a calcium-dependent manner, however Pde3 is the
most important isoform in the renin secretory pathway. Pde3 activation is negatively
controlled by the cGMP pathway, thereby preventing the breakdown of cAMP, allowing
higher levels of renin secretion (149, 150, 151, 152).
1.9 Mechanisms of Renin Release
Whilst the factors affecting intracellular and extracellular control of renin secretion
have been well studied, relatively little is known about the mechanisms of secretion
and the proteins involved. Initially, classical endocrine exocytosis was thought to be
responsible for renin release. Granules are transported to the membrane where fu-
sion and subsequently exocytosis occur through bridging of the vesicle and the plasma
membrane (140).
Evidence for exocytotic release of renin lies in observations of discontinuous, quan-
tised release of renin in vitro (36). Observations of large, electron-dense granules at the
cell membrane in fixed mouse EM sections indicate that granules move to the membrane
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to release renin exocytotically (153). The episodic release of renin was confirmed using
superfused rat AAs, with approximately 1 exocytosis event recorded every 5 minutes,
sufficient to meet physiological demands (154). In mice, this release rate was calculated
to be 20 - 500 per minute across both kidneys (153). Membrane capacitance studies of
whole-cell patch-clamped primary JG cells were performed under basal and increased
cAMP-/isoproterenol-stimulated conditions. 0.9% total renin content was shown to be
released per hour under basal conditions (155). This release rate increased to 40% per
hour after stimulation with 10 µmol/l isoproterenol, which equated to approximately
7% additional membrane area gained during exocytosis and corresponds to 10 - 20
storage granules released per cell (155). Even under this maximal stimulation, only a
subset of storage granules released renin.
Peti-Peterdi et al. attempted to visually verify the exocytotic release of renin us-
ing isolated perfused rabbit glomeruli (36). A fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET) probe system was used to gauge renin secretion, where tissue preparations were
bathed in EDANS- and DABCYL-conjugated fluorescence renin substrate. EDANS flu-
orescence is quenched by the DABCYL acceptor molecule due to FRET but fluoresces
on cleavage by renin. Renin granules were stained with the acidotropic fluorophores
quinacrine or Lysotracker red (36), which have high binding affinities with granules
in JG cells (104). Granular and renin secretory responses to the perfusion of 100 µM
isoproterenol through the JGA were imaged using time-lapse multiphoton microscopy.
Although no granular trafficking was imaged, individual granule fluorescence was seen
to dim and disappear. The renin FRET probe indicated that this quantal release of
granular content occurred from both luminal and interstitial compartments of the JGA.
It should be noted that images were acquired every 10s for 10 minutes; movement of
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granules could potentially occur on a much faster time scale, since exocytosis takes
place over tens of milliseconds in neuroendocrine cells (156).
Whilst granule tethering to the membrane and associated omega-shaped membrane
configurations typically associated with exocytosis have been reported (153), deep in-
vaginations into the interior of JG cells containing electron-dense material have also
been interpreted as stages before or after exocytosis (157). It has been implied that
instead of the direct movement of the vesicles, as is the case during exocytosis, these
invaginations could provide a route through which renin is released (101). Renin re-
lease may therefore resemble lysosomal secretion, a hypothesis which is reinforced by
the lysosomal nature of storage granules. As well as the positive staining for lysosomal
enzymes within renin storage granules (106) and the acidic pH within granules, the
lysosomal trafficking protein Lyst is necessary for correct granule formation (102).
Steppan et al. performed 3D EM analysis on JG cells from isolated perfused kidneys
on SCID-beige mice with this Lyst mutation and showed that only 1 - 2 large storage
granules were present (113). When this 3D reconstruction was applied to C57Bl/6
mice, granules appeared in different stages of formation, from isolated granules up to
large interconnected granular networks, suggesting that granule development may be
dynamic and interchangeable. No signs of exocytosis was visualised at baseline, or in
cells in which renin secretion had been stimulated by isoproterenol alone. However
simultaneous perfusion of isoproterenol and ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA)
resulted in a 20-fold increase in renin secretion and approximately five exocytotic events
per cell (113). This evidence points towards compound exocytosis of renin from JG
cells, where intracellular fusion of vesicles forms large storage networks which fuse
focally with the plasma membrane, releasing the contents of the vesicle whilst retaining
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granular structure.
The contradictory nature of the literature in this area is clear, with no instances
of granule motion under any conditions published to date. Despite this, exocytosis ap-
pears the most likely mechanism by which renin is secreted. However there is a paucity
of direct evidence for the mechanisms involved in renin release and the identity of the
proteins involved in granule-membrane binding. In classic exocytosis, membrane-bound
SNARE proteins on the surface of vesicles (v-SNARES ) and the target membrane (t-
SNARES ) mediate fusion to the target membrane by creating trans-SNARE complexes
(140). This is initiated when syntaxin is released from its complex with munc18, allow-
ing complexing of the membrane SNAP and syntaxin proteins with the vesicle VAMP
protein, causing the lipid bilayers to fuse (Figure 1.8). Vesicles which initially dock
either immediately uncouple or are strongly tethered through the action of soluble
NSF (N -ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor), moving into a fusion-competent state (158).
These SNARES have been shown to be essential for exocytosis to occur through ge-
netic ablation in Drosophila, C. elegans and Mus Musculus. There are many different
isoforms of the main proteins involved, with exocytosis from distinct organelles within
a single cell involving distinct SNARE combinations (159).
Studies by Mendez et al. showed that the SNARE proteins VAMP2 and SNAP23,
but not SNAP25, are present both on the surface of dense core granules and the plasma
membrane in primary JG cells, and that they mediate cAMP-stimulated renin release
(76, 160). SNAP23 was only found on a small subset of granules and siRNA knockdown
experiments suggest that this isoform may only mediate release from dense core granules
on the regulated pathway (160).
Phosphorylation of SNAP25 by constitutive Pka activity has been shown to be
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Figure 1.8: SNARE-driven membrane fusion model. - (a) Munc-18 is complexed with syntaxin at
the membrane, leaving it unavailable. (b) When the granule approaches, syntaxin is released from munc-18,
opening up the conformation for binding within the SNARE complex. (c) The SNARE complex is formed
between syntaxin, SNAP and VAMP, and the four helix bundle assembled. (d) The close proximity of the
plasma membrane and granule lipid bilayers allows bilayer fusion to occur. Image from Burgoyne, R and
Morgan, A (140).
necessary to maintain large numbers of primed secretory vesicles, whilst calcineurin
antagonised this effect (161). As previously outlined, Pka facilitates renin release whilst
calcineurin, activated through the Ca2+ - Calm1 pathway (144), inhibits renin secretion
(145). Phosphorylation of SNAP23 has also been shown to facilitate exocytosis in mast
cells (162), however this phosphorylation was carried out by Pkc, which is known to
inhibit renin release. Even more intriguingly, the practically ubiquitous interaction
of Ca2+ with SNARE-complexing proteins is a trigger for exocytosis; synaptotagmin
proteins are Ca2+ sensors which interact with SNARE complexes to mediate secretion,
not as an inhibitor as is the case for JG cells (140).
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1.10 Aims and Hypothesis
Although renin is a critical physiological enzyme, many fundamental questions remain
unasnwered, particulary with regards to the generation of granules and secretion of
renin from dense core granules within JG cells. I hypothesise that renin is released
exocytotically, and that for this to occur granules respond dynamically to exocytotic
stimulus. It is clear that appropriate in vitro models in which to answer many of these
questions are required. I therefore aim to develop an appropriate in vitro JG cell model
and to use it to image and analyse granule dynamics in juxtaglomerular cells for the
first time.
Furthermore, I hypothesise that expression levels of renin dictates the extent of in-
tracellular granule formation, and that altered macula densa morphology such as that
seen in Ren1d−/− and huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice is indicative of altered tubuloglomeru-
lar feedback, suggesting that active renin is necessary for normal TGF function. I
therefore aim to elucidate the relationship between renin expression levels, granulation
of juxtaglomerular cells, macula densa morphology and macula densa function using





Recipes for the standard solutions used are found in Table 2.1.
2.2 Animal Husbandry
2.2.1 Maintenance of Colony
Experiments were conducted in accordance with the Animals (Scientific Procedures)
Act 1986 and the Guiding Priciples for Research Involving Animals and Human Beings
as well as approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Uni-
versity of Southern California. The sources of the animals used are outlined in Table
2.2.
Mice were housed and bred in the Biological Resource Facilities at the University
of Edinburgh or at the University of Southern California. To identify and genotype
animals, ear clippings were taken. A 12 hour diurnal cycle was maintained (7AM
- 7PM), with free access to water provided. Mice were maintained on a standard
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Reagents and Recipe Supplier
Buffers
1X PBS 10 tablets, 1 L ddH20 OXOID (BR0014G)
4% PFA 4% w/v paraformaldehyde in PBS Sigma
1M NaOH used to adjust pH to 7.2 (D2650)
0.5 M EDTA EDTA in dH20, 1M NaOH VWR Chemicals
to adjust pH to 8.0 (443885J)
TBE buffer 54 g Tris base, 20 ml 0.5 M EDTA (pH 8) VWR Chemicals
(5X stock) 27.5 g boric acid, per 1 L (192346H)
TAE buffer 121 g Tris base, 50 ml 0.5 M EDTA (pH 8) Promega (H5135)
(50X stock) 28.6 ml glacial acetic acid per 500 ml VWR Chemicals
0.2 M Phosphate Buffer Fisher Scientific
A: Na2HPO4.2H2O 35.6 g in 1 L dH2O (S/P525/53)
B: NaH2PO4.2H2O 13.8 g in 500 ml dH2O (11462904)
Working solution 72 ml A, 28 ml B, 100 ml dH2O
pH adjusted to 7.2
Goat or Donkey 5% Goat or donkey serum, Jackson
Blocking buffer PBS, 0.3% Triton X-100 Sigma (79284)
Table 2.1: Table detailing standard solutions used.
mouse chow containing 0.25% Na, 0.38% Cl, 0.67% K, Rat and Mouse Maintenance
diet (RM1). Environmental conditions were maintained at 19 − 21 ◦C and 40 - 55%
humidity. The genetic backgrounds of the mice used in the current study are detailed
below.
RenGFP+/− Mice
Mice with a targeted knockin of GFP into exon 1 of the renin gene in animals on a




RenGFP+/− Prof. Kenneth Gross (11)
Roswell Park Cancer Institute, Buffalo
tsA58+/− Prof. Parmjit Jat (82, 83)
Ludwig Institute, London
Ren1d−/− Prof. John Mullins (114)
huRen+/−Ren1d−/− Prof. John Mullins Dr Robert Nelson
1446 and 1317 strains (Paper in preparation)
Table 2.2: Source of experimental animal strains.
mary, GFP was introduced into exon 1 of Ren1c within a BAC clone (RP23-88k07)
using homologous recombination, ensuring that GFP expression was under the control
of the natural genomis sequence of renin (163). Restriction analysis and pulsed field
gel electrophoresis confirmed correct insertion of GFP, and zygotic microinjection per-
formed and implanted into female mice. PCR screening was used to identify animals
positive for insertion of the construct, and the insertion of a single copy of the transgene
confirmed using Southern Blot analysis and ImageQuant software.
GFP is therefore expressed in renin-expressing cells where it is localised cytoplas-
mically. It is under the control of the renin promoter but is not fused to the renin
gene; having been inserted into a random section of the genome, it is not packaged into
granules or secreted. RenGFP mice could therefore be bred as either heterozygotes or
homozygotes, however the line was bred as heterozygotes to ensure that GFP was not
overexpressed within JG cells.
Glenn et al (163) showed that GFP reporter mice faithfully recapitulate the devel-
opmental and physiological expression of kidney renin, which was detected at the classic
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JG cell location at the distal end of the AA. Treatment with the ACE inhibitor captopril
(10 mg/kg intraperitoneal injection; 3 days) induced the metaplastic transformation of
VSMCs to GFP-expressing renin-expressing cells along along the afferent arterioles, in-
terlobular and arcuate arteries, consistent with previous reports of endogenous mouse
renin expression (9). GFP was also observed in the granular convoluted tubules of
the submaxillary gland, another known site of renin expression in mice (164), along
with expression at e13 in the cords of the adrenal gland, and at e14 in the renal and
intrarenal arteries (11). GFP expression continued to follow known renin expression
patterns at e15 and e16 (11, 42).
Ren1 Knockout Ren1d−/− Mice
The Ren1d−/− mouse was generated using a Ren1d targeting construct for the 129
mouse renin locus with appropriate 5’ and 3’ homology arms and a neomycin cassette
replacing 92 bp of exon 3, intron 3 and 35 bp of exon 4 (114). Homologous recom-
bination between the linearized targeting construct and the endogenous Ren-1d gene
after electroporation into 129 mouse embryonic stem cells inactivated Ren-1d. Clones
showing appropriate targeting were chosen, one of which was used to generate male
chimaras via microinjection. These animals were crossed with 129 females to generate
heterozygous offspring, with F2 breeding leading to lines with the desired homozygous
Ren1d deletion (114). These animals were then crossed onto a C57Bl/6 background.
Human Renin Rescue huRen+/−Ren1d−/− Mice
The human renin transgenic lines were made in our laboratory by Dr Robert Nelson
(paper in preparation) and were bred in the Mullins laboratory. A 55kbp fragment
of clone PAC111L11 which contained the 35kb flanking sequence around 10kb struc-
tural human renin gene introduced by pronuclear microinjection into fertilized C3H x
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CBA/Ca F1 oocytes on a Ren1c background. Animals with correct insertion of the
transgene were identified by PCR and digestion of tail DNA, which was analysed by
Southern blot hybridisation. These animals were crossed onto a Ren1d−/− background
over many generations.
Of 20 offspring, four showed correct targeting, of which two were fertile - the 1317
and 1446 lines. Line 1446 was used in the current study. Appropriate crosses were made
to ensure animals of these lines were on a Ren1d−/− background, which were confirmed
by Southern Blot analysis in F1 and F2 litters. Therefore these animals lack the Ren-
1d gene necessary to granulate JG cells, but have the active human renin (hRen) gene
randomly inserted into their genome, under the appropriate renin promoter sequences.
2.2.2 Pharmacological Manipulation in vivo
Stimulation of the Macula Densa
For low-salt-mediated stimulation of the macula densa, a low salt diet and increased salt
wasting using chronic administration of an ACE inhibitor was performed. Mice were
placed on a sodium-deficient diet (Harlan Teklad, TD.90228) containing 0.01-0.02% Na,
0.07% Cl, 0.8% K and 0.2 mg/ml captopril (Sigma, C4042) dissolved in the drinking
water for five days.
Stimulation of Renin Expression
To increase renin expression levels through decreased ANGII-mediated renin inhibition,
chronic administration of an ACE inhibitor was performed. Captopril (Sigma, C4042-




2.2.3.1 Digestion of Ear Notches
Ear punches were digested with agitation overnight at 55 ◦C in 80 µl DirectPCR Lysis
Reagent (Viagen Biotech, 102-T) with 80 µl dH2O and 4.8 µl proteinase K (10 mg/µl
working concentration, Ambion, Life Technologies, AM2548).
Heat inactivation of the proteinase K at 85 ◦C on a heat block (Stuart, SBH130D)
for 1 hr was followed by centrifugation at 13,000 g for 1 min. Samples were stored at
−20 ◦C.
2.2.3.2 PCR Genotyping Reaction
PCR reaction mixes were made up by adding 5 µl VWR 2 mM MgCl2 Red Taq DNA
Polymerase 2X Mastermix to 0.2 µl 10 mM forward and reverse primer each, 4.1 µl
ddH2O and 0.5 µl sample DNA. Primer pair sequences are detailed in Table 2.3. For
each sample, a PCR reaction for nNOS was also performed as a positive control to en-
sure successful extraction of DNA. Example PCR products run out in gel electrophoresis
are shown in Figure 2.1.
Samples were cycled in a ThermoCycler (Applied Biosciences, Veriti 96 well) at tem-
peratures detailed in Table 2.4 in order to denature, anneal and extend DNA segments,
amplifying them for visualisation. All genotyping reactions were performed using the
same mastermix and primer concentrations, and amplified as outlined.
2.2.3.3 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis
PCR amplification products were separated on a 1X TAE-buffered 1.5% (w/v) agarose
gel (SeaKem LE Agarose, Lonza, 50050). 1 µg/ml ethidium bromide (Sigma, 46066)
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Gene to Direction Sequence Product
Amplify (5’ - 3’) Length (bp)
GFP Cassette F AGCAAGGGCGAGGAACTGTTCACTG 594
R GGTGGACAGGTAATGGTTGTCTGGG
Human Renin F AACCTCAGTGGATCTCAGAGA 394
R CTCTGGGCAGGAAGCAAAAGT
Mouse Renin F CCAAGCTGGAGACTCAGGAA Ren2: 139
R TAGAAGGCTCAGAGGCAGGA Ren1c: 111
Ren1d F GGCTGAACCAGATGGACAGA 500
R AACTCTCTCGCCAAAGCCAAAG
Immortomouse F CCTCTGAGCTATTCCAGAAGTAGTG 590
R TTAGAGCTTTAAATCTCTGTAGGTAG
nNOS F CGTCATTTCTGTCCGTCTCTT 657
R ATTCCTGTGTCTTTCATCTCTGC
Table 2.3: Primer sets used to genotype RenGFP+/−, HuRen+/−Ren1d+/−, Ren1d−/− and Immor-
tomice tsA58+/−.
was added to allow visualisation of DNA.
Samples were loaded alongside a 100 bp molecular weight ladder (Gene Ruler DNA
Ladder or New England Biosicences 100 bp ladder) for fragment size analysis. After
electrophoresis, the gel was visualised on a UV Transilluminator (UVP inc.) with an
Olympus C-4000 digital camera attached.
2.3 Cell Isolation Techniques
All standard cell culture media and buffers are detailed in Table 2.5. All cell culture
medium, PBS, fetal calf serum (FCS), penicillin/streptomycin (pen/strep), collagenase,
trypsin EDTA (TE), ITS were purchased from Life Technologies. All media were filtered
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Figure 2.1: Representative gel electrophoresis images of genotyping PCR products. -
The presence of (a) GFP to identify RenGFP+/− animals, (b) tsA58 to identify immortmouse tsA58+/−
animals, (c) hRen to identify HuRen+/−Ren1d−/− animals, (d) nNOS for the internal control and (e)
Ren1d to differentiate between Ren1d+/− and Ren1d−/− animals was assessed by PCR. GeneRuler ladder
was used to identify molecular weight of PCR products.
through a 0.22 µm filter (Millix, VWR, 20842.323) before use and stored at 4 ◦C.
2.3.1 Cell Isolation Procedure
2.3.1.1 Dissociation of Adult Kidneys
Animals were sacrificed by cervical dislocation, the kidneys dissected out and decapsu-
lated, and placed in ice cold basic medium. Under a tissue culture hood, the kidneys
were diced finely with sterile blades in a petri dish. The homogenate was transferred
to 5 ml pre-warmed digestion buffer (Table 2.5) and incubated in a shaking waterbath
(30-45 mins, 37 ◦C, 150 rpm), titurated by pipette every 15 mins until the digestion
was complete.
The digestion was stopped using 15 ml basic medium. The homogenate was passed
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Temperature ( ◦C) Duration Number of Cycles
94 4 mins 1
94 10 mins
60 30 secs 35
72 1 min
72 7 mins 1
4 ∞ -
Table 2.4: Temperature cycles used to amplify DNA extracted from ear notches for genotyping of animals.
through a 100 µm sieve (Fisher, 22363549) to remove any fibrous tissue and a 70
µm sieve (Fisher, 22363548) to remove contaminating tubular fragments. Cells were
pelleted by centrifugation at 139 g for 8 mins and the supernatant discarded. Pelleted
cells were resuspended in 1 ml red blood cell lysis buffer (Sigma Aldrich, R7757) and
incubated at room temperature for 2 mins. 20 mls PBS was added and the mixture
vortexed, before pelleting the cells by centrifugation for 5 mins at 139 g. The pellet
was resuspended in 1 ml sorting medium, the cells counted then filtered through a 40
µm cell strainer to remove remaining tubules and glomeruli.
2.3.1.2 Dissection and Dissociation of Immortomouse+/−
Embryonic Kidneys
Pregnant mothers were sacrificed by cervical dislocation and the uterus placed in ice
cold PBS. Under a dissecting microscope, embryos were dissected from the uterus
in a petri dish containing fresh DMEM. Using two 1ml syringes with 20 gauge nee-
dles attached, the embryos were decapitated using a scissor-like motion and the torsos
transferred to a separate petri dish containing fresh DMEM. Manipulating the embryos
with the syringe and needles, they were placed face down in the dish and the forelimbs
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Medium Type Recipe
Kidney digestion buffer Prewarmed DMEM, supplemented with
collagenase I, II, IV (1 mg/ml final conc.)
Basic culture medium DMEM, 10% FCS
Sorting medium PBS, 2% FCS
Primary culture medium DMEM, 10% FCS, 1X Pen/Strep
Immortalisation medium 1:1 DMEM/F:12, 10% FCS,
IFN-γ (Peprotech, 315-05) at 100 µg/ml
1% ITS, 1X glutamine, 1X pen/strep
1X antioxidants (Sigma, A1345)
ROCK inhibitor medium Immortalisation medium, 10µM Y-27632 (Tocris, 1254)
Freezing medium 8/10 DMEM,
1/10 DMSO (Sigma, D2650),
1/10 FCS
Dissection medium 1:1 DMEM/F:12, 1.2 g/l sodium bicarbonate, 3% FCS (pH 7.4)
Table 2.5: Standard medium used in cell and tissue culture.
and tail removed. One needle was used to scour gently down the spine, cleanly halving
the fetus. The kidneys were located by disturbing surrounding tissue and finding the
end of the mesonephros, gently prying them out to be transferred to a fresh collection
dish containing immortalisation media (Table 2.5).
Kidneys were cultured on transwell membranes as described in Section 2.3.1.3. To
digest the kidneys, they were removed from the membranes and placed in a 0.5 ml
eppendorf tube containing 200 µl 1X TE and incubated at 37 ◦C for 5 mins. 200 µl
DMEM primary culture medium were then added and the kidneys titurated until the
cells were fully dissociated. Cells were pelleted and resuspended in sorting medium.
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2.3.1.3 Embryonic Kidney Culture
Embronic kidneys (dissected as described in Section 2.3.1.2) were cultured on 24 mm
transwell membrane inserts of 0.4 µm pore size (Corning, 3450) in 6 well plates; 6
kidneys were evenly spaced around a single transwell containing basic culture medium
below. After 48 hours in culture at 37 ◦C, the culture medium was changed to ROCK
inhibitor medium (Table 2.5) for 24 hours, then immortalisation medium for 24 hours.
The transwell membranes were then removed and the kidneys taken forward for disso-
ciation and sorting.
2.3.2 Flow Cytometry
For flow cytometry, the cells isolated in Section 2.3.1.1 were placed in a suspended beam
and analysed with lasers positioned both in line with the beam, giving forward scat-
ter (FSC) information, and perpendicular to it giving side scatter (SSC) information.
FSC correlates with cell volume and SSC with cell complexity. If cells are tagged with
fluorophores or fluorescent proteins, these can be excited by the lasers and the result-
ing fluorescent signal collected to derive information about the physical and chemical
properties of the cells.
2.3.3 Sorting of GFP Positive Juxtaglomerular Cells
To sort GFP-positive cells, negative control gates were first set up. A controlRenGFP−/−
kidney digest was performed and the cells run through the FACS ARIA II cytometer,
with analysis performed on FACSDiva v6.0 software (Figure 2.2). Appropriate FCS
gating was used to eliminate cell doublets (a) and small debris from the isolation pro-
cedure (b). The live-dead marker DAPI (Life technologies, P-36931) was added (d) and
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cells evaluated for their GFP and DAPI expression; control kidneys were RenGFP−/−,
therefore this gate was created to encompass the GFP-positive, DAPI-negative area on
the plot and hence contained no cells. The control RenGFP−/− digest was then re-
moved, the sample of interest loaded into the machine and the cells sorted using the
same gates, yielding GFP-positive, DAPI-negative cells.
2.4 Cell Digestion and Isolation using a Percoll Gradient
RenGFP+/− mice, which had been treated with captopril for 7 days, were sacrificed by
cervical dislocation and the kidneys digested as outlined in Section 2.3.1.1.
A Percoll (Sigma, P4937) gradient was created by layering 5 mls each of 50% Percoll
(DMEM + phenol), 40% Percoll (DMEM − phenol), 30% Percoll (DMEM + phenol),
20% Percoll (DMEM − phenol) and 10% Percoll (DMEM + phenol), all supplemented
with 10% FCS, into a 30 ml glass test tube. The resuspended cell suspension was then
applied to the top of the gradient and centrifuged (27,000 g, 4 ◦C, 30 mins) in an SS-34
rotor/ Sorvall RC 5CPlus centrifuge.
Appropriate bands were removed using a sterile pasteur pipette, discarding the
layers containing low-density fragments and cells, pooling the cells at the expected JG
cell density (1.07 g/ml3, (73)). This pooled subset was diluted with 20 ml primary
culture medium and the cells pelleted by centrifugation at 139 g for 8 mins. This
pellet was resuspended in 2 mls primary culture medium, passed through a 40 µm cell
strainer, counted using a standard haemocytometer and plated appropriately for the
experiment (outlined below).
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Figure 2.2: Gating used for FACS sorting of juxtaglomerular cells. - Using cells from control
RenGFP−/− kidney digests, (a) singlet cells were gated on by plotting the forward scatter area (FSC-A)
against forward scatter height (FSC-H). (b) The population of live, single cells were gated on by plotting
the FSC-A of the singlet cells against the side scatter area (SSC-A), P2. (d) Gating on this population,
cells negative for the live-dead marker DAPI were gated on. (c) The 525 nm laser was used to assess the
GFP autofluorescence of these cells and the 450 nm laser to assess their DAPI fluorescence to create a
GFP-positive, DAPI-negative gate (P4). This population is GFP-negative from the control RenGFP−/−
cells (e), and the percentage of cells in each gating shown (f). All sorting was performed on a FACS ARIA
II cytometer, with analysis performed on FACSDiva v6.0 software.
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2.5 Cell Culture Techniques
2.5.1 Coverslip Preparation
Cleaning Process
25 mm diameter coverslips (SLS, MIC3350) for live cell imaging were cleaned prior to
plating cells to remove dust and dirt. Coverslips were immersed in 0.1 M NaOH/0.1%
Decon-90 solution for 30s followed by sequential immersion in three 1 litre beakers of
dH2O. They were then submerged in 250 ml fresh 100% ethanol, 100% acetone and
then washed in a beaker of 1 litre dH2O to remove any remaining solvent before being
placed in dH2O.
Coverslip Coating
Fibronectin (Sigma, F1141), laminin (Sigma, L2020), poly-D-lysine (PDL) (Sigma,
P6407) and collagen IV (R& D, 3410-010-01) were used to coat coverslips (50 µg/ml).
For fibronectin, PDL and collagen IV coating, coverslips were placed in the appro-
priate diluted coating and incubated for 1 hr with gentle agitation. For laminin coating,
coverslips were first incubated for 1 hr with poly-D-lysine (100 µg/ml) followed by a
further 1 hour incubation in 50 µg/µl laminin.
Lab tissue soaked in 70% ethanol was allowed to dry in a laminar flow hood; coated
coverslips were placed individually on the tissue and air dried in the flow hood under
UV for 1 hr. The base of a 6 well culture dish was scoured and the clean, coated sterile
coverslips were placed in the wells and stored at 4 ◦C for use.
Matrigel (BD, 354230) was prepared by thawing on ice and 25 µl added to 10 mL
medium, applied to the well and left for 45 mins before being removed.
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2.5.2 Maintenance of Cells
Cells were cultured at 37 ◦C (unless otherwise stated) in 5% CO2, 95% air in an HeraCell
(Heraeus) incubator in Thermo Biolite cell culture flasks (25 cm2 or 75 cm2) with a
vent lid until > 90% confluency was reached. Media and reagents were warmed to 37 ◦C
in a waterbath before use.
2.5.3 Culture of Immortomouse tsA58+/− Cells
Sorted cells were initially plated on matrigel for 24 hours at 37 ◦C in ROCK inhibitor
medium (Table 2.5) before being transferred to an incubator at the permissive temper-
ature of 33 ◦C. After 24 hours in this medium, cells were then placed in immortalisation
medium and cultured in this medium thereafter.
Cells were initially plated in a 96- or 48-well plate (dependent on the number of cells
sorted) and cultured until confluent. Cells for imaging were plated on glass coverslips
coated with 5 µg/cm2 fibronectin as described in Section 2.5.1. Cells were imaged in
phenol-free primary culture medium (Table 2.5).
2.5.4 Culture of Primary Juxtaglomerular Cells
For widefield and TIRF microscopy live cell imaging, freshly isolated cells were trans-
ferred to parafilm-sealed cryotubes and placed in a flask containing pre-warmed auto-
claved water at 37 ◦C. These were then taken to Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh
within 1 hour and the cells plated there on fibronectin-coated coverslips.
Primary JG cells were cultured in pre-warmed phenol-free primary culture medium
at 37 ◦C in 5% CO2. Cells were cultured for less than 24 hrs for all live cell imaging
experiments, and for a maximum of 72 hrs for staining experiments.
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2.5.5 Passaging Cells
At confluency, medium was aspirated and cells were washed 3 times in room temper-
ature PBS. The appropriate amount of TE (1 ml/25 cm2 flask) was added to detatch
cells, and the flask left at 37 ◦C for 5 mins or until a single cell suspension had been
attained. 9 ml pre-warmed basic medium was added to the flask to inactivate the
TE, and the cells pelleted at 139 g for 3 mins. Cells were then resuspended in the
appropriate medium and a quarter transferred to a fresh flask for culture.
2.5.6 Cryopreservation of Cells
Cells were passaged as outlined in Section 2.5.5 but were resuspended in freshly-made,
filtered freezing medium (Table 2.5).
The resulting cell suspension was placed in a freezing tube (CryoPure, Starstedt,
73.377) and transferred immediately to the −80 ◦C freezer where it was stored for no
longer than a week before being transferred to storage in liquid nitrogen (−230 ◦C).
2.5.7 Cell Counting
1 µl single-cell suspension was diluted in 9 µl PBS, added to 10 µl Trypan Blue (0.4%,
Sigma, T8154) and mixed well. 10 µl was applied to a Hemocytometer (Neubauer,
Hawksley) and the number of non-trypan blue stained cells counted.
2.5.8 Renin Induction
To induce renin expression, cells were plated on 6 well plates at a seeding density of
0.3x106 per well. After adhering overnight, FCS-free medium was applied to the well for
24 hrs prior to induction. The medium was then replaced with 2 ml FCS-free DMEM
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containing 10 µM forskolin (Cell Signaling, 38285) and 100 µM IBMX (Sigma, I7018)
for a further 24 hrs. Cells were then washed in PBS 3 times, 500 µl Trizol (Ambion,
15596018) added to each well, titurated and the resulting mixture removed and stored
at −80 ◦C until needed.
2.5.9 Fixation and Mounting of Cells
Cells cultured on coverslips were washed twice with PBS, fixed in 4% PFA for 20 mins,
and washed twice in PBS. Cells were then incubated in 50 mM NH4Cl for 10 mins and
washed 2 times with PBS.
To mount cells cultured on coverslips, coverslips were air dried and Prolong Gold
antifade mountant with added DAPI to the centre of the coverslip. Coverslips were
then placed on a glass slide and left overnight in the dark at room temperature. Nail
varnish was applied to the edge of the coverslip to fix the coverslip in place and the
slides stored at 4 ◦C.
2.6 Microperfusion of Isolated JGA
2.6.1 Pipette Preparation
Pipette Type Outer Diameter Inner Diameter Divisions at Length of pipette
(inches) (inches) bottom (mm)
Holding 0.084 0.064 2-3 45-50
Glomerular holding 0.084 0.064 2-3 45-50
Perfusion 0.047 0.04 < 1 120
Table 2.6: Parameters for perfusion pipettes used during microperfusion experiments.
All pipettes were from the Drummond Scientific Company, and manipulated in a
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single stage glass microelectrode puller (Narishige Scientific Instrument Lab, Model PP-
830). I assisted with creation and assembly of perfusion pipettes, which were performed
by Professor Janos Peti-Peterdi. A fresh pipette of the appropriate dimensions (Table
2.6) was placed into the chuck and lowered into a platinum heating element loop, in
close proximity with the glass sphere heating element. This was used to form a hook
on the end of the pipette. Adding a weight to the hook, the pipette was further heated
whilst rotating to elongate the pipette until it was the appropriate number of divisions
in width (Table 2.6). This process is shown schematically in Figure 2.3 (a). The base
of the pipette was then cut off cleanly at approximately the correct length using the
heating element. The pipette end was then lowered to heat the bottom to ensure all
debris from the cutting process was eliminated. For the glomerular holding pipette,
the heating element was finally used to bend the pipette approximately 30 ◦.
2.6.2 Perfusion Pipette Assembly
The perfusion and holding pipette holders were thoroughly washed with Kreb’s Ringer
Solution, made up as outlined in Table 2.7. The setup of the assembly is shown in Figure
2.3 (b). The perfusion pipette was filled with Kreb’s Ringer solution and advanced
backwards into the apparatus through the holding pipette holder and sealed at the
perfusion pipette holder. The perfusion pipette and holder were then pulled back
such that the tip of the perfusion pipette was within the holding pipette holder. The
holding pipette and its holder were then filled with Kreb’s Ringer solution. The holding
pipette was then advanced backwards into the holding pipette holder and tightened.
The perfusion pipette and its holder were then gently moved towards the holding pipette
until they were approximately 1 cm from the end of the holding pipette.
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To construct the exchange pipette, the plastic mount was removed from a P20
precision glide needle and an exchange pipette of 0.02 inch outer diameter, 0.064 inch
inner diameter with glue applied around the edge was inserted into the needle and
fixed. The exchange was then inserted through the back of the perfusion pipette holder
and pipettes were aligned. The apparatus was then secured onto the micromanipulator
on the microscope, with the holding pipette connected to a syringe to create a vacuum
whilst the perfusion pipette was connected to a glass reserve with a valve attached
to create pressure. The exchange pipette was connected to the pressurised perfusate
syringes.









Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of pulling and assembly of perfusion pipettes. - (a)
Perfusion pipettes were pulled by manipulating a glass rod with a heating element to create a hook. A
weight was added to the hook and the pipette rotated to pull the glass rod to the appropriate thickness.
(b) Schematic image of the apparatus with which the perfusion pipettes are assembled. Image modified
from http://www.microperfusion.com/perfusion.htm (website accessed 06/09/2014).
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2.6.3 Dissection and Perfusion of JGA Preparations
I assisted with dissections of JGA preparations and perfusions, which were performed
by Professor Janos Peti-Peterdi since dissection and perfusion of JGA is technically
challenging. Mice were anesthetised using 1:1 ketamine:xylazine (10 mg/100 g body
weight) and the left ventricle perfused with ice cold PBS to flush red blood cells from
the kidney. The kidneys were then removed, decapsulated and placed on a chilled plate.
Thin sections of approximately 2 mm thickness were taken radially and placed in fresh,
chilled dissection medium.
As previously described (28, 32), glomeruli with attached AA, MD and, where
possible, cTAL attached were carefully hand-dissected under a microscope at 4 ◦C,
ensuring that the vessels and tissue were touched as little as possible. An image of one
such freshly dissected JGA preparations is shown in Figure 2.4 (a). Preparations where
the MD plaque was attached to the JGA, but was not part of a complete cTAL, could
also be used since TGF is triggered in both preparations when fluid flow is applied at
the MD, regardless of the NaCl concentration of the perfusate (28).
Preparations were transferred to the centre of a thermo-regulated Lucite chamber
(Vestavia Microperfusion System) mounted on the microscope (described in Section
2.9.2) and kept at 4 ◦C until the AA was cannulated, with the perfusion pipette extended
into the lumen of the AA (Figure 2.4). The glomerular holding pipette, seen on the
right hand side of Figure 2.4 was then gently rested on the top of the glomerulus to
ensure the preparation remained stationary.
With the preparation mounted and cannulated, the temperature was raised to 37 ◦C
and the bath continuously aerated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. Both the VSMCs of the
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Figure 2.4: Isolated perfused juxtaglomerular apparatus set up. - (a) Brightfield image of freshly-
dissected JGA and (b) schematic image of the glomerulus (G) with proximal tubule (PT), afferent arteriole
(AA) with juxtaglomerular cells (JG) and efferent arteriole (EA) attached, as well as the cortical thick
ascending limb (cTAL) with the macula densa (MD) attached. The AA and cTAL are being perfused
using perfusion pipettes. The vessel is held securely using the holding pipette, whilst the exchange pipette
feeds perfusate into the perfusion pipette. This pipette is extended into the AA, which is held securely by
the holding pipette. The glomerular holding pipette ensures that the preparation doesn’t move, whilst a
constant pressure of 50 mmHg is applied to the AA (as previously published (32)). The perfusion of the
cTAL and MD is experimentally varied through the perfusion pipette.
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Low Salt High Salt Kreb’s Ringer
Reagent Molecular Weight mM g/l mM g/l mM g/l
NaCl 58.44 10 0.58 80 4.68 115 6.72
KCl 74.55 5 0.37 5 0.37 5 0.37
MgSO4 120.37 1 0.12 1 0.12 1.2 0.12
Na2HPO4 141.96 1.6 0.23 1.6 0.23 0.24 0.03
NaH2PO4 137.99 0.4 0.05 0.4 0.05 0.96 0.12
D-Glucose 180.16 5 0.90 5 0.90 5.5 0.99
CaCl2 110.98 1.5 0.17 1.5 0.17 2 0.22
NMDG 195.2 135 26.49 65 12.69 0 0
HEPES 238.3 10 2.38 10 2.38 0 0
NaHCO3 0 0 0 0 0 25 2.10
Table 2.7: Low (10 mM), high (80 mM) and Kreb’s Ringer (115 mM) NaCl Solutions (pH 7.4)
AA and the tubular preparation were loaded with 10 µM of the ratiometric intracellular
calcium indicators Fluo-4 AM (Life Technologies, Molecular Probes, F-14201) and Fura
Red AM (Life Technologies, Molecular Probes, F-1201), made up in DMSO. Dyes were
dissolved in the bathing solution (made up as shown in Table 2.7) until the cells were
fully loaded (Figure 2.5). Preparations were flushed with Kreb’s Ringer solution and
left for a minimum of 20 mins to allow stabilisation of fluorescent signals. The AA was
perfused with a constant pressure of 50 mmHg (1 psi) throughout the remainder of the
experiment to maintain vascular tone (as previously reported (32)).
Cannulated MD-containing distal tubule segments or the apical surface of the MD
were perfused at a baseline perfusion rate of 2 nl/min. The perfusate was identical
to the AA perfusate, both kept at a constant 95% O2, 5% CO2 aeration. During the










Figure 2.5: Fluo-4 and Fura Red staining of microdissected juxtaglomerular apparatus. -
JGA were dissected from C57Bl/6, Ren1d−/− and huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice for microperfusion studies.
Cells were loaded with 10 µM (a) Fluo-4 and (b) Fura Red AM calcium indicator dyes made up in DMSO
for ratiometric calcium imaging. (c) Schematic showing the location of the glomerular tuft (G, blue), the
afferent arteriole (AA, red), the proximal tubule (PT, green), the macula densa cells (MD, purple) and the
cortical thick ascending limb (cTAL, yellow).
Flow-induced TGF was triggered using a constant 10 mM NaCl tubular perfusate
applied at a baseline perfusion rate of 2 nl/min which was increased to 20 nl/min (5
psi). NaCl-induced TGF was triggered by keeping the perfusion rate constant at 2
nl/min whilst the NaCl concentration of the tubular perfusate was raised from 10 to 80
mM. The composition of these perfusates are shown in Table 2.7. NMDG Cyclamate
was used to keep the solution isoosmotic. Calibration and optimal tubular perfusion
rate has been determined in the Peti-Peterdi laboratory, using a range of perfusion
rates within the physiological range of TGF sensitivity (32).
2.7 Histological Analysis
2.7.1 Tissue Preparation
Sectioning of kidneys for Fluorescent Reporter Visualisation
Dissected, decapsulated kidneys were fixed in freshly prepared 4% PFA, rotating overnight
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at 4 ◦C in the dark. These were then washed for 5 mins in PBS three times and left
in 10% sucrose for a minimum of 1 hour, after which they were cryopreserved in 30%
sucrose overnight and subsequently embedded in OCT (VWR, 361603E). Samples were
stored at −80 ◦C until mounting was required. Cryosections of 10 µm thickness were
cut on a cryostat (Bright, Model OTF 5040) at −23 ◦C.
Sectioning of Kidneys for Immunohistochemistry
Mice were anaesthetised using 1:1 ketamine:xylazine (10 mg/100 g body weight) and
the left ventricle cannulated. Mice were perfusion fixed with freshly made, ice cold
4% PFA. Kidneys were dissected, decapsulated and left overnight at 4 ◦C in 4% PFA
before being transferred to 14 ml 30% sucrose made up freshly in ice cold PBS where
they were left until they sank to the bottom of the falcon tube. The kidneys were then
cut into three equally sized coronal slices before being dried thoroughly, embedded in
OCT, frozen and stored at −80 ◦C. Coronal sections were taken at 30 µm thickness on
a cryostat and left at room temperature overnight before being stored at 4 ◦C prior to
staining.
2.7.2 Immunohistochemistry
Unless otherwise stated the staining protocol was performed at room temperature, and
washes were performed three times in 1X PBS, each for 5 mins.
Staining of Kidney Sections
Slides were washed, and then immersed in 50 mM NH4Cl for 10 mins. A further wash
was performed and the sections permeabilized by incubation for 10 mins in 0.1% Triton




Antigen retrieval was performed one of two ways (see Table 2.8 for the method used
for specific antibodies). The sections were either immersed in 10 mM sodium citrite
(0.05% tween-20, pH 6) in a pressure cooker for 8 mins before being cooled down to
room temperature in 1X PBS for 10 mins, or incubated in 1% SDS made in PBS for 5
mins then washed.
Sections were then incubated for 30 mins in the appropriate blocking buffer, before
being incubated with one of the primary antibodies in Table 2.8 overnight at 4 ◦C or
for 2 hrs at room temperature. Slides were washed and incubated with the appropriate
secondary antibody listed in Table 2.9 in the dark for 60 mins before being washed.
Slides were dried completely without disturbing the tissue, mounted using Vec-
tashield Mounting Medium for Fluorescence with DAPI (Vector Laboritories, H-1200)
and stored at 4 ◦C.
Control staining was performed in the same way as outlined above but instead of a
primary antibody being applied, only blocking buffer was added to the sections.
Antigen Host Blocking Dilution Antigen Incubation Company Catalogue
Protein Buffer Retrieval Type Number
NG2 Rabbit Goat 1:100 8’, Pressure O/N, 4 ◦C Millipore 5320
Renin Rabbit Goat 1:100 5’, SDS 2 hrs, 22 ◦C Anaspec 54371
Ki-67 Rat Goat 1:100 8’, Pressure O/N , 4 ◦C Biolegend 652401
Cox-2 Goat Donkey 1:300 8’, Pressure O/N, 4 ◦C Santa Cruz sc-1747
mRen Rabbit Goat 1:1000 N/A O/N, 4 ◦C Inagami N/A
α SMA Mouse Goat 1:100 N/A O/N 4 ◦C Sigma A2547




Secondary Antibody Conjugate Dilution Used Company Catalogue No.
Donkey anti-Rabbit Alexa Fluor 594 1:500 Life Technologies A21207
Donkey anit-Goat Alexa Fluor 594 1:500 Life Technologies A11058
Goat anti-Rat Alexa Fluor 488 1:500 Life Technologies A11006
Goat anti-Rat Alexa Fluor 594 1:500 Life Technologies A11007
Goat anti-Rabbit Alexa Fluor 555 1:500 Life Technologies A-21428
Goat anti-Mouse Alexa Fluor 555 1:500 Life Technologies A-21422
Table 2.9: Secondary antibodies (IgG H+L) used in immunofluorescence staining.
2.7.3 Immunocytochemistry
Renin staining
Cells were fixed according to the method outlined in Section 2.5.9 and washed. Cells
were blocked for 1 hr with 5% goat serum. The primary anti-mRen antibody (Table
2.8) was applied to cells, or a control performed by adding blocking buffer without
primary antibody, and the cells incubated overnight at 4 ◦C. A wash was followed by a
1 hour incubation in a goat anti-rabbit AF-555 secondary, a further wash and the cells
mounted according to Section 2.5.9.
Actin Staining
Primary JG cells fixed according to the method outlined in Section 2.5.9 were washed,
permeablised in 0.1% Triton X-100 for 8 mins, and washed again. Blocking was per-
formed with 10% goat serum for 1 hr, aspirated and the primary α-SMA antibody
(Table 2.8) applied and incubated overnight at 4 ◦C. A wash was followed by a 1 hour
incubation in goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor-555 secondary antibody and a further wash




Fixatives for electron microscopy were prepared fresh in the appropriate buffer as de-
tailed in Table 2.10, and measurements are (w/v).
Fixative Buffer Perfusion Time Use
2% Gluteraldehyde 0.1 M Cacodylate (pH 7.2) 5 mins 3D
(50% EM Grade, Sigma) (Agar Scientific, R1104) Reconstructions
2.5% Gluteraldehyde 0.1 M Phosphate 5 mins Ultrastructure
(pH 7.2) analysis
3% Paraformaldehyde 0.1 M Phosphate 5 mins Immunogold
0.05% Gluteraldehyde (pH 7.2) Labelling
0.2% Tannic Acid 0.2% tannic acid, PBS 10 mins Exocytosis
(Sigma, 403040) Identification
Table 2.10: Fixatives prepared for samples assessed using electron microscopy.
2.8.1 Perfusion Fixation
Mice were anaesthetised by an intraperitoneal injection of 1 mg/kg medetomidine with
75 mg/kg ketamine. The abdomen was opened and the right kidney clamped, removed,
decapsulated and snap frozen on dry ice for RNA extraction. The descending abdom-
inal aorta was clamped below the branch of the renal artery to stop blood flow and
cannulated using a 24 gauge intravenous catheter (Surflo intravenous catheter (VWR,
TERUSR-OX2419CF). The vena cava was cut, the clamp removed and organs perfused
in a retrograde fashion with 5 ml heparinised PBS, followed by the appropriate fixative
(Table 2.10) at a perfusion pressure of 120 mmHg - 180 mmHg, monitored using a
manometer. When tannic acid analysis was being performed in conjunction with a fix-
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ative, perfusion of heparinised PBS was followed by tannic acid perfusion then fixative
perfusion.
A successful perfusion left the liver blanched, clear fluid was expelled from the vena
cava and the kidney completely blanched. When incomplete perfusion occurred, the
mottled kidney was diced into 1 mm3 cubes and fixed in the appropriate fixative.
Perfused kidneys were placed in the buffer in perfusion fixative for approximately
4 hours at 4 ◦C then transferred to a 1:10 dilution of the fixative in the correct buffer
and stored at 4 ◦C prior to embedding and EM analysis.
2.8.2 Embedding of Tissue
For ultrastructure and immunogold analysis, embedding of tissue and EM imaging was
carried out by Dr. Helen Christian (Oxford), and for 3D reconstructions by Anita
Zügner (Regensburg).
Embedding for 3D Reconstruction
In brief 1 mm3 segments of renal cortex were cut and embedded as previously described
(113). An automatic microwave (Leica EM AMV, Germany) was used to embed tissue
segments in epoxyde resin (epoxy embedment kit, Fluka, Neu-Ulm, Germany), which
were then cut into 70 nm ultrathin serial sections using an ultramicrotome (EM UC7,
Leica, Germany). They were then transferred onto copper grids coated with pioloform
and contrast stained using 4% uranyl acetate solution and 0.5% lead citrate solution.
Images were acquired using a transmission electron microscope (Phillips CM12
TEM, Fei & Co, Einhoven, Netherlands) with a LaB5 cathode and an acceleration
voltage of 120 keV (113). Digitalisation was performed using a TEM-1000 slow-scan
CCD camera and EM-Menu 4.0 software (TVIPS-Tietz GmbH, Germany) (113).
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Embedding for Ultrastructure Analysis
For ultrastructure analysis, 1 mm3 segments of renal cortex were cut and embedded as
previously described (165). Segments were post-fixed in 1% w/v osmium tetroxide in
0.1 M phosphate buffer, then stained with 2% uranyl acetate made up in distilled water.
Dehydration with increasing concentrations of 70% to 100% ethanol was followed by
embedding in spurr resin (Agar Scientific) and 70 nm ultrathin sections prepared using
a Reichert ultracut S microtome.
Sections from mice (n = 3 per group) were mounted onto 200 mesh nickel grid and
lightly counterstained with lead citrate and uranyl acetate before being imaged on a
Jeol transmission electron microscope (JEM-1010, JEOL, Peabody MA).
Embedding for Tannic Acid and Immunogold Analysis
For immunogold analysis, 1 mm3 segments of renal cortex were cut and embedded as
previously described (166). Segments were stained with 2% uranyl acetate made up
in distilled water, followed by dehydration with increasing concentrations of methanol
from 70% to 100%. These segments were then embedded in LR Gold (London Resin
Company) and ultrathin sections of 70 nm prepared as outlined above.
Samples were incubated at room temperature for 2 hrs with anti-human renin (R&D
Systems, AF4090, dilution 1:1000) or anti-mouse renin (Table 2.8, 1:10,000) and for
1 hr with Protein A-15 nm gold complex (British Biocell). All antisera were diluted
in 0.1 M phosphate buffer containing 0.1% egg albumin. As a control, the primary
antibody was replaced by phosphate buffer/egg albumin.
Sections from mice (n = 3 per group) were mounted onto 200 mesh nickel grid and
lightly counterstained with lead citrate and uranyl acetate before being imaged on a





A Nikon microscope (Eclipse Ti; Nikon Instruments) in fluorescence mode with the
DAPI (Ex: 350/50 nm; Dichroic: 400 nm long pass; Em: 470/40 nm; Em: 525/50
nm), FITC (Ex: 470/40 nm; Dichroic: 495 long pass; Em: 525/50 nm) and TRITC
(Ex: 540/25 nm; 565 long pass; Em:605/55 nm) filters applied for DAPI/Hoerscht
33342, Alexa Fluor 547 and GFP expression respectively was used, with an appropriate
exposure time. A mercury arc lamp light source was used (X-cit 120 series, Lumen
dynamics). Either a 60X 1.4 NA Plan Apo or a 40X 1.3 NA Plan Flur oil objective
lens was used.
2.9.2 Confocal Light Scanning Microscopy
Image acquisition was performed on a DMI 6000 CS inverted miscroscope with a Leica
SP5 confocal scan head at 0.5 µm per slice, using Leica LCS imaging software. Either
a 63X 1.4 NA or 40X 1.25 NA Plan Apo oil objective lens was used. Laser lines at 488
nm and 596 nm as well as a blue 405 nm diode laser were used for excitation and signal
collected between 494 - 537 nm (green) or 606 - 719 nm (red). Gain, offset and laser
power was kept constant between experiments, with a line average of 5 and a frame
average of 1 used with a sampling rate of 600 Hz.
Imaging of calcium transients in isolated perfused JGA preparations was performed
on a Leica TSC SP2 AOBS MP confocal microscope system (Peti-Peterdi Laboratory)
in a time series at 1 frame/ 2 s with Leica LCS imaging software. A Leica DM IRE2
inverted microscope was used in conjunction with a blue 488 nm, 20 mW laser. Calibra-
tion of tubular perfusion pressure to flow was previously performed by the Peti-Peterdi
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laboratory (32), allowing absolute calcium values to be obtained from fluorescence
intensity (12 bit) measurements using Fluo-4 AM (excitation at 488 nm, emission at
520 ± 20 nm) and Fura Red AM (excitation at 488 nm, emission at > 600 nm). Gain,
offset and laser power were kept constant between experiments.
When immunohistochemical results were analysed using confocal microscopy, for
each protein of interest a slide from each of 3 animals was stained. On each slide, 3
separate kidney sections were stained and 3 control sections used. 3 images of staining
and 1 control image were acquired per slide.
2.9.3 Widefield Microscopy
Live cell imaging was performed on an Olympus Cell Excellence IX81 using a 1.45 NA,
150X oil immersion lens. Cells were initially located using epifluorescence from a Xenon
mercury lamp with a quad filter containing DAPI, GFP and mCherry emission filters.
100 mW diode lasers providing excitation at 405 nm, 491 nm and 561 nm were used
for data acquisition in both widefield and TIRF.
100 nM Lysotracker Red DND-99 (Molecular Probes, L-7528) was added to the
culture medium 30 mins prior to acquisition. Once a GFP-positive cell of interest
was identified, the light source was changed to laser excitation. Granules loaded with
lysotracker were then imaged by acquiring 1000 frames at a frame rate of 14 Hz (70
ms/frame) using the 591 nm laser. Culture medium containing isoproterenol (Sigma,
I-5627) was then added to culture dish (100 nM final concentration) and a further 1000
frames acquired using the 591 nm laser in the same cell to capture the granule response
to isoproterenol.
A Hamamatsu EMCCD (electron multiplying charge coupled device) camera was
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used for image acquision, operated through the Xcellence advanced live cell imaging
software package at a constant gain level. A temperature controlled block stage with
CO2 integration ensured cells remained at 37
◦C and 5% CO2. All equipment was
surrounded by a black insulation box to ensure no laser light escaped during image
acquisition and to keep the temperature constant. During acquisition, the CO2 air
pump was switched off to ensure image stability was not affected by unwanted motion.
2.9.4 Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy
Total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy was performed on the micro-
scope system outlined in 2.9.3. Once a cell of interest had been identified, the angle of
the laser was increased and the focus moved towards the coverslip. TIRF was reached
when fluorescence from granules further than approximately 150 nm from the cell mem-
brane was no longer visible, decreasing the number of granules visible in the field of
view.
In order to image continuously whilst adding isoproterenol to the medium, a syringe
with a metre of tubing and a needle attached at the end was constructed. This was
filled with 500 µl 200 nM isoproterenol, ensuring that the volume was at the very end
of the needle. The needle was attached to the edge of the perfusion chamber above the
line of the medium and fed out of the insulation box. Image acquisition was started
and the isoproterenol gently syringed into the 500 µl medium on the cells after 500





Deconvolution was performed using Huygens Deconvolution software (Scientific Vol-
ume Imaging) on z-stacks of images acquired using widefield microscopy. For images
acquired using the Olympus1X81 with the 1.45 NA, 150X objective lens, the following
parameters were applied to the ‘Operations Tab’ of the deconvolution wizard: SNR =
30, x-y = 106 nm, z = 258 nm, quality = 0.01.
2.10.2 Reconstruction of Juxtaglomerular Cells From Widefield z-
Stacks
Deconvolved images were loaded into Imaris 7.7; the signal from the diffuse GFP in JG
cells from RenGFP+/− mice was excited using the 488 nm laser, whilst signal from the
lysotracker accumulated in granules was excited using the 591 nm laser. The surface
wizard was used to apply surfaces separately to signal from each of the channels. For
each of the surfaces the volumes were extracted and the volume of lysotracker with
respect to GFP signal determined.
2.10.3 Granule Tracking
Granule tracking was performed using Imaris 7.7 (Bitplane). For granule tracking in
images acquired using widefield microscopy, stacks consisted of 1000 frames from base-
line granule motion and 1000 frames from granule motion after isoproterenol treatment.
For granule tracking in images acquired using TIRF microscopy, the 2000 frames were
split into 500 frame segments using ImageJ; frames 1-500 comprised baseline gran-
ule movement, frames 501-1000 comprised isoproterenol administration, whilst frames
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1001-1500 and 1501-2000 comprised post-treatment phases.
Time series image stacks in TIFF format were loaded into Imaris, ensuring the
‘Swap time and z’ option had been chosen and the correct time and voxel size param-
eters loaded (70 ms/frame, pixel size of 106 nm). Spots were created by choosing the
‘Create Spot’ option, and the instructions followed. In brief, spots were assigned to
each granule, identified by fluorescence intensity from the lysotracker dye. A diameter
of 700 nm was chosen to track large granules, 300 nm to track small granules. Tracking
was performed assuming Brownian motion and a maximum distance and gap size of the
granule diameter chosen. Examples of spots assigned to granules and the accompanying
tracks can be seen in Figure 2.6.
Individual granule tracks were checked to ensure that the tracking process had
worked correctly. If only 1-2 frames were lost the spots were connected manually,
otherwise the tracks were dismissed.
From these tracks, key parameters such as instantaneous speed, average speed, track
length and displacement were extracted for each granule. Furthermore, the diameter of
each of the granules taken forward for analysis was measured in ImageJ by measuring
the diameter manually three times and averaging. Granules were deemed to be dense
core granules if their diameter exceeded 500 nm. Graphical representations of these
parameters are shown in Figure 2.7.
2.10.4 Analysis of Tubuloglomerular Feedback Response
Leica LCS imaging software (LCS 2.61.1537) was used for image analysis. Regions
of interest (ROIs) were chosen from within single cells of the cell type of interest by






Figure 2.6: Representative process of image acquision for granule tracking analysis. - (a)
JG cells were identified using their GFP expression and stained with lysotracker red to identify renin-
containing granules. (b) 1000 or 2000 frames were acquired at 14 Hz using the 561 nm laser; the summed
z-projection of all images acquired is shown using a heat map (‘fire’ LUT) for ease of visualisation. (c,e)
Small vesicles and (d,f) large granules were tracked by assigning the red ‘spots’ visible in the images to
granules and tracking their motion in Imaris 7.7. These tracks are shown either (c,d) with or (e,f) without






Figure 2.7: Parameters extracted from granules during the tracking process. - (a) Track
length and displacement of the track were extracted from tracks which met the correct criteria. (b) The
diameter of the corresponding granule was then measured manually in ImageJ three times (black line) and
averaged to evaluate granule size.
Tools application allowed measurement of Fluo-4 and Fura Red fluorescent signal from
within these ROIs, at baseline and at the peak TGF signal. In situ intracellular cal-
ibration of absolute calcium concentrations corresponding to the Fluo-4 to Fura Red
signal has previously been performed according to Lipp et. al (167) in the Peti-Peterdi
Laboratory (32, 168, 169). Using these calibration results, Equation (2.1) was used to
convert the Fluo-4 to Fura Red fluorescence intensity signal ratio (R) into an absolute
calcium concentration. The percentage change in intracellular calcium concentration
during TGF was then calculated using Equation (2.2) and compared between groups.
Internal diameter of the AA, glomerular tuft diameter and area were measured
at baseline and at maximal stimulation of TGF (Figure 2.8), and an average of 3




Ca = 1000(−0.0789 + 0.3R) (2.1)
∆% = 100(aafter − abefore)/abefore (2.2)
Here, a represents the measured quantity, whether that is diameter of the AA,
diameter of the glomerular tuft, area of the glomerular tuft or calcium measured in
a specific cell type. At least 6 preparations were analysed from 3 animals for each
phenotype group, with at least 3 measurements made per analysis parameter.
2.10.5 3D Reconstruction of Juxtaglomerular Cells
Two adult male and female 1446 huRen+/−Ren1d−/− animals were perfusion fixed for
EM according to the protocol in Section 2.8. Serial sections were taken of at least two
JG cells for each animal at 70 nm thickness, using data from at least 2 animals per
group.
2.10.5.1 Labeling Cellular Structures
Images were loaded into ImageJ where they were stacked sequentially then saved and
loaded into Amira 3D Software for Lifesciences (FEI). The voxel sizes were 5.2 nm in
the x-y directions and 70 nm in the z direction. The slices were aligned using the inbuilt
‘AlignSlices’ function, aligning as accurately as possible for the cell of interest. If more
than one cell was present in the electron micrograph stack, the images were aligned
separately for each cell (Figure 2.9a, b). Once the images were aligned the stack was





Figure 2.8: Analysis of tubuloglomerular feedback mechanism responses in microdissected
juxtaglomerular apparatus. - DIC images were analysed (a) before and (b) after TGF stimulation and
the afferent arteriole diameter, the glomerular tuft diameter and area measured. Regions of interest (ROI)
within cells, indicated with arrows, were then drawn in different cell types and the Fluo 4 and Fura Red
(not shown) signal measured (c) before and (d) after TGF stimulation. Calcium signalling responses are
shown in a vascular smooth muscle cell (ROI 1, green), a MD cell (ROI 2, purple), a cTAL cell (ROI 3,





Figure 2.9: Alignment of electron micrograph image stacks for labelling granules. - (a) Electron
micrograph image stacks of JG cells were saved in ImageJ and loaded into Amira 3D Software for Life
Sciences (FEI). Two sequential micrographs can be seen (one light and one dark). By manipulating the
location and angle of the new image, the two micrographs could be aligned (b), and repeated for the entire
stack. This was performed for each cell within a set of micrographs, since it was not often possible to align
both the top and bottom of the image. Within the image, the green arrow indicates good alignment and
the red arrow indicates bad alignment. (c) Granules were labelled by creating a label field and manually
defining each granule; when granules were close together but not joined a different colour was used.
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A label field was created using the ‘LabelField’ function. Labels were drawn onto
each slice of the stack and interpolated between slices. To do this the brush or lasso
tool was used to label the cell membrane, the nucleus and each renin granule network;
each of these cellular structures was added to a specific material. If granules were too
close together they were added to different materials to ensure that they did not fuse
together, creating a false network. This is visually represented in Figure 2.9 (c).
2.10.5.2 Generating Surfaces
Each of the label fields corresponding to different cellular structures were saved indi-
vidually. Each surface was interpolated using the ‘Interpolate labels’ function. When
complete, a surface was generated around the interpolated data using the ‘SurfaceGen’
function. Once applied, the ‘Unconstrained smoothing’ option was selected, ensuring
that the ‘Compactify’, ‘Add border’, ‘Adjust coords’ and ‘Extra material’ options were
also selected. This generated a new surface module which could be saved. To visualise
the rendered surface, a ‘SurfaceView’ module was added to it. Once these surfaces had
been rendered for each of granule groups, the nucleus and the membrane separately,
the .SURF files were loaded into the modules pool and a ‘SurfaceView’ module added
to each to acquire images.
2.10.5.3 Volume Calculation
To calculate the volume associated with each of the structures, the surfaces were remade
as outlined above by using the ‘SurfaceGen’ option but this time with no smoothing;
the ‘Unconstrained smoothing option was not selected, nor were the ‘Compactify’, ‘Add
border’, ‘Adjust coords’ and ‘Extra material’ options selected. This was done for all
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of the surfaces. The newly-generated surfaces were analysed using the ‘Measure’ func-
tion, creating a spreadsheet containing the data on the volume and surface area of the
generated surfaces. The percentage of extranuclear space occupied by granules in each
JG cell could then be calculated.
2.10.5.4 Statistical Analysis
Data are presented as the mean ± S.E.M, calculated by taking the standard deviation
and dividing it by the square root of the number of data points. Statistical significance
was tested with Student’s t-test for paired samples (significance reached when p <
0.05).
2.11 RNA Extraction
2.11.1 Tissue RNA Extraction
Tissue RNA extraction was performed using an RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, 74106). Half
a frozen kidney sample thawed on ice was placed in a 2 ml Eppendorf tube with 600 µl
RLT buffer with a magnetic bead (OpsDiagnostics, Grinding Balls, 5/32” Stainless Steel
(5000)). Samples were placed in a magnetic mixer mill (Retsch MM301) and samples
shaken for 90 s at 30/s to homogenise tissue. The bead was then removed and the lysed
tissue centrifuged for 3 mins to pellet any unhomogenised material. 450 µl homogenate
was then snap frozen on dry ice for storage at -80 ◦C. 150 µl homogenate was mixed via
inversion with 150 µl RLT buffer and 300 µl 70% ethanol (VWR Cheimcals, 20821.330).
Both the 70% ethanol and the RLT buffer encouraged selective binding of the RNA
with the RNeasy spin column. Samples were loaded onto the spin column and the
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manufacturers instructions followed. Using this method 5 - 25 µg RNA was routinely
extracted in 50 µl RNase-free water.
2.11.2 Cell RNA Extraction
1 ml TRIzol (Ambion, 15596018) was added to each 35 mm diameter dish (one well of
a six well plate) to lyse cells. This was left for 1 min and cell lysate titurated with the
pipette before being transferred to a 1.5 ml eppendorf. This was incubated for 5 mins
at room temperature; at this point TRIzol-lysed cells were either stored at -80 ◦C for
future extraction after thawing or used immediately.
200 µl chloroform (Fisher Chemicals, 0/4960/17) was added to each tube, shaken
vigorously by hand for 15 s and incubated at room temperature for 3 mins. The
resulting mixture was centrifuged at 10 x 103 g at 4 ◦C for 15 mins to separate out the
aqueous phase from the interphase and organic phase. The upper, aqueous phase was
transferred to a fresh tube containing 500 µl isopropanol (VWR Chemicals, 20842.323)
and mixed thoroughly, ensuring no contamination from the other phases was carried
over. After 10 mins incubation at 4 ◦C, the mixture was centrifuged at 8.4 x 103 g for
5 mins at 4 ◦C. The supernatant was removed and the pellet air dried for 10 mins at
room temperature before being resuspended in 50 µl RNAse-free H20. RNA yield was
expected to be between 8 - 15 µg RNA per million cultured cells.
Removal of Genomic DNA
Contaminating genomic DNA, DNase and divalent cations such as calcium and magne-
sium which can catalyse RNA degradation, were removed from the RNA samples using
a DNAFree Kit (Ambion, AM1906) immediately after extraction either by spin column
or Trizol. Using this kit, DNA was digested until it was below the level of detection
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by PCR. 1 µl rDNase1, the recombinant DNase1, and 5 µl DNAse1 buffer was added
to the sample, the mixture votexed briefly and incubated at 37 ◦C for 25 mins. 5.5 µl
resuspended DNase inactivation reagent was then added to the mixture, vortexed and
incubated at room temperature for 2 mins. Samples were then vortexed and centrigued
at 10,000 g for 2 mins and the supernatant transferred to a fresh tube, ensuring no
inactivation reagent was carried over.
The amount of RNA present and its integrity was then quantified using a Nanodrop
(ND-1000 Spectrophotometer). RNA routinely showed a A260/A280 ratio of between
1.8 - 2.0. Samples were stored at -80 ◦C.
2.12 Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction
2.12.1 RNA Agarose Gel Elecrophoresis
To check RNA integrity, a 0.8% agarose gel was made in 0.5X TBE buffer following
the same protocol as outlined in Section 2.2.3.3, and 500 ng RNA was separated using
electrophoresis. A representative gel image is shown in Figure 2.10 (a).
2.12.2 Reverse Transcription
cDNA synthesis was performed using a High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit
(Applied Biosciences, 4368814) according to the manufacturers instructions. 500 ng
cDNA was transcribed by creating a mastermix containing 10X reverse transcription
(RT) buffer, 25X dNTP mix (100mM), 10X RT random primers, Multiscribe reverse
transcriptase and nuclease-free H2O. 10 µl volume of mastermix and 500ng RNA made
up to 10 µl with nuclease-free water were mixed gently, the tubes sealed, centrifuged
briefly and placed in a ThermoCycler (Applied Biosciences, Veriti 96-well). The mixture
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was cycled through a 10 mins incubation at 25 ◦C, a 120 mins incubation at 37 ◦C and
a 5 mins incubation at 85 ◦C. The resulting cDNA was then stored at -20 ◦C.
2.12.3 qPCR
A 1:32 dilution of sample cDNA (25 ng/µl) was performed, ensuring enough cDNA was
diluted to allow amplification of all genes of interest, and aliquoted. cDNA was also
used to create an 8-point standard curve series of 1:8, 1:16, 1:32, 1:64, 1:128, 1:256,
1:512 and a no template control. Triplicates were performed. A mastermix containing 5
µl Lightcycler 480 Probes Master 2X mastermix (Roche, 04 887 301 001), 0.1 µl primer
pairs (20 µM, Eurofins Genomic EU the sequences of which can be found in Table
2.11 and designed using the Roche Applied Science Universal Probe Library Assay
Design Centre), 0.1 µl relevent probe from the Roche Universal Probe Library (final
concentration 100 nM) and 2.8 µl Lightcycler 480 Probes Master PCR Grade H2O per
rection was created. 2 µl of cDNA was added to each well with 8 µl mastermix, and a
no-template control run. The reactions were run on a Roche Lightcycler 480 at 95 ◦C
for 15 mins, followed by 95 ◦C for 10 s, 60 ◦C for 30 s, 72 ◦C for 1 s, repeated for 50
cycles, ending with 40 ◦C for 30 s. Automated identification of the CP value by finding
the maxima of the second derivative of a plot showing fluorescence against time was
performed using Roche Light Cycler Software. The triplicate values of both the samples
and the standard curve were evaluated to ensure that the standard deviation on the
CP value did not exceed 0.45; any points exceeding this threshold were excluded. A
representative amplification and standard curve can be seen in Figure 2.10.
18S and HPRT were the most effective endogenous housekeeping control genes to
quantify the genes of interest to correct for sample variation and in qPCR efficiency.
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Figure 2.10: Representative quality checks used when performing qPCR - (a) RNA integrity
was assessed by checking the discrete 28S and 18S rRNA bands. An approximate intensity ratio of 2:1
indicate good quality RNA. (b) Sample amplification curves (red) were checked to ensure that they lay
between the standard deviation curves (brown), and no template control was negative (green). (c) An
acceptable standard curve had an error < 0.05 and an efficiency of 1.9 to 2.1.
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Protein Name Accession Product Forward Sequence Probe
Gene Name Number Length (bp) Reverse Sequence Number
Hypoxanthine guanine NM 013556.2 91 cctcctcagaccgcttttt 95
phosphoribosyl transferase
HPRT aacctggttcatcatcgctaa
18S rRNA NR 003278.1 110 ctcaacacgggaaacctcac 77
Rn18s cgctccaccaactaagaacg
tata Box Binding Protein NM 013684 90 gggagaatcatggaccagaa 97
tbp gatgggaattccaggagtca
β Actin NM 007393.3 104 ctaaggccaaccgtgaaaag 64
ACTB accagaggcatacagggaca
Renin (homo sapiens) NM 000537.3 65 tacctttggtctcccgacag 77
hRen ttgagggcattctcttgagg
Renin (mus musculus) NM 031192.3 96 cccgacatttcctttgacc 16
mRen2 tgtgcacagcttgtctctcc
Table 2.11: Primer sequences and Universal Probe Library probes used to measure mRNA levels in qPCR
reactions.
2.12.4 Statistical Analysis
Data are presented as the mean ± S.E.M, calculated by taking the standard deviation
and dividing it by the square root of the number of data points. Statistical significance
was tested with Student’s t-test for paired samples (significance reached when p <
0.05). For hRen and mRen2 analysis in Section 6.2.1, 2-way anovas were performed in
conjunction with appropriate post hoc analysis.
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Isolation of Renin Expressing
Cells
3.1 Introduction
Though many of the mechanisms and signalling events leading to the synthesis and
packaging of renin within JG cells have been uncovered, key aspects remain unclear -
particularly factors leading to the onset of granulation and the subsequent secretion of
renin from JG cells.
Live imaging in appropriate cell lines or primary cells is commonly performed to
understand the processes involved in granule dynamics and secretion. However cultured
primary JG cells only synthesise renin and respond to cAMP-mediated renin secretion
for approximately 48-72 hours (13). Since they represent only 0.001 - 0.01% of the
kidney cell population (52), a large number of kidney digests must be pooled and
FACS-sorted to obtain a homogeneous population of JG cells, exposing the sensitive




An alternative is to separate the whole kidney digest on a Percoll gradient. This has
been used effectively for JG cells (73, 170). Although the population of cells extracted is
heterogenous, the JG cell population is enriched and the extraction process shortened.
However identification of JG cells within the heterogeneous population is difficult.
The establishment of an immortalised JG cell line, which faithfully replicates renin
granule synthesis and extrusion, would be an attractive alternative to primary cell
culture. The AS4.1 cell line (89) is the most frequently used renin-producing cell line
of JG origin (discussed in Section 1.6.2). Although they are a good model for use in the
investigation of mouse renin gene regulation (90, 91, 92), renin is not transported onto
the regulated pathway or packaged into dense core granules; instead, renin is released
constitutively. Therefore these cells are unsuitable for in vitro granulation or secretion
studies.
A cell line that packaged renin in dense core granules would enable manipulation of
renin transcription and granulation levels through the transfection of appropriate renin
constructs. In principle, imaging of granule dynamics could also be facilitated through
transfection of a fusion construct where the renin gene has been fused to a fluorescent
protein, allowing accurate identification of renin-containing granules.
Establishing a novel JG cell line using the Immortomouse would allow us to control
the immortalization of renin-producing cells (83). Under the permissive culture con-
ditions (33 ◦C in the presence of IFN-γ) cells from this mouse are able to proliferate,
however under non-permissive conditions (37 ◦C in the absence of IFN-γ) cells differ-
entiate and senesce (83). By isolating JG cells from mice of defined genotypes and
culturing them under permissive conditions, it was anticipated that the immortalised
cell lines would retain the ability to package renin into dense core granules and release
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active renin on a regulated pathway.
3.1.1 Aims
To establish a model in which in vitro characterisation of granule dynamics could be
performed, the following experimental aims were addressed:
1. Evaluate, in parallel:
a) Percoll gradient isolation of primary renin-expressing cells, and
b) the derivation of immortalised, GFP-positive JG cell lines.
2. Assess the culture conditions, renin expression profiles and the response to cAMP-




3.2.1 Verification of RenGFP+/− Reporter Expression in JG Cells
Visualisation of GFP-tagged renin in JG cells from cryosections of RenGFP+/− mouse
kidneys allowed their identification at the classic juxtaglomerular location (Figure 3.1)
despite autofluorescence within the cortical kidney tubules. GFP expression within
the JG cells was predominantly distributed throughout the cytoplasm. Two different
orientations are shown in Figure 3.1; the very distal end of the AA (transverse) where
the JG cells reside (top panel) and JG cells along the distal length of the AA (bottom
panel).
3.2.2 Isolation and Culture of Primary JG Cells using a Percoll
Gradient
3.2.2.1 Culture of Primary JG Cells
Primary JG cells were isolated from RenGFP+/− mice using a Percoll gradient, as
described in Section 2.4. To determine which coating would be more appropriate for
the culture of primary JG cells, different basement membrane proteins were tested.
Isolated cells were plated on culture dishes coated with matrigel, poly-d-lysine (PDL),
fibronectin, collagen IV or PDL-laminin and the renin-expressing cells identified by
their GFP expression (Figure 3.2). JG cells remained ‘balled-up’ on matrigel or PDL-
coated dishes, but adhered more effectively on collagen-IV and PDL-laminin-coated
culture dishes. Further improvement was seen in cells plated on fibronectin-coated
dishes, where the majority of JG cells showed rapid, full adhesion. This was therefore






















Figure 3.1: Confocal images of JG cells at the glomerular end of RenGFP +/− AAs. - Kidneys
from a male RenGFP+/− mouse were fixed as described in Section 2.7.1 and sectioned at 10 µm thickness.
These were mounted with DAPI and visualised on the Leica SP5 Confocal microscope. Samples were
visualised at 40X magnification. The argon 405 nm blue diode laser was used to visualise DAPI (b,e), and
the 488 nm Argon laser to visualise GFP (a,d). Merged images are provided (c,f). White arrows indicate
GFP-positive JG cells, G: glomerular tuft. Scale bars: 50 µm.
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Figure 3.2: Adherence of primary JG cells to different basement membrane protein coatings.
- Cells from RenGFP+/− mice were isolated using a Percoll gradient and plated on coverslips coated
with: Panel A - 2% matrigel, 50 µg/ml poly-D-Lysine (PDL), fibronectin, Collagen IV or PDL-Laminin,
and images acquired at 2 days in culture; Panel B - 50 µg/ml fibronectin, and images acquired at 5, 6, 7,
8 days in culture. Images were acquired on an epifluorescence microscope. Green: GFP expression in JG
cells; blue: Hoescht 33342 live nuclear stain.
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To determine the ability of JG cells plated on fibronectin to maintain renin expres-
sion, RenGFP+/− JG cells were freshly isolated using a Percoll gradient, plated in
culture dishes and imaged daily. Cells readily adhered to the dishes and maintained
expression of GFP, and hence renin, for up to 8 days (Figure 3.2). By day 8, GFP-
positive cells were difficult to locate in the dish, however expression was still evident.
On day 9, no GFP-positive cells were visible.
3.2.2.2 Protocol Optimisation for Live Imaging Experiments
The ability to culture fully-adhered primary JG cells for up to 8 days opened up the
possibility of investigating granule dynamics using high resolution microscopy. To per-
form live imaging experiments using a 150X lens, cells needed to be plated on 25
cm2 coverslips for placement in a coverslip chamber. Cells isolated from untreated
RenGFP+/− kidneys still contained too few GFP-positive cells for practical studies at
this magnification.
To increase the number of renin-expressing cells in the JGA, RenGFP+/− mice were
given captopril (1 mg/ml; 7 days) in their drinking water. Flow cytometry was per-
formed on cells isolated from untreated and treated kidneys and a substantial increase
in the number of GFP-positive cells was achieved following treatment (Figure 3.3). On
average, captopril treatment increased the GFP-positive cell number from 0.02 ± 0.01%
(untreated) to 0.22 ± 0.02% (p=0.0002). This 10-fold increase was sufficient to allow
rapid location of GFP-positive cells using a 150X magnification lens.
To ensure that primary JG cells isolated from captopril-treated mice using a Percoll
gradient responded to cAMP stimulation, cells were either cultured under baseline con-


























































Figure 3.3: Analysis of GFP-positive cells from RenGFP+/− mice after treatment with
captopril. - Representative plots from flow cytometry using isolated RenGFP+/− cells (a) at baseline
and (b) after captopril treatment (1 mg/ml, 7 days). GFP-positive cells increased from 33 in 69,778
(0.05%) to 70 in 24989 (0.28%). (c) The average increase in GFP-positive cell number measured using
flow cytometry (n=3-5). (d) Renin gene expression in primary JG cells isolated using a Percoll gradient,
cultured at 33 ◦C or 37 ◦C under baseline conditions or after renin induction (passage 0, n=3). Two way
anova and Sidak post hoc tests performed. All error bars represent S.E.M. *** indicates p < 0.001, ****
indicates p < 0.0001. (e) Isolated JG cells were cultured, fixed, stained for renin and imaged using an
epifluorescence microscope with a 60X oil immersion lens, with a no-primary control shown in (f). Scale
bar represents 10 µm. Green: renin-producing cells, red: renin expression, blue: DAPI.
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stimulation, renin expression tended towards an increase (2.7- fold, Figure 3.3) when
cultured at 33 ◦C. Expression levels increased significantly by ∼11-fold following stimu-
lation when the cells were cultured at 37 ◦C (p=0.0008, Figure 3.3). Renin staining was
also performed in JG cells isolated from captopril treated mice. Staining was punctate,
consistent with the presence of renin within the granules of the GFP-positive JG cells
and not in a diffuse pattern such as that exhibited by the GFP expression (Figure 3.3).
To determine the effect of captopril on the location of GFP, and hence renin ex-
pression in RenGFP+/− mouse kidneys, tissue from treated mice was processed and a
confocal tile scan performed across the medulla and cortex. Expression was seen within
the cortex of the kidney exclusively along the AAs (Figure 3.4), verifying that GFP-
positive cells were found at the expected JGA location. The glomeruli associated with
the GFP-positive AAs are clearly visible, with no expression seen within the medullary
segment. This indicated that the GFP-positive renin-expressing cells isolated from
captopril-treated kidneys were of JG origin.
3.2.3 Isolation and Culture of Immortalised JG Cells
3.2.3.1 Breeding Scheme for Derivation of Immortalised,
Fluorescently Labelled Renin-Expressing Cells
RenGFP mice heterozygous for the GFP transgene were crossed with Ren1d−/− mice
to produce progeny which were GFP+/−Ren+/− (Figure 3.5). Further crosses with
Immortomice were performed such that half the progeny displayed granulated, GFP-




Figure 3.4: RenGFP+/− kidney cross section after treatment with captopril. - Mice were
administered captopril (1 mg/ml, 7 days) and the kidneys prepared as outlined in Section 2.7.1. Medullary
and cortical regions are identified, with white arrows identifying GFP-positive structures. The purple
boxed area was enlarged to label example JGA structures; G = glomeruli (blue), PT = proximal tubule
(pink), cTAL = cortical thick ascending limb (yellow), AA = afferent arterioles (red). Sections of 10 µm
were taken and a tile scan acquired on the Leica SP5 Confocal microscopy using a 40X oil immersion lens
with the 488 nm excitation laser, collecting emission between 495 - 530 nm. Scale bar represents 100 µm.
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Figure 3.5: Breeding scheme performed to establish GFP-positive granulated and non-
granulated JG cell lines - Mice heterozygous for RenGFP were first crossed with non-granulated
Ren1d−/− mice to produce progeny heterozygous for Ren1d, which were then crossed with an Immorto-
mouse to produce green granulated cell lines. A further cross of GFP+/−Ren+/−IM+/− with Ren1d−/−
mice yielded cells appropriate for establishing cell lines of green, non-granulated JG cells. Octagonal boxes
indicate the genotypes used for cell line derivation.
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3.2.3.2 Sorting Homogeneous Populations of GFP-Positive JG Cells
Adult kidneys were dissected from mice with the appropriate genotype and digests of
whole kidneys performed. GFP-positive JG cells were then sorted (representative plots
are shown in Figure 3.6 (a); derived cell lines, genotypes and sorting statistics - Table
3.1). Low seeding number made routine expansion of the cultures from sorted cell
populations difficult. Despite this, two putative granulated cell lines, RGI19 and RGI,
were derived. To increase the seeding number, fetal renin-expressing cells were used
(Figure 3.6 and Table 3.1) and the percentage of GFP-positive renin-expressing cells
increased from 0.02 ± 0.01% in adult kidneys to 0.32 ± 0.08% in fetal kidneys (P<0.01,
Figure 3.6c). Two cell lines were established - the Ren1d+/− 524 cells from e18.5 fetal
kidneys and Ren1d−/− P7 cells from P7 pups.
Age Number of GFP Positive Number of Cell Line Ren1d
mice cells (%) cells isolated derived?
Adult 1 0.07 973 RGI19 +/-
Adult 3 0.004 460 No -/-
Adult 3 0.02 4196 No +/-
Adult 4 0.001 250 No +/-
Adult 5 0.01 4304 RGI +/-
e17.5 9 0.18 2804 No +/-
e17.5 11 0.18 5556 No +/-
e18.5 9 0.54 8613 524 +/-
P7 3 0.21 35815 P7 -/-



























































Figure 3.6: FAC Sorting of immortalised, GFP-positive JG cells. - Example plots
from sorting (a) five RenGFP+/−Ren1d+/−IM+/− adult kidneys (RGI cell line) and (b) nine e18.5
RenGFP+/−Ren1d−/−IM+/− embryonic kidneys (524 cell line). DAPI-negative (y-axis, 450 nm laser)
and GFP-positive (x-axis, 525 nm laser) cells were sorted (shown in pink) from the population of live cells
(shown in blue). The forward scatter (FSC) vs. side scatter (SSC) plot indicates where GFP-positive cells
lay in relation to other kidney cells. (c) The percentage of GFP-positive cells isolated (n=5,6). **: p <
0.01. 100
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3.2.3.3 Verification of GFP Expression in Freshly Sorted JG Cells
Sorted GFP-positive renin-expressing cells from tsA58+/− mice were plated on matrigel-
or fibronectin-coated culture dishes, and epifluorescence microscopy was used to deter-
mine GFP expression. JG cells did not initially adhere fully to matrigel-coated culture
dishes, taking on a ‘balled-up’ appearance, but adhered fully to fibronectin-coated cul-
ture dishes in the same manner as JG cells from RenGFP+/− mice (Figure 3.7). Cells
were checked daily and by three days post-plating the GFP expression was no longer
present. Although cells did not adhere to matrigel-coated dishes within the 3 days over
















Figure 3.7: GFP expression in JG cells freshly sorted for cell line derivation. - Cells from
RenGFP+/−tsA58+/−Ren1d+/− mice were isolated and plated on coverslips coated with matrigel (2%)
or fibronectin (50 µg/ml), cultured for 24 hours (top panel) or 48 hours (bottom panel) and imaged using
an epifluorescence microscope with a 40X (matrigel) or 60X (fibronectin) oil immersion objective lens.
Green: GFP expression in renin-expressing cells, blue: Hoescht 33342 live nuclear stain.
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3.2.3.4 Renin Expression In Sorted, Immortalised JG Cell Lines
To determine whether the established cell lines retained the ability to express renin in
culture, gene expression was analysed using qPCR. This was performed in RGI and
RGI19 granulated cell lines since active renin should be produced. Cells were either
cultured under baseline conditions, or following the renin induction protocol (described
in Section 2.5.8). Since tsA58+/− cells are known to differentiate when transferred
to non-permissive culture conditions (37 ◦C) or in the absence of IFN-γ (due to the
disappearance of the large T antigen), cells were also cultured either with, or without,
























































































Figure 3.8: Renin gene expression analysis in derived cell lines at early passages. - qRT-PCR
analysis of renin expression in granulated (a) RGI (passage 7) and (b) RGI19 (passage 9) cell lines. Cells
were cultured at 33 ◦C or 37 ◦C, with or without IFN-γ (100 µg/ml) on matrigel-coated (2%) 6-well dishes
and renin induction performed (serum starved for 24 hours then treated with fresh media or forskolin (10
µM) and IBMX (100 µM) for 24 hours). n=3 for each group. Two-way anova and Bonferroni post-hoc
analysis was performed. Data are mean ± S.E.M.
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The renin induction protocol was previously shown to work effectively in primary
JG cells (Figure 3.3) and induction of renin expression was therefore performed on RGI
and RGI19 cell lines at the earliest possible passage. No significant increase in renin
expression in either RGI or RGI19 cells was seen upon stimulation (Figure 3.8); in fact,
there was a trend towards a decrease in renin expression upon stimulation in RGI cells.
These data also indicate that the presence of IFN-γ and the culture temperature did
not affect the expression of renin. Despite not expressing renin after long-term culture,
established cells lines survived to over 30 passages, indicating that the immortalisation
of the cells was successful.
No staining for renin or GFP was observed by immunofluorescence analysis in either
RGI19 (passage 9) or RGI (passage 10) cells, either at baseline or after stimulation,
nor was any GFP expression observed.
A radioimmunoassay was performed on the supernatant from 524 (passage 10) and
RGI (passage 14) cells, cultured at 33 ◦C or 37 ◦C, under control conditions and after
stimulation using the renin induction protocol, to determine whether any functional
renin enzyme was translated. Counts were below the limit of detection.
3.2.3.5 Embryonic Kidney Culture and JG Cell Isolation
To try and harness the immortalisation potential of the cells as early as possible, a
technique reported by the Davies Laboratory (171) to derive cells lines from embryonic
Immortomouse kidney cells was used.
To establish the technique as described by the authors, RenGFP+/−tsA58+/−Ren1d−/−
mouse kidneys were dissected at e12.5 and cultured for 4 days (Figure 3.9). This time-
point was chosen as the Davies Laboratory have established cell lines from Immor-
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tomouse kidneys isolated at this time point (171). The kidneys grew well in culture
however, as expected, there was no visible development of the vasculature, or GFP
expression, indicating that renin was not being expressed. Therefore given the success
of the technique, kidneys were dissected at e15.5, the timepoint at which vascular de-
velopment is known to commence (42). The kidneys grew well in culture, increasing in
size and starting to show signs of the medullary and cortical regional development after
2 days in culture (Figure 3.9). Cultured e15.5 kidneys showed strong vascular expres-
sion of renin, which appeared to follow the main interlobar arteries. This expression
increased along the arteries after 1 day in culture but rapidly declined along the major
arteries by 2 days in culture, concurrent with the expression starting to localise to the
minor arterioles.
After 3 days in culture, kidneys were disaggregated. From 5 kidneys, 344 GFP-
positive cells were FACS-sorted from a total of 350,000 cells (0.1% of the total cell
population). These cells were plated on specialised culture dishes with a coverslip
glass bottom coated with fibronectin and cultured at 37 ◦C for 24 hours before being
transferred to 33 ◦C. Images of sorted cells acquired 24 hours and 48 hours post-
plating indicated that sorted cells were expressing GFP, and hence were capable of
renin exression (Figure 3.10). Hoescht nuclear dye was used to confirm that the cells
were alive. After 3 days in culture these cells lost their GFP expression, similar to
observations in primary adult JG cells.
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Figure 3.9: Localisation of renin expression in cultured embryonic kidneys. -
RenGFP+/−tsA58+/−Ren1d−/− kidneys were dissected and cultured in immortalisation media at 37 ◦C.
Panel A: e12.5 kidneys were cultured for 4 days. Brightfield images were taken daily. Panel B: e15.5 kidneys
were cultured for 2 days. Epifluorescence (LHS) and brightfield (RHS) images were taken daily. Green:





Figure 3.10: Confirmation of GFP expression in renin-expressing cells isolated
from cultured e15.5 embryonic kidneys. - Renin-expressing cells from cultured e15.5
RenGFP+/−tsA58+/−Ren1d−/− kidneys were FAC sorted on their GFP-expression and plated on
fibronectin-coated (50 µg/ml) dishes. Images were acquired after 24 (top panel) and 48 hours (bottom
panel) on an epifluorescent microscope using a 40X objective lens. Green: GFP expression in renin-
expressing cells, blue: Hoescht 33342 live nuclear stain used at 48 hours. Scale bars: 25 µm.
3.3 Discussion
3.3.1 Isolation Methodology and Culture of Primary JG Cells
Significant effort was put into developing a method by which JG cells could be isolated
and successfully cultured on glass coverslips. Percoll gradients are widely used for
isolation of primary JG cells, particularly by Kurtz (144, 172), and Beierwaltes (73,
76, 173, 174), to investigate fundamental signalling mechanisms associated with renin
transcription and secretion. The basic methodology between these published protocols
and that carried out in the present study are similar, though subtle changes were made
to improve both the isolation and culture process.
The Percoll gradients used in the literature were 30% (172), 35% (73, 173, 174)
or 40% (76). By using a discontinuous gradient containing 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and
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50% Percoll steps (distinguished by incorporation of phenol red in alternate layers),
reproducibility of the extraction was improved.
The inability of primary JG cells to adhere fully to matrigel- or PDL-coated culture
dishes within the 72 hours period when renin was expressed was unexpected. PDL
is a positively charged amino acid polymer, which acts as an adherence factor, and
is historically the coating of choice for culture of primary JG cells. Interestingly, the
‘balled-up’ appearance described here was also observed in studies describing intracel-
lular signalling and renin secretion from JG cells (73, 75, 76, 160).
Collagen IV, PDL-laminin and, most significantly, fibronectin were significantly
more effective at allowing rapid adhesion of primary JG cells to the culture dish, and
are known to contribute to the extracellular matrix (ECM) in vivo in the JGA: type
IV collagen and the glycoprotein laminin are localized to the JGA basement membrane
whilst the glycoprotein fibronectin is localised to the distal end of the AA within the
ECM (175). This suggests that factors provided by the ECM are necessary for efficient
adherence of primary JG cells, and perhaps contribute to the increased longevity of
GFP expression seen in primary JG cells when plated on fibronectin.
The renin induction protocol was used to determine whether cells were responding
to cAMP-stimulation through administration of IBMX (iso-butyl-methyl-xan-thine)
and forskolin. IBMX non-selectively inhibits cAMP phophodiesterases whilst forskolin
directly activates Adcy5/6, stimulating renin transcription and secretion (76, 141, 176,
177). Freshly isolated JG cells from RenGFP+/− mice responded effectively to this
stimulus, with an increased expression seen in cells cultured at 33 ◦C, and an augmented
increase in expression seen at 37 ◦C. This is in the same range as the 3-fold increase
reported by Klar et al. (137) upon addition of 5 µM forskolin and 100 µM IBMX.
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Although secretion was not measured in the current study, administration of 10 µM
forskolin and 500 µM IBMX for 1 hour to primary JG cells isolated using a Percoll
gradient has previously been shown to induce an approximately 3-fold increase in renin
release (76).
3.3.2 Derivation of Immortalised Juxtaglomerular Cell Lines
In an attempt to retain JG cell traits such as regulated release of active renin in
long term culture, the Immortomouse was used. This approach seemed particularly
promising since kidney cell lines have previously been established using this method
(171). Importantly, cells are only conditionally immortalized when cultured at the
permissive temperature of 33 ◦C and in the presence of IFN-γ, otherwise the cells
senesce (82, 83).
GFP expression in JG cells from RenGFP+/−tsA58+/−Ren1d+/− mice was used as
a reporter for renin expression in culture. Plating on matrigel and fibronectin confirmed
that expression of GFP, and hence renin, was limited to 72 hours in culture as previously
reported (178), even in the presence of the tsA58 immortalising gene. GFP localisation
was homogeneous in the majority of these cells as expected (11).
In order to derive immortalised cells of JG origin from tsA58+/− mice, a number
of technical issues needed to be addressed, a major one being the low number of JG
cells sorted per kidney. Because of very stringent gating, FACS sorting of adult kidney
digests produced extremely low numbers of GFP-positive JG cells (0.02 ± 0.01%), in
keeping with the previously reported range of 0.001 - 0.01%, from a Ren-YFP mouse
model (52). Scaling up the protocol was detrimental to JG cell survival even when using
a rapid-yield sort for a highly JG-enriched population, followed by a slower high-purity
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sort (dramatically decreasing the sort time and exposure to room temperature).
Whilst two cell lines were successfully established from adult kidney digests (RGI19
and RGI) there were generally too few cells isolated by FACS to establish lines ef-
fectively, however seeding density was increased by using fetal tissue as a source of
cells.
During development, renin expression extends along the trunk of the arcuate artery,
branching off into the juxtamedullary AAs. By e17.5 renin expression in the arcuate
trunk begins to regress, firstly to the majority of AAs, and then further to the classic
AA location (42). By using e17.5 and e18.5 kidneys of the correct genotype, advantage
was taken of this increased number of renin expressing cells in the developing kidney and
the percentage of GFP-positive renin-expressing cells was enriched 10-fold, despite the
small amount of tissue. Postpartum, kidney and vascular volume continue to increase
but by P7 renin expression has fully localised to its terminal AA location (42). Since
the kidney is not fully mature at P7, the relative percentage of GFP-positive JG cells
is increased, yielding the more efficient sorting percentages seen in the present study.
I was able to establish two cell lines using fetal (524) and P7 kidneys (P7). Although
cells from these time points are renin-expressing, their renin expression remains plastic
and they are not fully differentiated JG cells (13).
It is important to note that JG cells are not granulated at e17.5 or e18.5 - granules
start to appear immediately following birth (LHuillier, unpublished, discussed in Sec-
tion 1.4.1). However, if the mother is placed on a low salt diet or is administered an
ACE inhibitor during fetal development, renin-expressing cells in e18.5 kidneys have
been shown to granulate (d’Huillier, unpublished). Cell lines of JG origin from such
mice might therefore provide an interesting model in which to study the onset of gran-
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ulation through pharmacological manipulation, provided that the cells subsequently
retain the granular phenotype.
3.3.3 Characterisation of Established Immortalised Cell Lines of JG
Origin
Because of low seeding density, it was not possible to assess renin gene expression
at the earliest passages; gene expression was assessed at passage 7-9. Since renin
expression is particularly sensitive to environmental conditions (178), it was unclear
how long-term culture at 33 ◦C or the addition of IFN-γ would affect the transcription
or expression of renin in JG cells. In decidual cells, renin mRNA levels, renin expression
and renin release decreased in response to prolonged culture with IFN-γ (179), whereas
the presence of IFN-γ in the culture media for human erythroid cell lines had no effect
on prorenin mRNA and increased the levels of prorenin significantly (180). To establish
whether either of these factors affected renin expression, a radioimmunoassay for renin
activity and qPCR were performed on cells cultured at 33 ◦C and 37 ◦C, with and
without IFN-γ in the culture media, under baseline conditions or after renin induction.
The anticipated increase in renin expression in response to the addition of IBMX
and forskolin was not seen. This raises questions about the signals and stimuli required
to maintain renin expression and granulation ability in both primary and immortalised
JG cells. It is well established that arteriolar SMCs upstream of the glomerulus remain
capable of expressing renin when physiologically challenged, and these cells show simi-
larities in their gene expression profile with pericytes, suggesting that JG cells may be
a subset of specialised arteriolar pericytes (52). Interestingly, cultured fetal pericytes
showed renin expression and synthesis under the same induction protocol (45). Since
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induction was unsuccessful in the derived immortalised cell lines (both fetal and adult),
this suggests that there may be a difference at the gene expression level between ar-
teriolar pericytes and pericytes which have commited to a JG cell lineage and been
immortalised.
The data presented in this study suggests that the local JGA architecture is im-
portant for maintenance of renin expression. Although the immortalised JG cells were
able to survive over 30 passages, they had lost their capacity to express renin and re-
spond to cAMP-stimulated renin release. The altered localisation of renin expression
in Cx40−/− mice to the periglomerular interstitium did not result in a reduction of
regulated release, indicating that it is not the flow at the apical surface of JG cells
which is necessary for renin expression (57). Therefore it is likely that paracrine signal-
ing is integral to maintaining renin expression in JG cells, in particular the interaction
with the underlying endothelium, as well as the appropriate gene expression profile.
This suggests that perhaps a monoculture is not optimal for long-term culture of renin-
expressing cells. To address this, initial co-culture experiments were performed for
RenGFP+/−tsA58+/−Ren1d−/− cells on a layer of immortalised endothelial cells. No
significant improvement was seen in cell adhesion or longevity of expression was seen,
however further experiments would be needed to verify this. It is also possible that
a non-adherent culture method such as a hanging drop culture would allow faithful
maintenance of renin expression (181). This was not addressed within this project but
could be pursued in future studies.
To try and harness the immortalisation potential of the cells as early as possible
whilst maintained in native kidney architecture, kidneys from pups of the correct geno-
type were isolated and cultured in vivo in the presence of immortalisation medium
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(171). As previously stated, renin expression develops in the metanephric tissue of
blood vessels early in day e15, and is clearly evident by e15.5 (42), as seen in the cul-
tured kidneys, which grew well despite lack of environmental signal found in vivo. After
4 days in culture, approximately 0.1% total kidney cell population were GFP-positive,
which is not significantly different to the 0.17% GFP-positive cells sorted from freshly
isolated e18.5 kidney cells. Whilst JG cells sorted from cultured kidneys were shown
to express renin for up to 3 days in culture on fibronectin-coated coverslips, they lost
expression in longer term culture. This approach may, in future studies, prove more
successful at allowing retention of a renin-expressing ability under cAMP stimulation.
3.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, cell lines of JG origin were derived fromRenGFP+/−Ren1d+/−tsA58+/−
and RenGFP+/−Ren1d−/−tsA58+/− kidneys. They were unable to respond to cAMP
stimulation and did not show evidence of renin expression. However JG cells iso-
lated using a Percoll gradient from captopril-treated RenGFP+/− mice adhered fully
to fibronectin-coated coverslips, were easily identifiable on 25cm2 coverslips and re-
sponded to cAMP stimulation. This protocol is therefore optimised for use in studies






Granule behaviour in JG cells and the role granules play in the secretion of renin remain
controversial, as discussed in Section 1.9. Despite apparent exocytosis, no evidence has
been published to date showing granule motion in JG cells under any conditions.
The development of high-speed image acquisition has enabled highly accurate gran-
ule tracking in real time under controlled conditions. One such technique is TIRF
microscopy (182); by increasing the angle the laser beam makes with the coverslip on
which cells are plated, the critical angle at which light is totally internally reflected
within the coverslip can be reached. At this angle no light from the laser beam is prob-
ing the cell, however an evanescent electromagnetic wave is generated at the surface of
the coverslip. This field rapidly decays, and only propagates approximately 100 - 150
nm into the sample. Therefore only fluorophores within this thin optical section are
excited, eliminating out of focus light from the majority of the cell and improving axial
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resolution and signal to noise ratio (SNR) (183) (detailed in Figure 4.1).
θc 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram representing TIRF microscopy. - The angle of incidence (θT
is increased to greater than the critical angle for total internal reflection (θc), creating an evanescent
wave which propagates into the cell. This wavefront is rapidly decaying, meaning that the majority of
fluorophores excited are found below the penetration depth (d). Here, z is the distance from the coverslip
and Iz is the intensity of the evanescent wave.
4.1.1 Aims
It is hypothesised that large, dense core granules respond dynamically to renin secretory
stimulation. The following experimental aims were therefore addressed:
1. Identify both vesicles and large dense core granules optically in live, primary
cultured JG cells.
2. Determine whether granules are stationary or dynamic under basal and stimulated




4.2.1 Imaging Granule Dynamics in Widefield Microscopy
4.2.1.1 Image Acquisition of Renin Containing Granule Motion
Cells were isolated from captopril-treated RenGFP+/− kidneys, plated and cultured for
24 hours on fibronectin-coated coverslips. The acidotropic fluorophore lysotracker red
(100 nM) was allowed to accumulate in granules 30 mins prior to the experiment, and
the coverslips mounted onto an Olympus Cell Excellence IX81 with a 150X oil immer-
sion lens with TIRF capabilities. Renin-expressing cells were identified on the basis of
their GFP expression. Two-channel imaging was performed in each cell to ensure that
the lysotracker signal being collected was from granules within renin-expressing cells
(Figure 4.2, upper panel).
Granules were catagorised as ‘large’ (d > 500 nm) or ‘small’ (d < 500 nm). Move-
ment of both large and small granules was captured for the first time. Interestingly, a
number of the large granules moved appreciably in response to isoproterenol treatment
(Figure 4.2, white arrows, top panel), however since images were not acquired dur-
ing addition of isoproterenol the movement itself was not captured. Whilst these larger
granules exhibited motion around a fixed location (caged), small granules (d < 500 nm)
appeared to move much greater distances around the cell in a directed motion at a more
rapid speed. To visually demonstrate the movement of granules, a maximum intensity
projection was performed on the time series at baseline and after treatment (Figure
4.2, top panel, bottom row). A maximum intensity projection displays the maximum
signal intensity recorded in each pixel over the 1000 frames, rendering a representation
of the tracks followed by granules over the image acquisition period. Movement of the
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Figure 4.2: Cells imaged using widefield microscopy from which renin-containing granule
dynamics were analysed. - Top panel: Cells were stained with lysotracker (100 nM) and identified on
the basis of GFP signal. Merged GFP and lysotracker images verified correct lysotracker localisation within
the cell. Signal from lysotracker-filled granules at baseline and after addition of isoproterenol are shown
for a single cell and displayed using the ImageJ heat map LUT ‘Fire’ for ease of visualisation, presented
as a single frame (top line) or a maximum intensity projection over the 1000 frames (bottom line). White
arrow: examples of large granules which moved appreciably in response to isoproterenol; yellow arrows:
tracks taken by small granules. Bottom panels: Large granule (d > 500 nm) tracking was performed using
Imaris 7.7. Tracks are superimposed onto raw lysotracker signal intensity data, zooming in on example
tracks. Track colour correlates with time (from blue at the start to yellow at the end, as indicated in the
legend). 116
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larger granules is clearly restrained (green arrows), whilst the smaller granules tracked
out much longer tracks around the cell (yellow arrows).
4.2.1.2 Tracking of Renin Containing Granule Motion
To quantify this motion, granule tracking was performed using Imaris 7.7. Due to low
SNR, small granules were not able to be tracked using widefield microscopy despite
the large amount of movement seen, therefore only large granules were included in the
analysis.
Examples of individual large granule tracks are displayed in the lower panels of Fig-
ure 4.2, sections of which are shown magnified in corresponding coloured boxes under
baseline and treated conditions. The majority of granules displayed caged behaviour
(black arrows) with elements of directed behaviour interspersed (blue arrows, paric-
ularly in the blue box under baseline conditions), with a small number of granules
showing purely caged behaviour. Examples of caged granule behaviour can be seen un-
der baseline conditions (yellow box: track length 19.5 µm, average speed 0.28 µm/s),
and after treatment (brown box: track length 20.2 µm, average speed 0.29 µm/s). In
the granules showing directed behaviour the average speed and track length increased,
both under baseline conditions (pink box: track length 31 µm, average speed 0.47
µm/s) and after treatment (green box: track length 39 µm, average speed 0.56 µm/s).
This analysis was performed on large granules in three cells. The average speed of
the dense core granules increased significantly from 340 ± 10 nm/s to 590 ± 30 nm/s
(p<0.0001) upon administration of isoproterenol, an increase of 76% (Figure 4.3a),
however the average track length did not change significantly from 20100 ± 800 nm to






Figure 4.3: Analysis of large granule dynamics, imaged using widefield microscopy. -
Measurement of (a) number and (b) diameter of granules from 8 data sets was performed in ImageJ and
granules with d > 500 nm included in analysis. (c) A histogram of granule diameters in the 3 datasets
taken forward for tracking analysis, which was performed in Imaris 7.7 on granules of d > 500 nm. Average
granule (d) speed and (e) track length was extracted. Data are mean ± S.E.M. **** indicates p < 0.0001
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The diameter of granules was measured manually in ImageJ in eight cells, before and
after treatment, and the number of large granules calculated. The average number of
large granules in the cell did not significantly change with the addition of isoproterenol
(43 ± 8 before and 41 ± 7 granules following treatment, Figure 4.3d). The average size
of the granules also remained unchanged (680 ± 20 nm before and 710 ± 30 nm after
treatment, Figure 4.3e). This can be further seen in the histogram of granule diameter
sizes from within the three cells taken forward for tracking analysis (Figure 4.3c), where
the addition of isoproterenol did not change the distribution of granule sizes. This was
verified visually, with no granule exocytosis events seen in the raw data.
Although no exocytosis events were observed, the addition of isoproterenol caused
a displacement of large granules and a significant increase in their speed of movement.
To image this displacement during the addition of isoproterenol, the experiment was
repeated using TIRF microscopy.
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4.2.2 Imaging Granule Dynamics in TIRFM
4.2.2.1 Image Acquisition of Renin Containing Granule Motion in TIRFM
JG cells were located in widefield mode by their GFP expression and loaded with
lysotracker red. The angle of incidence of the laser was then increased until total
internal reflection of the laser beam within the coverslip had been achieved (Figure 4.4).
This was clear since only the membrane in contact with the coverslip was visualised and
the number of visible granules was greatly reduced. An example of this is presented in
Figure 4.4.
a b 
Figure 4.4: Example of a JG cell imaged in widefield and TIRF mode. - A GFP-positive JG
cell is shown loaded with 100 nM lysotracker red. Images were acquired using a 150X TIRF lens in (a)
widefield and (b) TIRF mode. Scale bar represents 5µm.
Eight cells were imaged, of which the three showing the clearest granule motion were
taken forward for tracking analysis; Figure 4.5 shows one of these cells. Lysotracker-
filled granules residing within GFP-positive JG cells were tracked and again, large
(d > 500nm) and small (d > 500nm) granules were tracked separately. Qualitative
assessment of granule tracking fidelity was performed by comparing images of tracked
granules (c-d) to the maximum intensity projection across frames 501-1000 (e-f). As
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Figure 4.5: TIRFM analysis of granule dynamics in juxtaglomerular cells. - (a) JG cells were
identified by their GFP expression and loaded with 100 nM lysotracker. (b) An example of a single frame
of the 500 taken during addition of isoproterenol as an example, using the ImageJ heat map LUT ‘Fire’
for ease of lysotracker signal visualisation. (c) Large (d > 500nm) and (d) small (d > 500nm) granules
were tracked separately. These images are re-represented as maximum intensity projections in (e) and (f)
respectively. Scale bar represents 5 µm.
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maximum intensity projection images. Small granule tracks again showed more directed
motion (d) which is also clearly visible at the same location in the maximum intensity
plots (f).
Specific examples of granule movement are more clearly visualised in Figure 4.6,
where a time course of granule motion from a sub-cellular region is demonstrated by
showing every 500th frame, the maximum intensity projection of the lysotracker sig-
nal and the corresponding Imaris tracks. Examples of granule motion in response to
isoproterenol treatment have been chosen (arrows), either for motion to the membrane
(a), away from the membrane (green arrow b) or laterally at the membrane (b-e) for
large granules (a-d) and small granules (e). It is again evident from these images that
granule motion is taking place; this is particularly striking in the directed path taken
by the large granules in (d), which moved in a particular direction for most of the
time course, before turning and travelling at 180o to its original motion. Similarly, the
directed motion of small granules are prominent in (e), where a granule tracks out a
large horseshoe shape and another moves directly up through the middle. In this case
though the motion is much more rapid, taking place within the 1001-1500th frames
such that it is not visibile on the single frames.
The number of large granules present did not differ significantly after treatment,
and no bursts of fluorescence associated with exocytosis were observed. Movement
away from the membrane was distinguished from exocytosis by examining the fluores-
ence intensity profile of these granules (Figure 4.7). If these granules were undergoing
exocytosis the fluorescence intensity would rapidly increase followed by a rapid decrease
in tens of milliseconds, which would occur within a few frames, instead of the gradual
























































































Figure 4.6: Time course illustrating granule movement during and after stimulus, imaged
using TIRFM. - Images are shown at baseline (frame 500), during addition of 100 nM isoproterenol
(frame 1000), and after treatment (frames 1500, 2000) for five different cell regions (a-e). The maximum
intensity projection is also shown for the region of interest, and the corresponding Imaris tracks provided.
Lysotracker signal is displayed using the ImageJ LUT ‘Fire’. White arrows indicate granule motion towards
the membrane; green arrows represent motion away from the membrane. Track colour correlates with time
(from blue at the start to yellow at the end, as indicated in the legend).
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Figure 4.7: Representative single-granule fluorescence intensity plot during addition of iso-
proterenol. - The fluorescence intensity over the 35s period (0.07s frrame rate) from frame 501 to 1000,
during which 100 nM isoproterenol was added, are illustrated for a single granule of diameter 615 nm as




4.2.2.2 Tracking of Renin Containing Granule Motion in TIRFM
Granules were tracked as above, however by imaging granule motion in TIRF mode
it was possible to track both large and small granules. The diameter of every granule
tracked was also measured in ImageJ. When diameter was plotted against the mean
speed of the granule two clear populations of granules were present: large granules
showed a constrained range of speeds which remained below 1000 nm/s for the vast
majority of granules analysed (Figure 4.8a) and small granules which exhibited a more
diverse range of speeds from 250 nm/s to 2370 nm/s.
To determine whether there was a noticable overall change in the diameter of gran-
ules in response to isoproterenol, a histogram of tracked granule diameters was plotted
(Figure 4.8b). A change in granule diameter could suggest that granule swelling may be
involved in the process of renin secretion, however this did not appear to be the case.
No shift in granule diameter was seen between conditions compared to the baseline
measurements taken between frames 1-500 (Figure 4.8b).
Results of granule tracking are shown in Figure 4.9 with mean granule speed, track
length and displacement calculated before, during and after isoproterenol addition. It
should be noted that granules were only included for mean speed analysis if they were
tracked for the entire duration they remained within the field of view. Only granules
tracked over the full 35 seconds (500 frames) were included in analysis of track length
travelled and displacement.
To illustrate how these speeds, track lengths and displacements compare to indi-
vidual granule tracks, dynamic parameters for the tracks outlined in Figure 4.6 were





Figure 4.8: Distribution of granule sizes and speeds in primary JG cells, imaged using
TIRFM. - The diameter of each granule tracked was measured in imageJ prior to being tracked using
Imaris 7.7. (a) Diameter was plotted against speed for each granule analysed, using 500 nm to distinguish
between large (blue) and small (pink) granules. (b) A histogram of granule diameter is shown prior to
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Figure 4.9: Dynamic parameters of large and small granules imaged using TIRF microscopy.
- Granules were tracked at baseline, during addition of 100 nM isoproterenol, and after (frames 1-500,
501-1000 and 1001-2000 respectively; 70 ms/frame) using Imaris 7.7. (a,b) Mean speed, (c,d) track length
and (e,f) displacement were extracted for large (d > 500 nm) (a,c,e) and small (d < 500 nm) (b,d,f)
granules . The same data for (g) speed, (h) track length and (i,j) displacement were rerepresented to
visualise differences in small and large granule dynamics. 3 cells were analysed with on average 77 large
and 60 small granules tracked per condition. A one way anova using the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis
test with Dunn post hoc analysis was performed. Data are mean ± S.E.M. *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***:
p < 0.001, ****: p < 0.0001.
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speed of 281 nm/s, a track length of 9825 nm and a displacement of 539 nm. The large
granule indicated by the white arrow in (b) measured an average speed of 682 nm/s, a
much longer track length of 23835 nm and a displacement of 291 nm, whilst the granule
indicated by the green arrow moved on average slower at 310 nm/s over a track length
of 8515 nm, with a displacement of 302 nm. The large granule in (d) moved on average
at 247 nm/s over a track length of 8617 nm, though had a much larger displacement of
1099 nm. Finally, the small granules in (e) moved at speeds of 1038 nm/s (horseshoe
path) and 787 nm/s, with track lengths of 27684 nm and 27494 nm and displacements
of 2579 nm and 1943 nm respectively.
Large granules responded dynamically to the addition of isoproterenol, showing a
significant increase in mean speed from 343.2 nm/s at baseline to 455.5 nm/s during
addition of isoproterenol (frames 501-1000, Figure 4.9a). This average speed was main-
tained at 468.0 nm/s over the next 500 frames. From frames 1501-2000, the average
granule speed significantly increased to 529.6 nm/s, a 54% increase from baseline. This
shows a regulated dynamic response to addition of the renin secretory stimulus. These
speeds, averaged over the 50-80 granules measured, are in keeping with the speeds
measured for the individual tracks.
The mean track length travelled by large granules mirrored this response to addition
of isoproterenol (Figure 4.9c, 70 ms/frame). At baseline, large granules travelled on
average 11488 nm, which increased to 14941 nm following the addition of isoproterenol.
Track length was maintained at 15666 nm between frames 1001-1500, but increased to
18131 nm during frames 1501-2000, a 58% overall increase in track length from baseline.
Although the average response in the mean displacement of the granules showed a
significant, acute increase from a baseline distance of 307 nm to 459 nm during the
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addition of isoproterenol, it then decreased back to the baseline distance of 343 nm
during frames 1001-1500, where it remained (Figure 4.9e). Although the individual
granules presented in Figure 4.6 are either slightly below or above the averages given
here, they still remain within the same order of magnitude.
The mean speed of small granules showed an acute, significant increase in speed
from a baseline speed of 847.6 nm/s to 987.3 nm/s during the addition of isoproterenol
(Figure 4.9b). However the speed decreased back to 817.3 nm/s from frames 1001-1500,
which was not significantly different to baseline. The speed significantly increased to
1098.4 nm/s during frames 1501-2000. These speeds are in keeping with the example
tracks displayed in Figure 4.6 (e), where an average speed of 1038 nm/s was measured
for the granule tracking out a horseshoe shape, along with an average track length of
27683 nm. It was particularly striking that addition of isoproterenol had no significant
effect on either the track length or displacement travelled by small granules (Figure
4.9d-f).
A comparison of the data for large and small granules is plotted in Figure 4.9 (g-
j). Small granules showed signficantly higher dynamic parameter values than those
of large granules. This was particularly true for the mean speed of granules (Figure
4.9g), which travelled on average 110% faster than large granules. Similarly, the track
length of small granules travelled was, on average, 75% longer than that of large granules
(Figure 4.9h). The difference in displacement between large and small granules was not
as pronounced (Figure 4.9i). Whilst only granules tracked over the entire 500 frames
captured were included in analysis for displacement in (i), all granules tracked were
included in analysis for (j), normalised to the duration of time over which they were
present in the field of view. Here, small granules were shown to have a significantly
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larger displacement per unit time whilst within the field of view compared to large
granules.
4.2.2.3 Actin Staining of Primary Juxtaglomerular Cells
Since evidence for the presence of actin fibers within JG cells is sparse, an intial at-
tempt was made to identify possible mechanisms of intraceullular granule transport
by staining for α-smooth muscle actin. Primary JG cells were plated, cultured for 48
hours, fixed and stained. Staining confirmed that JG cells contained actin filaments,
with suggestions of filopodia (yellow arrows) and stress bundles (purple arrows) evident
throughout the cells (Figure 4.10a-b). Actin bundles were seen to run along the edge
of the cells and across the intracellular space (Figure 4.10, orange arrows), however
further experiments will be required to determine whether they are involved in granule
transport.
4.2.2.4 Reconstruction of JG cells and Lysotracker Stained
Granules
Primary cultured GFP-positive JG cells were identified and the granules stained in the
same manner as for tracking experiments. A z-stack over the depth of the cell was
then rapidly taken at the Nyquist sampling limit for each wavelength, first with the
488 nm laser then with the 591 nm laser. These images were deconvolved and surfaces
applied to the signal in Imaris 7.7. Using this methodolgy the volume of the surfaces
corresponding to the lysotracker signal could be compared to that of the volume from
the homogeneous diffuse GFP signal within the cell, giving an estimate of cell and
granular volume (Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.10: Actin staining of primary juxtaglomerular cells. - Primary isolated JG cells from
RenGFP+/− mice placed on captopril (1 mg/ml, 7 days) were cultured on fibronectin-coated coverslips (50
µg/ml) for 48 hours. They were fixed and either (a, b) stained for α-smooth muscle actin according to the
protocol in Section 2.7.3 or (c) a no-primary antibody control stain performed. Cells were imaged using
an epifluorescence microscope with a 60X oil objective lens. Scale bars represents 20 µm. Yellow arrows:
filopodia-like structures. Purple arrows: stress-fiber-like structures. Orange arrows: actin bundle-like






Figure 4.11: 3D Reconstruction of GFP-positive JG cells with lysotracker-stained granules.
- GFP-positive JG cells were stained with 100 nM lysotracker red and z-stacks taken at the Nyquist sampling
limit using the 150X TIRF lens in widefield mode. Images were deconvolved using Huygen’s deconvolution
software. Surfaces were rendered and volumes measured using Imaris 7.7. Scale bars represent 5 µm.
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The shape of the cell is clearly represented by the chosen surface for the GFP signal,
although small areas near the membrane did not contain diffuse GFP signal, allowing
glimpses of the lysotracker-filled granules below (Figure 4.11a). When this outer surface
was made transparent using Imaris, the underlying granules became clearly visible
(Figure 4.11b). It was possible to resolve large granules using this method, unless the
granules were in an area of high granule density when the surfaces merged together.
Due to the low axial resolution associated with any widefield microscopy technique,
both the granules and the depth of the cell appear more elongated than they really
are. These problems are further illustrated in Figure 4.11 (e, f): granules appeared as
a large vesicular network, which was not present in the instantaneous images collected
in both widefield and TIRF, suggesting that the elongated axial aspect of both the
granules and the cell depth are artefacts of deconvolution. Interestingly, in Figure 4.11
(c) the rendered GFP-positive cytoplasm reveals pitted areas where no GFP is present.
These were also evident in a number of cultured primary JG cells, such as those in
Figure 3.3 and Figure 4.5 (c). In Figure 4.11 (c), the reconstruction clearly shows that
although the granules did not fill the entire pit, they were present at the bottom of




4.3.1 Labelling of Dense Core Granules
The ease and rapidity of accumulation of acidotropic dyes within the granules and their
strong fluorescent signals make them particularly well suited to identification of granules
and high speed acquisition live imaging. Classically, quinacrine (C23H30CIN3.2HCL.2H2O)
has been the acidic dye of choice since it was shown to bind with high affinity to gran-
ules within JG cells, even though it doesn’t specifically bind to renin. It has been used
as a fluorescence intravital stain of renin granules both in fixed samples (104, 184),
in microperfused JGA preparations (36, 185) and in multiphoton imaging in live mice
(34, 186). Since quinacrine and GFP have very similar excitation and emission spectra,
a similar acidotropic dye, lysotracker red (excited at 591 nm), was more appropriate for
the present study. This dye has previously been used to label large dense core vesicles
in live cultured secretory cells (187) and in live JG cells as part of an isolated perfused
JGA preparation (36). Therefore although lysotracker, like quinacrine, does not specif-
ically localise to renin, it is a well-recognised method of identifying renin-containing
dense core granules within JG cells.
4.3.2 Stimulation of Renin Secretion
A renin secretory stimulus of 100 nM isoproterenol was used on the primary JG cells.
Isoproterenol is a non-specific β-adrenergic agonist which, through its binding to the
ADRB1 receptors (132) and subsequent action of the second messanger cAMP (176),
activates the most significant renin release pathway in JG cells. The concentration of
isoproterenol required to stimulate secretion varies with respect to the experimental
model used. In isolated perfused kidney models a concentration of 10 nM was reported
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to stimulate renin secretion (132, 188, 189), whilst in isolated perfused JGA prepa-
rations 100 µM stimulated the quantal release of renin with concomitant decrease in
fluorescence signal (36). However addition of 100 nM isoproterenol was reported to
stimulate renin release from primary isolated JG cells (141); due to time constraints I
was not able to optimise the concentration of isoproterenol used, therefore this concen-
tration was chosen for my studies.
Initial experiments using widefield microscopy enabled the successful visualisation
of large, dense core granule motion as well as rapid motion of smaller granules in pri-
mary JG cells. Since no pervious studies have been able to capture renin granule
motion, a high frame rate was used to ensure that no rapid motion or exocytosis event
was missed. This is the first direct evidence for movement of large renin-containing
granules in response to a secretory stimulus, however this motion was not captured
while the drug was being added. Peti-Peterdi et al. (36) reported dimming and disap-
pearance of fluorescence from individual quinicrine-loaded granules in response to 100
µM isoproterenol perfused in JGA preparations, but no associated granule trafficking.
However images were acquired at 0.1 Hz over 10 minutes using CLSM, compared to
the 14 Hz frame rate used in the present study. Granule movement and disappearance
would be visually identical when imaged at 0.1 Hz, and indeed a significant amount
of granule motion was seen in the primary JG cells imaged using widefield and TIRF
microscopy over this time scale.
No differences were seen in the average size of large granules, using widefield or
TIRF microscopy. This supports the findings of Friis et al (155), who did not see




The use of TIRF microscopy allowed the experimental design to be refined, and by
eliminating much of the axial out of focus light it was possible, for the first time, to
track the smaller granules as well. Granule motion could be imaged continuously from
baseline, throughout isoproterenol administration to 1000 frames beyond the stimulus.
There was a tendency for the image to go slightly out of focus on addition of the
isoproterenol, however this did not hinder analysis of granule motion and allowed me
to verify the accurate addition of isoproterenol.
TIRF allowed motion at, to, and from the cell membrane to be captured and dis-
tinguished from exocytosis (191) however, unlike using widefield microscopy, it is not
possible to collect data from the entire cell volume. Some groups have attempted to
extract information on the z-axis motion of granules imaged in TIRF(192), however
this type of data difficult to analyse and interpret.
Visual analysis of the datasets collected in widefield and TIRF confirmed that no
flashes of fluorescence intensity associated with exocytotic events occurred, even after
addition of isoproterenol. Furthermore no significant difference in the average number
of large granules was observed in widefield, suggesting that exocyosis of entire renin-
containing granules was not taking place. Evidence for the disappearance of storage
granules has previously been reported in ultrastructure studies of JG cells at the EM
level (193). Exocytosis was stimulated by an acute decrease in perfusion pressure to
40 mmHg for 5 minutes in rats which had been administered ACE inhibitor and a low
salt diet for 14 days. This led to a 45% reduction of granules per AA, however without
the 14 day stimulation prior to the secretory stimulus no difference in granule number
was recorded. Similarly, Steppan et al. (113) only observed compound exocytosis
and granular interactions with the cell membrane at the EM level after kidneys were
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perfused with both isoproterenol and EGTA to lower intracellular Ca2+. Even under
these conditions, no reduction in granule number was measured, and no exocytotic
events were observed under baseline conditions. The lack of flashes or disappearance
of granules in the present study could therefore be explained by the fact that JG cells
are known very rarely to show evidence of exocytosis events (178).
It is also possible that no exocytosis was visualised due to much longer secretion
timescales. For instance mast cell secretory granules take up to 72 hrs to release their
cargo (194). Indeed patch clamp studies of single JG cells in primary culture showed
that under basal conditions only 0.9 ± 0.1% total renin content was released per hour
(then 16 ± 2% over 20 hrs) (155). After stimulation with 10 µM isoproterenol the
exocytosis rate increased to 40 ± 5% per hour (155). This is 100 times more concen-
trated than the isoproterenol used in the present study. It has also been suggested that
only severe secretory stimulation leads to observable occurances of exocytosis (112),
suggesting that treatment with 100 nM isoproterenol for around two minutes may be
insufficient to elicit a pronounced, easily recordable exocytotic response. All these stud-
ies provide evidence for exocytotic release of renin, however the contradictory nature of
the means by which this occurs demonstrates the need for a system such as the primary
JG cell-TIRF experimental design optimised in the current study for further in-depth
study.
An attempt was also made to perform 3D reconstructions of the entire JG cell vol-
ume based on signal from cytoplasmic GFP and granular lysotracker accumulation. It
was hoped that this could be performed before and after treatment with isoproterenol
to estimate the change in granular volume without the need for patch clamping. Wide-
field microscopy was chosen over confocal microscopy for a number of reasons: since the
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granule tracking experiments were performed using the widefield/TIRF system with the
150X objective lens under temperature and CO2 controlled conditions, removal to the
confocal microscope before and after tracking would have been experimentally disrup-
tive and time consuming. Furthermore, acquiring z-stacks using widefield microscopy
is extremely rapid, reducing exposure to intense light and ensuring that granule motion
over the acquisition time was limited. However gain in acquisition speed reflects loss
in axial resolution when using widefield techniques, requiring deconvolution to resolve
objects. The elongated shape of the granules and of the cell itself were artefacts of
this process, creating elongated 3D point spread functions. The use of the cytoplasmic
GPF expression to estimate cell volume may also have introduced error; a membrane
marker in the far red would give a more appropriate estimate of cell volume. There-
fore, although deconvolution of the images and their reconstructions were successful,
the resulting volumes were not accurate enough to give confident estimates of changes
in granule volume. Although a spinning disk confocal would have been a good method
to use due to the rapid acquisition time and good axial resoltion, no spinning disk
confocal was available at Heriot Watt where these experiments were performed.
4.3.3 Granule Dynamics Under Baseline and Stimulated Conditions
By tracking the average speed of each granule and manually measuring its diameter,
my data revealed the existence of different populations of granules with dynamic pa-
rameters that correlate with their size. Large granules of d > 500 nm showed much
more constrained ranges of speeds than granules of d < 500 nm. Historically the differ-
entiation of granule pools within JG cells has been performed via visual analysis of the
electron density in EM sections; large dense cargo granules, small electron-dense vesi-
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cles and small clear vesicles were identified in this manner (101). Prior to my studies it
has not been possible to optically differentiate between the different pools of granules
in live JG cells.
Whilst granule tracking using Imaris software is a well-established technique (e.g.
(195), (196)), there was the worry that the results from the software may have yielded
false-positive results, such as an apparent long track length for tethered granules which
moved with a random motion around a fixed point. Qualitative verification of the
accuracy of data yielded from Imaris granule tracking was performed by comparing
the maximum intensity projection over the 1000 (widefield) or 500 (TIRF) frames of
analysis with the tracks yielded using Imaris. Furthermore, data from individual tracks
of granules exhibiting caged or directed motion were compared with respect to each
other and the averages calculated over all granules measured.
Future experiments will include more stringent controls, such as performing the
same image analysis protocol on fixed samples, where the only motion should be brow-
nian. A further control to test whether image noise contributes to apparent velocity
could also be performed on fixed cells by moving the image out of focus and again per-
forming the same image analysis protocol. The high frame rate used in this experiment
could also contribute to caged granules measuing a higher apparent velocity than they
have; their random motion would be more averaged out using a lower frame rate. To
test this in the future, images could be binned to simulate a lower acquisition rate and
the tracking re-performed.
Very little research on granule transport has been performed in JG cells. Granules
and vesicles are transported around cells by motor proteins on either microtubules or
actin filaments; although it is known that motors on microtubules drive long-range
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transport and actin-based motors tether cargo, how the two interact remains to be
fully understood (197).
There is very little published evidence for the presence of actin filaments within
JG cells. In one of the only studies on actin filament function in JG cells, Ogawa
et al (112) used a cortical slice model followed by EM analysis to show that actin
filaments were present on electron-dense granules. It was shown that when the slice
was incubated in the actin filament-disrupting drug Cytochalasin B, these granules
moved closer to the cell membrane. This indicated that the disassembly of the actin
filament network, a process which occurs when intracellular Ca2+ increases, allowed the
mature secretory vesicles to move closer to the cell membrane. Tracking renin granules
using widefield microscopy revealed that whilst the average speed of large granules
significantly increased after treatment with isoproterenol, the average track lengh did
not. This suggests that the period of time over which large granules move is shorter
after isoproterenol treatment, which could be indicative of a short burst of rapid motion
towards the membrane, followed by tethering such as that described by Ogawa. In his
study, it was further suggested that it was the mature granules already attached to
this network which underwent exocytosis, in some cases through fusion with nearby
granules (112).
The presence of the actin cytoskeleton was confirmed in the present study through
the use of α-SMA smooth muscle actin staining. The 3D actin filament network is
assembled to facilitate different functions: filopodia are finger-like structures which
protrude out of the lamellipodial actin network, which are filled with filamentous actin
and are involved in cell migration (198). Stress fibers are composed of actin and myosin
bundles and mediate contraction (198). Myosin is an actin-mediated motor protein
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which responds to ATPase activity, driving motion along actin filaments during muscle
contraction (199). The α-smooth muscle actin antibody does not differentiate different
actin types, therefore staining with an antibody such as phalloidin to specifically stains
the f-actin along which granules are transported would be beneficial. Interestingly, both
precursor and mature versions of renin have been shown to bind to microtubules (200).
Along with the experiments performed in the present study, these studies suggest that
active transport is important for the renin secretory process.
There is a particularly marked difference in the dynamic parameters of the two pools
of granules identified; the small granules are significantly faster and, presumably as a
consequence, travel a much longer track length and displacement than large granules.
These pools of granules also respond independently to the addition of isoproterenol. It is
known that under an acute stimulus, increased secretion of active renin ensues, whereas
under chronic stimulation a concomitant increase in both prorenin and active renin is
seen in the circulation (201). Since the large granules respond in a regulated fashion to
the acute stimulus whilst the smaller granules do not, it is tempting to speculate that
measurement of dynamic parameters allows different pools of renin-containing granules
on different regulatory pathways to be distinguished.
The fast speeds of the granule transport measured are also noteworthy; at their
fastest, large granules travelled at approximately 500 nm/s whilst small granules were
transported on average at 1200 nm/s. Although it is possible that granular diffusion
is taking place, it is unlikely that this is the only mechanism responsible for transport.
Instantaneous diffusion has been shown to transport vesicles at approximately 10-15
nm/s (202), a speed too low to account for many of the tracks identified. What’s more,
the actin mesh near the plasma membrane is known to be highly restrictive, holding
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larger granules of > 1 µm diameter in place, unable to diffuse (192, 203).
These granule speeds measured in the current experiments give an indication of
the motors transporting them. The two most common motor proteins are kinesin and
dynein. The dynein molecular motor moves vesicle along microtubules towards the
‘minus’ end of microtubules, where tubulin subunits are commonly removed, using
16 nm steps via an overlapping hand-over-hand mechanism and has been shown to
transport granular cargo at velocities of ∼ 800 - 1000 nm/s, or forces of up to 7 - 8 pN
(204). On the other hand, kinesin travels towards the ‘plus’ microtubule end, where
tubulin subunits are added, only allows movement of up to 600 nm/s, or forces of 2 -
5 pN (205). It is therefore possible that kinesin motors are responsible for motion of
larger granules whilst dynein motors are responsible for transport of smaller granules.
However, further studies would need to be performed to verify this. Actin motors may
also be invovled in short-range granule transport, particularly in the tethering of cargo.
Myosin-V can be recruited to cargo transported via kinesin motors to slow down their
transport to be driven slow ly over a 1 - 5 µm range (197).
Whist many of the smaller granules revealed motion which appeared to be directed
by tubular transport, exemplified by the tracks shown in Figure 4.6, many of the larger
granules moved in a much more constrained, caged manner. This raises the possibility
that granular diffusion may be taking place.
Granules may therefore be transported rapidly and directionally on microtubules
but tethered to the actin mesh near the cell membrane, where caged motion occurs, to
briefly await exocytosis. Given that increased mobility of granules has been related to
an increase in fusion in neuropeptide secreting cells (206), the increase in granule speed
observed in JG cells could suggest an increased motion of granules to the membrane
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to allow fusion to occur. Indeed examples of both caged and directed behaviour as
described in Huet et al (207) were readily seen in both pools of granules. TIRF studies
tracking granules in chromaffin cells before and after an exocytotic stimulus similarly
showed an increase in mobility is associated with secretion. Short bursts of movement
over hundreds of nanometres immediately prior to secretion were also shown to occur
close to the plasma membrane, causing the granules to be in motion until they bound
with the plasma membrane (192).
4.3.4 Conclusion
Granule dynamics have been captured and dynamic parameters analysed under baseline
and stimulated conditions for the first time in primary cultured JG cells. Using the
acidotropic dye lysotracker to identify granules, TIRF microscopy was used to optically
identify and image granule motion at a high spatial and temporal resolution. Two pools
of granules were identified by their size and behaviour: granules of d > 500 nm and
d < 500 nm. Both pools of granules behaved dynamically under basal conditions,
and addition of the β-adrenergic stimulus isoproterenol led to an increase in speed,
track length and displacement in large granules corresponding to that seen in regulated
secretion. Conversely, small granules did not respond in this regulated way to the
addition of the secretory stimulus, indicating that optical identification of granules on
different secretory pathways within JG cells may be possible for the first time, although
more work needs to be performed to verify this.
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Macula Densa Structure and
Function in Ren1d−/− Mice
5.1 Introduction
The importance of normal renin synthesis and secretion to the maintenance of JGA
architecture was highlighted in studies by Clark et al. (114). When the active renin gene
Ren1d was knocked out, there was a striking lack of dense core renin storage granules
in JG cells. Furthermore, MD plaques were hyper-cellular with columnar epithelial cell
morphology (shown by a 30% increase in basolateral to apical height) in contrast to
the normal cuboidal appearance in wild type mice (Figure 5.1) (114). What was not
clear was how this altered MD morphology affected JGA function.
The JGA-mediated regulation of tubular salt operates via two main mechanisms:
low distal tubular NaCl-induced release of renin (16), and high distal tubular NaCl-
induced vasoconstriction of the AA and glomerular tuft, and subsequent reduction in
single nephron GFR. Although the mechanisms behind these responses differ, the initial




Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of altered macula densa phenotype. - Schematic diagram of
cTAL (pink) and MD cells (purple) illustratiing MD morphology in C57Bl/6 and Ren1d−/− mice.
In brief, low tubular salt is sensed by the NKCC2 cotransporter, activating COX2,
which in turn initiates the transcription of the signalling protein PGE2 (21, 22, 23, 208,
209). PGE2 is then transported to the JG cells where it stimulates cAMP-mediated
renin transcription and secretion (24). To assess this experimentally, a combination of
a chronic low salt diet and ACE inhibitor is routinely used (210). This stimulates the
MD by ensuring extremely low levels of NaCl in the tubular perfusate pass the MD,
since there is very little salt in the diet and the ACE inhibitors increase salt and water
excretion due to a decrease in ANGII generation (211).
Conversely, high tubular NaCl is sensed at the apical membrane of MD cells, ini-
tiating a cascade of ATP-dependent Ca2+ travelling via gap junctions from the MD
to the VSMCs, mesangial cells and beyond into the intra-glomerular space (28). This
participates in TGF by contracting the glomerular tuft and AA to reduce glomerular
filtration. Experimentally, TGF is initiated by altering tubular NaCl concentration or
flow speed at the MD of isolated perfused JGA (discussed in Section 1.3).
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Due to the critical role MD cells play in the TGF response, the altered MD morphol-
ogy coupled with the lack of dense core granules in JG cells observed in Ren1d−/− mice
may have important potential physiological consequences for tubulo-vascular crosstalk.
5.1.1 Specific Chapter Aims
It is hypothesised that altered MD morphology impairs the TGF response of Ren1d−/−
mice compared to C57B1/6 controls. The following experimental questions were ad-
dressed to test this hypothesis:
1. Do isolated perfused JGA from Ren1d−/− mice with altered MD morphology
show impaired TGF function compared to C57Bl/6 controls
a) under increased flow at the MD?
b) under increased NaCl at the MD?
2. Do Ren1d−/− mice display altered MD signalling in response to a chronic low




5.2.1 Flow-Induced Tubuloglomerular Feedback Response
To experimentally induce the TGF response via increased flow at the MD plaque, freshly
dissected glomerular tufts with attached AA, cTAL and MD plaque were microperfused.
TGF activity was measured by calculating elevations in intracellular calcium concen-
tration or percentage of constriction of the glomerular tuft and AA.
Responses to TGF in preparations from C57Bl/6 and Ren1d−/− mice are shown
in Figure 5.2 (blue arrows). An elevation in calcium dye signal after TGF stimulation
is clearly visible in AA, cTAL and glomerular tuft cells. The AA vasoconstriction
response to TGF can also be seen. Responses were quantified as percentage change
in AA diameter, glomerular tuft diameter and glomerular tuft area, and change in the
calcium signal in VSMC, cTAL, MD and podocyte cells in response to TGF stimulation.
During TGF, contraction of the glomerular tuft in Ren1d−/− mice (area 4.6 ±
0.6%; diameter 3.4 ± 0.3%) was less than that observed in C57B1/6 mice (n=3, area
10 ± 2% (p = 0.011); diameter 8 ± 3% (ns), Figure 5.3a, b). The AA vasoconstriction
response to altered flow at the MD did not differ significantly between groups (65 ±
15% contraction in Ren1d−/−; 58 ± 11% contraction in C57Bl/6, n=3, Figure 5.3c).
Whilst MD cells in Ren1d−/− mice demonstrated a calcium signalling response to
TGF, albeit with large error bars, the C57B1/6 MD cells did not (n=3, Figure 5.3d).
C57Bl/6 mice showed an average change of -11 ± 45 nM [Ca2+]i, whilst Ren1d−/−
mice showed a 98 ± 80 nM increase. Due to the large error bars, this difference was
not statistically significant.
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Figure 5.2: Flow-induced TGF in isolated JGA with attached MD plaque. - JGA from C57Bl/6
and Ren1d−/− mice are shown loaded with Fluo-4 AM calcium indicator dye (green), Fura Red AM calcium
indicator dye (red) or in DIC (grey) at baseline and after flow-induced TGF was triggered by increasing
the rate of constant 10mM NaCl-containing tubular perfusion from 2 to 20 nl/min. G: glomerulus, AA:
afferent arteriole, cTAL: cortical thick ascending limb. Scale bars represent 10 µm.
TGF compared to C57Bl/6 preparations (593 ± 80 nM in Ren1d−/− mice; 201 ± 27 nM
in C57Bl/6 mice (p=0.013), n=3, Figure 5.3e). No significant difference in intracellular
[Ca2+]i concentration was seen between groups in VSMCs (314 ± 54 nM in Ren1d−/−
mice; 289 ± 100 nM in C57Bl/6 mice; n=3, Figure 5.3f) or in podocytes (222 ± 42 nM
in Ren1d−/− mice; 155 ± 44 nM in C57Bl/6 mice; n=3, Figure 5.3g).
5.2.2 NaCl-Induced Tubuloglomerular Feedback Response
Though differences were seen in the magnitude of the flow-induced TGF response be-
tween C57Bl/6 and Ren1d−/− mice, it is evident that TGF still functions effectively in
mice with altered MD morphology. To determine the effect of increased NaCl concen-
tration at the MD, the same parameters were measured after the NaCl concentration in
the perfusate was raised from 10 mM to 80 mM. No significant difference between the
reductions of glomerular tuft area (4 ± 2% in Ren1d−/− mice; 6.9 ± 0.2% change in












Figure 5.3: Flow-induced contraction and elevations in intracellular calcium in isolated JGA
with attached MD plaque. - Percentage change in (a) glomerular tuft area, (b) glomerular tuft diameter
and (c) AA vasoconstriction and changes in intracellular calcium in (d) MD, (e) cTAL, (f) podocyte and
(g) VSMCs cells were analysed in preparations from male C57Bl/6 and Ren1d−/− mice. Flow-induced
TGF was triggered by increasing the rate of constant 10 mM NaCl-containing tubular perfusion from 2 to
20 nl/min and the corresponding change in calcium measured. Data are mean ± S.E.M., n=3, ∗ = p<0.05.
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mice; 3.2 ± 0.7% in C57Bl/6 mice; n=3, Figure 5.4b) was seen in response to NaCl-
induced TGF. No difference in afferent arteriolar vasoconstriction was observed between
groups (36 ± 28% reduction in Ren1d−/− mice; 40 ± 7% reduction in C57B1/6; n=3
Figure 5.4c). These parameters show a trend towards a blunted TGF response under
increased NaCl compared to increased flow stimulation.
There was no significant difference between intracellular [Ca2+]i propagation within
MD cells between groups, though Ren1d−/− mice showed a trend towards an increase
(25 ± 44 nM in Ren1d−/− mice; 4 ± 16 nM in C57Bl/6 mice; n=3, Figure 5.5a).
Plotting the data points individually revealed a range of responses between MD cells
within the plaque in Ren1d−/− mice, with propagation of calcium signal seen only
through a subset of MD cells within the plaque (Figure 5.5c, d). Intracellular [Ca2+]i
within C57B1/6 MD did not increase under either NaCl- or flow-induced TGF (Figure
5.5c, d). A similar trend in [Ca2+]i signalling was also seen in Ren1d
−/− MD cells under
flow-induced and NaCl-induced TGF, though there was large inter-individual variation
(Figure 5.5c, d). Representative images of calcium signalling in MD cells in response
to NaCl-induced TGF are shown in Figure 5.6. Visual assessment also suggested that
calcium did not appear to propagate through C57B1/6 MD cells (Figure 5.6a, b) whilst
slight increases in signal were observed in MD cells from Ren1d−/− preparations (c, d).
The change of [Ca2+]i in cTAL cells was significantly greater in Ren1d
−/− com-
pared to C57B1/6 preparations (422 ± 72 nM in Ren1d−/− mice; 84 ± 50 nM in
C57Bl/6 (p=0.004), n=3, Figure 5.5b) but the responses of podocytes (336 ± 104 nM
in Ren1d−/− mice; 182 ± 32 nM in C57Bl/6 mice (ns), n=3, Figure 5.5e) and VSMCs
(190 ± 71 nM in Ren1d−/− mice; 104 ± 34 nM in C57Bl/6 mice (ns), n=3, Figure 5.5f)
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Figure 5.4: Tubular salt-induced constriction of the glomerular tuft and AA in isolated JGA
with attached MD plaque. - Percentage change in (a) glomerular tuft area, (b) glomerular tuft diameter
and (c) AA vasoconstriction in response to NaCl-induced TGF was analysed in preparations from male
C57Bl/6 and Ren1d−/− mice. NaCl-induced TGF was initiated by increasing NaCl at the MD from 10 to
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Figure 5.5: Tubular NaCl-induced elevations in intracellular calcium in isolated JGA with
attached MD cells. - The change in intracellular calcium in (a) MD cells, (b) cTAL cells, (e) podocytes
and (f) VSMCs in preparations from male C57Bl/6 and Ren1d−/− mice. Individual data points from
intracellular calcium changes in MD cells under (c) flow- and (d) NaCl-induced TGF are presented. NaCl-
induced TGF was initiated by increasing NaCl at the MD from 10 to 80mM. Data are mean ± S.E.M,


















Figure 5.6: Images of flow-induced elevations in calcium in MD cells in isolated perfused
JGA with attached MD cells. - Flow-induced TGF was triggered by increasing the rate of 10 mM
NaCl-containing tubular perfusate from 2 to 20 nl/min in preparations from C57Bl/6, and Ren1d−/− mice.
Orange arrows indicate MD cells, yellow dashed lines identify the cortical thick ascending limb (cTAL),
red dashed lines identify the afferent arteriole (AA), blue dashed lines identify the glomerular tuft (G).
Scale bar represents 10 µm.
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response was not significantly different whichever method was used to stimulate TGF,
though the NaCl-induced TGF response was slightly blunted.
5.2.3 Immunohistochemical Analysis of Low Salt- and ACE inhibitor-
Stimulated Macula Densa
To assess whether low tubular salt-mediated MD stimulation also functioned effec-
tively in Ren1d−/− mice with altered MD morphology and non-granulated JG cells,
male Ren1d−/− and C57Bl/6 mice were given low salt and captopril (200 mg/l, 5 days)
and compared to age matched, non-treated controls. All mice were then anaesthetised,
flushed with ice-cold PBS, perfusion-fixed with 4% PFA and the kidneys OCT embed-
ded for immunofluorescence analysis.
5.2.3.1 Effects of Low Salt and ACE inhibitor on Renin Expression
Under sodium depleted conditions, renin expression is induced in the VSMCs of the AA
of wild type mice. To determine whether this classic metaplastic transformation was
similarly induced in Ren1d−/− mice under low NaCl MD stimulation, renin staining
was performed. As expected, renin staining localised to the classic JG location at the
distal end of the AA under non-treated conditions in both C57Bl/6 and Ren1d−/−
mice (Figure 5.7). Both treatment groups showed an extended expression pattern of
renin along the AA, which is characteristic of the metaplastic transformation (Figure
5.7b, e).
5.2.3.2 Effects of Low Salt and ACE inhibitor on COX2 Expression
COX2 is expressed in MD cells when low tubular salt is sensed through NKCC2 co-
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Figure 5.7: Renin expression pattern in mice after chronic low salt and ACE inhibitor
stimulation of the MD. - Sections from (a, d) C57Bl/6 and (b, e) Ren1d−/− mice under (a-c) non-
treated and (d-f) low salt diet and captopril (200 mg/ml, 5 days) treated conditions. Red: renin, blue:
DAPI, green: autofluorescence of the tubules, shown for structural information. (c, f) Control, no-primary
staining. 25-30 µm confocal stacks were taken and the maximum intensity z-projection shown. DAPI
was excited with a multiphoton 706 nm laser, green signal from a 488 nm laser and red with the 594 nm
laser using confocal microscopy and a 63X oil objective lens. Blue dashed lined: glomerular tuft (G); pink
dashed lines: proximal tubule (PT). Scale bars represent 10 µm.
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was functional in Ren1d−/− mice, COX2 staining was performed. No COX2 staining of
the MD under non-treated conditions was found in either Ren1d−/− or C57Bl/6 mice
(Figure 5.8a, b, orange arrows). However some non-MD specific staining was seen in
cells surrounding the JGA (Figure 5.8, white arrows); this was particularly pronounced
in the Ren1d−/− model where an increased amount of intra-glomerular staining was
seen in comparison to the C57Bl/6 controls. Interestingly, a population of COX2 pos-
itive cells were identified between the MD plaque of the cTAL and the glomerular tuft
in Ren1d−/− mice (white arrows). Although these were present in C57Bl/6 mice, the
expression was less pronounced.
After low salt and ACE inhibitor were administered, the MD cells in both C57Bl/6
and Ren1d−/− mice stained positive for COX2 (Figures 5.8c, d, orange arrows). The
COX2 positive staining revealed hyper-cellularity of the MD plaque and showed in-
creased intra-glomerular COX2 expression in the treated Ren1d−/− mice compared to
the C57Bl/6 controls. The population of COX2 positive cells between the MD and
the glomerular tuft was again strikingly visible in the treated Ren1d−/− group (white
arrows), versus the treated C57Bl/6 mice.
5.2.3.3 Effects of Low Salt and ACE inhibitor on NG2 Expression
To determine whether progenitor cell recruitment was occurring in response to low
tubular salt MD cell stimulation, the pericyte marker NG2 was stained for in all groups.
Untreated Ren1d−/− mice showed significantly increased staining within the glomerular
tuft as well as along the AA when compared to untreated C57Bl/6 controls (Figure 5.9a,
b). After low salt and ACE inhibitor treatments, the Ren1d−/− glomerular tuft showed
increased NG2 staining when compared to the glomerular tufts in treated C57Bl/6 mice,
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Figure 5.8: COX2 expression pattern in mice after chronic low salt and ACE inhibitor
stimulation of the MD. - Sections from (a, d) C57Bl/6 and (b, e)Ren1d−/− mice under (a-c) non-treated
and (d-f) low salt diet and captopril (200 mg/ml, 5 days) treatment. Red: COX2, blue: DAPI, green:
autofluorescence of the tubules, shown for structural information. (e, f) Control, no-primary staining.
25-30 µm confocal stacks were taken and the maximum intensity z-projection shown. DAPI was excited
with a multiphoton 706 nm laser, green signal with a 488 nm laser and red with the 594 nm laser using
confocal microscopy and a 63X oil objective lens. White arrows: location of population of COX2 positive
cells located between the glomerular tuft and the cTAL. Orange arrows: macula densa cells. G: glomerular
tuft (blue); PT: proximal tubule (pink). Scale bars represent 10 µm.
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Figure 5.9: NG2 expression pattern in mice after chronic low salt and ACE inhibitor stim-
ulation of the MD. - Sections from (a,c) C57Bl/6 and (b,d) Ren1d−/− mice under (a, b) non-treated
and (c, d) low salt diet and captopril (200mg/ml, 5 days) treatment. Red: NG2, blue: DAPI, green: aut-
ofluorescence of the tubules, shown for structural information. (e,f) Control, no-primary staining. 25-30
µm confocal stacks were taken and the maximum intensity z-projection shown, with Dapi excited with
a multiphoton 706 nm laser, GFP with a 488 nm laser and red with the 594nm laser using confocal mi-
croscopy and a 63X oil objective lens. G: glomerular tuft (blue); PT: proximal tubule (pink ); EA: efferent

































Figure 5.10: Ki67 expression in mice after chronic low salt and ACE inhibitor stimulation
of the MD. - Ki67 staining of (a, d) C57Bl/6 and (b, e) Ren1d−/− mouse kidneys under (a-c) baseline
or low salt and captopril (200 mg/ml, 5 days) treatment. (a-c) GFP: Ki67 positive nuclei, blue: DAPI,
green: autofluorescence of the tubules, shown for structural information. (d-f) Red: Ki67 positive nuclei,
blue: DAPI nuclear staining, green: autofluorescence of the tubules, shown for structural information.
(c, f) Control, no-primary staining. 25-30 µm confocal stacks were taken and the maximum intensity
z-projection shown, with Dapi excited with a 706 nm laser, GFP with a 488 nm laser and red with the
594nm laser using confocal microscopy and a 63X oil objective lens. Blue dashed lined: glomerular tuft
(G); pink dashed lines: proximal tubule (PT). Scale bars represent 10µm. (g) The number of Ki67-positive
nuclei within the glomerular tuft for each experimental group. Data are mean ± S.E.M., n = 3, two way
anova with Tukey post hoc analysis performed (ns).
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which showed very little NG2-positive staining (Figure 5.9c, d).
5.2.3.4 Effects of Low Salt and ACE inhibitor on Ki67 Expression
Ki67 staining was performed to identify whether increased proliferation was present
in Ren1d−/− JGA compared to C57Bl/6 controls, under both baseline and treated
conditions. Slightly increased staining was observed in treated compared to untreated
samples from both groups (Figure 5.10). The main proliferating cell types were intra-
glomerular cells and proximal tubule cells, particularly in the glomerular cap. However
there was very little evidence of MD cell proliferation in any group or treatment.
Since changes in COX2 and NG2 staining in the glomerular tuft of Ren1d−/− mice
were seen after low salt MD stimulation, the number of Ki67 positive cells within
individual glomerular tufts were counted. No significant difference in the number of
Ki67 positive cells was seen, between C57B1/6 mice (0.7 cells) and Ren1d−/− mice (2
cells), either with, or without, the low salt and ACE inhibitor treatment (Figure 5.10).
Glomerular tuft cell division was increased after low salt and captopril MD stimulation




5.3.1 Tubuloglomerular Feedback Response
Technical Considerations
By using isolated perfused JGA preparations, acute changes in TGF response were vi-
sualised under controlled conditions, independent of external signalling factors and BP
changes. Both mechanical responses and cell-to-cell [Ca2+]i propagation were quanti-
fied. The consequences of removing the JGA from its natural pressure and endocrine
signalling environment were limited by ensuring the AA and cTAL were perfused at
physiological pressures with the physiologically balanced Ringer solutions.
Alternative techniques, such as the kidney slice (129) or isolated perfused kidney
(128) could be used, but carry confounding factors including endocrine signals from dif-
ferent cell types and reduced control over the perfusion rate and pressure at the single
glomerulus level. In vivo multi-photon imaging is another technique that has previously
been employed to investigate the link between tubular transport and glomerular struc-
ture and function (35). However, superficial AAs are very difficult to locate in adult
mouse kidneys due to the depth of structures within the tissue. To visualise structures
such as the afferent arteriole intravitally, unilateral ureteral obstructions (UUO) have
been performed (212). This method involves the occlusion of the ureter using sutures,
leading to increased intratubular hydrostatic pressure and ischemia, causing the kidney
to swell in size and bring cortical glomeruli closer to the renal capsule (213). Whilst
this facilitates in vivo imaging, it is a severe disease model and therefore not practical
for studies of normal function. Furthermore, perfusion pressure at the cTAL and AA
cannot be as easily controlled in vivo. Therefore although the JGA are removed from
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their natural biological environment, the isolated perfused JGA preparation is the most
tractable technique for faithfully measuring acute TGF responses experimentally.
The use of ratiometric calcium indicator dye pairs is a well-established method
for quantifying calcium transits, both within the Peti-Peterdi Laboratory and other
research groups, and has a number of advantages over using a single dye (28, 32, 33,
214, 215). Importantly, it minimises errors in concentration calculations from factors
such as photobleaching, poor distribution of dye loading within the cell (particularly
within VSMCs of the AA), dye leakage from the cell and differences in cell swelling or
cell depth (214).
5.3.1.1 Calcium and Mechanical Response
It is evident that both flow- and NaCl-induced TGF are still able to function effec-
tively in Ren1d−/− mice, which are known to have an altered MD morphology (114).
Mechanical responses to TGF were seen in both C57Bl/6 and Ren1d−/− mice, with
vasoconstriction acting at the very distal end of the AA in the same manner as previ-
ously characterised (33, 216). In agreement with previous reports, the TGF response
to increased salt tended to be weaker than to increased flow in both groups (32). It
has previously been shown that cilia on the apical membrane of MD cells are integral
to flow sensing during TGF (28). The data currently presented would therefore seem
to indicate that functionality of the cilia is not affected by the altered MD morphology
in Ren1d−/− mice.
Contraction of the glomerular tuft confirmed previous observations that many cell
types within the glomerulus participate in TGF to reduce glomerular filtration (32, 217).
By measuring both diameter and area of the glomerular tuft before and after TGF
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activation, the contraction response was monitored more reliably. Ren1d−/− glomerular
tuft diameter and area showed significantly reduced contraction responses compared to
those of C57Bl/6 mice. This suggests that a reduced GFR reduction exists in response
to high NaCl or flow at the MD, indicating a slight impairment of BP regulation in
Ren1d−/− mice.
Contraction of the glomerular tuft depends on the contraction of glomerular mesan-
gial cells via calcium wave propagation. This would seem to indicate that calcium
propagation is not as effective in Ren1d−/− mice, however calcium levels in podocytes
was similar in both groups, suggesting that propagation functioned effectively. Inter-
estingly, increased baseline expression levels of NG2 staining within the glomerular tuft
were observed in Ren1d−/− mice compared to C57Bl/6 controls. It has been speculated
that NG2-positive pericytes play a key role in renal fibrosis, particularly during dia-
betes. In STZ-induced diabetic rats NG2 expression was significantly increased in the
mesangium of the kidney, where mesangial cells were seen to migrate and accumulate
ECM such as type IV collagen and laminin (218). Therefore these intra-glomerular
NG2-positive mesangial cells could contribute to increased deposition of ECM factors,
which may result in the decreased contraction seen in Ren1d−/− JGA preparations
undergoing TGF.
Interestingly, there was also a trend towards increased proliferation within the
glomerular tuft of Ren1d−/− mice at baseline, indicated by an increase in Ki67-positive
staining. The recruitment of proliferating NG2-positive pericytes to the glomerular tuft,
even under baseline conditions, may indicate that the MD in these mice are under a
more ‘activated’ state than the C57B1/6 controls.
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[Ca2+]i propagation throughout the JGA acts in parallel with these morphologi-
cal characteristics of TGF. Whilst MD cells in preparations from C57Bl/6 mice did
not show any Ca2+ signalling under either flow- or NaCl-induced stimulation, MD
intracellular Ca2+ tended to increase after NaCl-induced TGF in Ren1d−/− prepara-
tions (though this did not reach significance). Importantly, analysis of calcium loading
within the MD indicated that the plaque was heterogeneous, with only certain MD
cells loading with the calcium indicator dye and subsequently responding to flow- or
NaCl-induced TGF. MD cells are known to have an unusual relationship with cytosolic
calcium regulation (168, 219), with a significantly lower cytosolic calcium concentration
found in MD cells than other cells of the TAL. This is in part due to the tight regu-
lation of calcium in MD cells through the action of different proteins such as ANX1
(220), which bind free calcium to maintain a low level of global calcium. Indeed it
has previously been shown that MD calcium is not involved in TGF (32), (221). The
increased calcium signalling in the MD plaque of Ren1d−/− mice could therefore indi-
cate a slight imbalance in one or a number of these submembrane proteins. MD cells
have a high concentration of mitochondria within the cytoplasm necessary for ATP
production, which requires the uptake of cytosolic calcium (219, 222). Therefore the
increased calcium observed in MD cells of mice lacking Ren1d may indicate a reduced
density of mitochondria in the cytoplasm, leading to decreased uptake of calcium into
mitochondria. Comparison of MD from C57Bl/6 and Ren1d mice either using electron
micrographs or staining sections with mitotracker would show whether this was indeed
the case. Increasing the number of biological replicates would further tease out whether
this difference is indeed and to what extent MD Ca2+ plays a role in Ren1d−/− TGF.
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5.3.2 Low Salt and ACE inhibitor Stimulation of the Macula Densa
A chronic decrease in tubular NaCl has previously been shown to increase renin ex-
pression and stimulate release in isolated perfused JGA preparations (16, 193, 223). It
is important to note that although the Ren1d gene is knocked out in these mice, the
highly homologous Ren2 gene is still present and able to produce ‘inactive’ prorenin.
The renin antibody used in these studies binds to the C-terminal of the renin gene,
indicating that it recognises both the inactive prorenin and active forms of renin and
hence should stain the Ren2 present in the JG cells of Ren1d−/− mice.
Renin staining was seen clearly at both baseline and after treatment in both C57Bl/6
and Ren1d−/− mice. The pattern of staining was not punctate, nor was it solely
cytoplasmic; it is possible that renin generation was localised to certain areas of the
cell and signal is being collected from these areas of high renin density. This was in
keeping with renin immunohistochemistry reported by Clark et al (114) who staining
in Ren1d−/− mice compared to C57Bl/6 controls, though at a lower level.
Ren1d−/− mice are able to respond to the administration of an ACE inhibitor and a
low salt diet in the same way as C57Bl/6 mice, showing recruitment of renin producing
cells along the AA. Therefore, although these JG cells are not able to produce dense
core granules and secrete active renin they are still in essence renin-producing cells
which are producing Ren2, in agreement with previous studies (114, 120).
To determine whether the initial stages of the signalling cascade leading to the
release of renin were functioning effectively in Ren1d−/− mice, staining for COX2 was
performed. COX2 is highly inducible, and has been shown to localise to the MD in all
species tested to date (224, 225, 226). A number of studies have shown that reduced salt
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concentration at the cTAL significantly increases MD COX2 expression (102, 210, 227).
This was similarly observed in the present study in both C57B1/6 and Ren1d−/− mice
after treatment with low salt and an ACE inhibitor. However it was extremely difficult
to identify COX2-expressing cells in the untreated mice, although slightly more were
found in the Ren1d−/− group, particularly in a group of cells found between the MD
plaque and the glomerulus.
One interpretation of these results is that these cells between the MD and the
glomerulus are a line of interstitial progenitor cells which are destined to become mesan-
gial cells. To establish the abundance and location of progenitor cells in both models
under basal and treated conditions, staining for the progenitor cell marker NG2 was
performed.
From the present study it is evident that a large population of NG2-positive cells
reside in the JGA under baseline conditions in both C57Bl/6 and Ren1d−/− mice,
particularly along the vasculature of the afferent and efferent arterioles. What is strik-
ing is that Ren1d−/− mice have a lot more NG2-positive cells residing within the
intra-glomerular mesangium as well as along the vasculature, which is not present in
C57Bl/6 mice. This was not quantified due to the fact that confocal stacks were not
taken through entire glomeruli, however future work could address this. Work carried
out in the Peti-Peterdi Laboratory has suggested that upon strong stimulation at the
MD using a low salt diet to increase reabsorption, an ACE inhibitor to increase salt
wasting and UUO, an increase in NG2-positive cell density is seen in the interstitium,
and that these cells migrate to the MD (ASN2013 Abstract, (228)). Furthermore, in-
hibition of COX2 decreased NG2 cell proliferation, and the migratory NG2 positive
cells showed partial co-localisation with renin after stimulation (228). All these factors
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suggest that MD-derived paracrine signalling plays a significant role in glomerular main-
tenance. The increase in NG2 expression within the JGA of Ren1d−/− mice coupled
with hyper-cellularity of the MD plaque suggest that a population of progenitor-like
cells may be stimulated and participating in glomerular remodelling. Interestingly,
there is not complete concordance between the COX2-positive putative progenitor cells
and NG2-stained cells; whether this is because the staining patterns are temporally or
spatially different remains to be seen. A double staining experiment would be needed
to investigate this.
Razga and Nyengaard (229) also suggested that the MD plaque possessed a degree
of plasticity. In their study on the relationship between RAAS activity and MD cell
number, it was shown that MD cells in control mice had a significantly lower number
of AT1 receptors than other tubular cells, and that MD cell volume was significantly
smaller than cTAL cell volume. However after treatment with candesartan, an AT1
receptor blocker, an increase in the number of MD cells and consequently in the vol-
ume of the MD plaque was seen. ANGII binds to ATI receptors of the cTAL cells and
inhibits COX2 expression, but after treatment with the ANGII receptor antagonist
candesartan the number of cells expressing COX2 increased in the MD region, suggest-
ing that tubular cells may transdifferentiate into MD cells (229, 230, 231). Ren1d−/−
mice with altered MD cell morphology and number (114) could therefore have a re-
duced activation of AT1 receptors at the cTAL cells, leading to the same hypothesised
transdifferentiation. This would make sense as the lack of circulating active renin at
baseline would act in the same way as an ACE inhibitor, halting the generation of the
ANGII involved in AT1 activation.
Ki67 was used to identify where proliferation was occurring in the two models under
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baseline and stimulated conditions. Ki67 is a nuclear protein complex whose expression
is maximal in the metaphase of the cell cycle (232). Although a trend towards more
proliferation was seen in Ren1d−/− mice both at baseline and after low salt treatment,
no MD-specific Ki67 staining was found in either groups under either condition. This
is in agreement with the Ragza and Nyengaard study which showed that MD cells
themselves were not proliferating as they did not show any Ki67 positive staining, with
the majority of staining seen in tubular cells, particularly in the distal segment of the
tubules (229). This suggests that the hyper-cellularity seen in the treated Ren1d−/−
mice and previously reported in the baseline Ren1d−/− mice MD plaques (114) would
be due to either migrating progenitor cells or a transformation of tubular cells to take
on the specialised salt-sensing MD phenotype. It is tempting to speculate that these
transforming cells render the MD plaque heterogeneous, leading to the heterogeneous
calcium wave propagation observed.
5.3.3 Conclusions
Stimulation of the MD in Ren1d−/− and C57Bl/6 mice was successfully achieved
acutely, through increased NaCl concentration or flow using isolated perfused JGA,
or chronically through low salt and ACE inhibitor treatment for five days. TGF was
effectively induced in all mice, indicating that altered MD morphology did not affect
this acute feedback response. Subtle differences were seen in the magnitude of the re-
sponse between groups; in particular, significantly reduced glomerular tuft contraction
was seen in response to increased flow-induced TGF in mice on a Ren1d−/− back-
ground. Increased baseline NG2, Ki67 and COX2 staining within the glomerular tuft
indicate that glomerular remodelling may be responsible for this altered contraction.
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Ren1d−/− mice responded to chronic low salt and ACE inhibitor stimulation at the
MD in the same way as C57Bl/6 controls, though the glomerular tuft stained more
strongly for NG2 and COX2. MD COX2 expression was seen in a progenitor-like cell
population in untreated Ren1d−/− mice, but was induced strongly in the MD of both
models after treatment, which may indicate that transdifferentiation of other cell types




Granulation in Human Renin
Mice
6.1 Introduction
As previously discussed in Section 2.2.1, Ren1d−/− mice lack dense core granules within
their JG cells and are therefore unable to process active renin (114). They also exhibit
an altered MD morphology. It was proven that these phenotypes were not caused by
a random mutation during gene targeting (120), however it remained unclear whether
enzyme structure or activity was responsible for the phenotypes.
To address this, the human renin mouse strain were developed within the Mullin’s
laboratory (Dr Robert Nelson, manuscript in preparation). These mice were made by
building a transgene containing a 55 kbp human renin gene fragment. This included
the complete hRen gene, 35 kbp 5’-flanking sequence containing the renal enhancer,
chorionic enhancer and proximal promoter to drive hRen expression, and 10 kbp 3’-
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flanking sequence. This was introduced into fertilised oocytes via pronuclear injection
to facilitate random insertion of the transgene into the genome. These mice were then
backcrossed onto a Ren1d−/− background. Therefore only the mRen2 gene is present
at the renin locus, meaning that no endogenous mouse renin should be packaged into
dense core granules, although this was not confirmed.
Since mouse and human renin genes and proteins, both of which are both found on
chromosome 1, are highly conserved, it was hypothesised that the structural features
responsible for trafficking renin protein through the regulated secretory pathway would
also be conserved. Therefore if normal JG and MD cell morphology were restored
in human renin mice, enzyme structure was responsible; if MD morphology remained
altered, enzyme activity was responsible since human renin is unable to cleave mouse
angiotensinogen (122, 123).
Of the twenty offspring, four correctly targeted transgenic founders were established,
three of which were fertile (lines 1317, 1446, 1448). Surprisingly the hyper-cellularity
and altered morphology of MD cells displayed in Ren1d−/− mice was not rescued by
introduction of the human renin gene (233). This suggested that the activity of active
mouse Ren − 1d was necessary for maintaining normal MD structure, although the
functional relevance of this altered morphology remained to be elucidated (233).
However restoration of granulation was observed in JG cells, indicating that func-
tional regions in the human and mouse Ren1d protein are conserved, and that the onset
of granulation is dependent on the renin gene structure. Whilst JG cells from the 1448
line remained ungranulated and 1317 mice displayed full restoration of JG cell granu-
lation, 1446 mice displayed sexually dimorphic restoration of granulation, with males
displaying significantly lower levels than females. Interestingly, after chronic treatment
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with the ACE inhibitor captopril to increase renin expression levels, granulation was
restored to a greater extent in males. Indeed the levels of granulation appeared to be
renin expression level-dependent, suggesting that granulation levels within JG cells are
expression level-dependent.
6.1.1 Aims
To investigate the hypothesis that JG cell granulation is renin expression level-dependent,
1446-huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice were used. JG cell ultrastructure, renin RNA expres-
sion and cytoplasmic granulation were assessed under basal conditions or after an in-
crease in renin expression levels via ACE inhibition. This was achieved using qPCR
to quantify renin gene expression and both 2D and 3D EM to assess JG cell granulation.
The test the hypothesis that the altered MD morphology retained in 1446-huRen+/−Ren1d−/−
mice is indicative of imparied MD function, TGF was stimulated in isolated perfused






















































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.1: Quantification of renin expression in huRen mice. - Quantitative PCR anal-
ysis of (a) human renin (hRen) and (b) mouse renin (mRen2 ) expression in 1446 male and female
huRen+/−Ren1d−/− and Ren1d−/− mice was performed under baseline conditions and after treatment
with captopril (1 mg/ml, 10 days, n=4-7). 2-way Anovas were performed in conjunction with Tukey’s post
hoc analysis. Data are mean ± S.E.M. * indicates p < 0.05, ** indicates p < 0.01, *** indicates p < 0.001,
**** indicates p < 0.0001.
To quantify hRen transgene and native mRen2 expression levels, quantitative PCR
was performed in male and female huRen+/−Ren1d−/− and Ren1d−/− controls, at
baseline or with captopril treatment. Human renin was not expressed in Ren1d−/−
mice, either at baseline or after treatment with the ACE inhibitor captopril.
In 1446 huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice, captopril treatment led to a significant, 93.3-fold
increase in hRen expression in males and 21.8-fold increase in females (Figure 6.1a).
In untreated mice, females expressed 11.4-fold more hRen than males. There was a
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significant overall increase in the amount of human renin mRNA expressed in 1446
females compared to males.
At baseline, huRen+/−Ren1d−/− and Ren1d−/− mice of both genders showed no
significant difference in mouse renin expression levels within gender but differed signif-
icantly between gender, with 3-fold higher expression levels in females (Figure 6.1b).
Captopril treatment increased mouse renin expression levels in all groups, reaching
significance in male huRen+/− (3.6-fold) and female Ren1d−/− mice (2.3-fold).




Figure 6.2: Immunogold labelling of granular content in huRen+/−Ren1d−/− and C57Bl/6
JG cells. - Electron micrographs of JG cells from (a) 1446 huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice stained for human
renin and (b) C57Bl/6 mice immunogold stained for mouse renin. N: nucleus, white arrow: electron-lucent
granule staining, purple arrow: cytoplasmic staining.
To confirm the human renin content of dense core granules in JG cells from huRen+/−Ren1d−/−
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mice, immunogold labelling against hRen and mRen2 (Figure 6.2a, b) was performed
on ultrathin sections prepared for EM. It is evident that the vast majority of human
renin signal was localised to the dense core granules, with no staining of the mito-
chondria. Approximately 88% of the immunogold particles were localised to dense core
granules, with the remaining 12% found in the cytoplasm (purple arrows) and a single
instance of staining within an electron-lucent granule (white arrow; Figure 6.2a). The
majority of mRen2 staining in C57Bl/6 mice was localised to the dense core granules
though more non-specific staining of the electron-lucent granules (white arrows) and
the cytoplasm (purple arrows) was observed than with hRen staining (Figure 6.2b).
6.2.3 Ultrastructure of Juxtaglomerular Cells
Having assessed hRen transgene expression levels, intracellular JG cell ultrastructure
was further studied at the EM level. Analysis of electron micrographs from JG cells of
Ren1d−/− mice confirmed a lack of large dense-core granules (Figure 6.3a, b). Small cy-
toplasmic granules and mitochondria (white arrows) were visible in these micrographs,
however no other distinctive features were present.
Presence of the human renin transgene in female huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice ini-
tiated the formation of large dense core granules throughout a large portion of the
cytoplasm, each with a fairly uniform electron density (Figure 6.3c, d). JG cells from
male huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice appeared to have a much more variable number of
granules - some cells were devoid of dense core granules whilst others were akin to
those seen in female mice of the same genotype (Figure 6.3e, f). Granules took on a
more irregular shape, and a number of the granules demonstrated an electron-lucent ap-






























Figure 6.3: Ultrastructure analysis of JG cells from huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice. - Electron
micrographs of JG cells from untreated 1446 (a, b) male Ren1d−/− mice, (c, d) male huRen+/−Ren1d−/−
mice and (e, f) female huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice. Kidneys were perfusion fixed (a-d) for ultrastructure
analysis and (e, f) for 3D reconstruction (see Section 2.8). JG: juxtaglomerular cell, AA: afferent arteriole,










Figure 6.4: Small vesicle membrane-binding events imaged using EM. - JG cells from male and
female 1446 huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice were imaged at the EM level. Kidneys were fixed for 3D recon-
struction. Yellow arrows: small vesicle binding with the membrane, blue arrows: gap junctions between JG
cells, purple arrows: rough endoplasmic reticulum, N: nucleus, g: electron-dense renin-containing granule.
Scale bars represent 500 nm.
A number of membrane-associated vesicle-like structures were visualised in electron
micrographs from both male and female huRen+/−Ren1d−/− JG cells (yellow arrows,
Figure 6.4). Measurement of 10 of these events revealed an average diameter of 68 ± 5
nm for these electron-lucent vesicles. A number of gap junction-like structures were also
observed at JG-JG cell interfaces as well as JG-endothelial cell interfaces (blue arrow,
Figure 6.4a). These were approximately 234 ± 3 nm in length. Despite the fact that
a large number of images were taken for both genotypes (4 animals, 10 cells each), no
interaction between dense core granules and the membrane was captured. Tannic acid
was perfused through kidneys prior to gluteraldehyde fixative to highlight any granules
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whose membrane were disrupted due to renin secretion. No instances of secretion were
visualised in any of the JG cells analysed from either untreated huRen+/−Ren1d−/−
animals (male or female), or those treated with captopril for 10 days.
6.2.4 3D Reconstruction of Juxtaglomerular Cells
To attempt to quantify the granulation capacity of JG cells from 1446-huRen+/−Ren1d−/−
mice, kidneys were prepared for EM and ultrathin, 70 nm serial sections taken. The
images were stacked and aligned such that the granules, membrane and nuclei could be
rendered into 3D reconstructions.
The granules in JG cells from female 1446 huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice were densely
packed within the cytoplasm (Figure 6.5). Certain linkages between granules were
present, however the predominant granule shape was regular (Figure 6.5a,c). These
granules had an approximate diameter of 0.5-3 µm at their widest, however quantify-
ing this was complicated by the fact that often granules were irregularly shaped with
linkages and non-uniform protrusions.
Conversely, granules found in JG cells from male 1446 huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice
were more irregular in shape and size, and were less densely packed than those seen
in JG cells from female 1446 mice (Figure 6.6) and were more variable in number.
More granules showed non-uniform electron density; some appeared to be less electron-
dense, whilst others were electron-lucent with areas of electron-dense material within
them (Figure 6.6d,e).
To quantify how densely packed granules were, granule volume was calculated as
a percentage of the extranuclear space for each of the reconstructions performed, and







Figure 6.5: Representative 3D reconstructions of female 1446 huRen+/−Ren1d−/− JG cells.
- Reconstructions of JG cells were performed using Amira 5.5 FEI software from 40 electron micrographs
taken at 70nm thickness. Whole cell reconstructions (LHS) are represented with the nucleus in dark blue
(a,b) or yellow (c,d), the membrane transparent and the granules in multiple colours for ease of distin-
guishing between different structures. Examples of different granule structures within each reconstructed








Figure 6.6: Representative 3D reconstructions of male 1446 huRen+/−Ren1d−/− JG cells. -
Reconstructions of JG cells were performed using Amira 5.5 FEI software from 40 electron micrographs
taken at 70nm thickness. Whole cell reconstructions (LHS) are represented with the nucleus in dark blue,
the membrane transparent and the granules in multiple colours for ease of distinguishing between different
structures. Examples of different granule structures within each reconstructed cell are also given (RHS).




Figure 6.7: Quantification of granulation in reconstructed JG cells. - 3D Reconstructions of
1446 female and male huRen+/−Ren1d−/−Ren2+/+ JG cells (n=4) were performed. Data from control
C57Bl/6 mice are also represented (n=3), which was kindly donated by Dominik Steppan, University of
Regensburg. (a) Granule volume as a percentage of the extanuclear cytoplasm. (b) The number of granules
present in each cell. Data are mean ± S.E.M. * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, **** = p < 0.0001.
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University of Regensburg) than in female 1446 huRen+/−Ren1d−/− (20.0%, p=0.007)
or male huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice (10.0%,
p<0.0001, Figure 6.7a). The granulation number in female huRen+/−Ren1d−/− JG
cells was also significantly elevated compared to male huRen+/−Ren1d−/− (p=0.010).
Female huRen+/− mice had, on average, 42 ± 15 granules per JG cell, which was more
than the 10 ± 2 granules present in male huRen+/−Ren1d−/− (p=0.05, Figure 6.7b).
6.2.5 Ultrastructure of Juxtaglomerular Cells After Captopril
Treatment
In order increase renin expression levels through stimulation of the RAAS, 1446 mice
were administered captopril for 10 days and electron microscopy performed on ultrathin
kidney sections to assess the resulting change in granulation within JG cells.







Figure 6.8: Ultrastructure analysis of JG cells from Ren1d−/− mice after captopril treatment.
- Electron micrographs of JG cells from captopril treated (1 mg/ml, 10 days) 1446 male Ren1d−/− mice.
Kidneys were fixed for ultrastructure analysis. White m and arrows: mitochondria; yellow arrow: rough
endoplasmic reticulum; blue arrow: lysososomal structures; purple arrow: electron-lucent granules, N:
nucleus.
In Ren1d−/− mice where prorenin is unable to be packaged into dense core granules,
large, electron-lucent granules were produced (purple arrows, Figure 6.8). Numerous
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mitochondria (white arrows) were present, as were some lysosomal-type structures (blue
arrows). Furthermore, many small vesicles were identifiable in the cytosol (Figure 6.8),
with the RER appearing much more prominent (yellow arrows).
Captopril also appeared to increase the number of large electron-dense granules seen
within the cytoplasm of JG cells in 1446 male huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice, although 3D
reconstructions were not able to be performed to confirm this due to time constraints.
The 2D sections suggested that granules took on a largely regular shape. The RER also
appeared dilated (yellow arrows, Figure 6.9) compared to untreated JG cell electron
micrographs (Figure 6.3), suggesting an increase in the amount of renin being synthe-
sized. A large number of mitochondria were visible throughout the cytoplasm (white
arrows), and there was also an increase in the number of electron-lucent vacuoles seen
in cells (purple arrows, Figure 6.9c, d). Although not linked to the captopril treatment,
interactions between granulated JG cells and the underlying endothelium are visible
via a gap junction and a peg and socket joint (Figure 6.9c, dark green arrow)
Captopril treatment produced both electron-dense and electron-lucent granules
(Figure 6.9b-f). These granules ranged from almost entirely electron-lucent to the
classic dense core appearance, with very clear membranes. The granules ranged in
size, from small granules, surrounded by dilated RER, to larger, merged granules (Fig-
ure 6.9c). Coalescence of paracrystalline materials was visible within granules (Figure
6.9e, f). Granules of different electron densities are clearly delineated by a single layer
of membrane, and immature granules, accumulating electron-dense material, are also
visible.
The electron densities of granules within JG cells from baseline and captopril treated






































Figure 6.9: Ultrastructure analysis of JG cells from huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice after capto-
pril treatment. - Electron micrographs of JG cells from captopril treated (1 mg/ml, 10 days) 1446
male huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice. (f) is a magnified image of (e). (a) Untreated JG cell from male 1446
huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mouse for comparison. Kidneys were perfusion fixed for ultrastructure analysis (b-f)
or 3D reconstruction (a). White arrows: mitochondria; doubleblack arrow: paracrystalline material; yel-
low arrow: rough endoplasmic reticulum; dark green arrow: peg and socket joint; light green arrows: gap












































































































Figure 6.10: Quantification of granule electron density in JG cells. - Relative granule electron
density in baseline and captopril treated (1 mg/ml, 7 days) huRen+/−Ren1d−/−Ren2+/+ mice (n=8).
(a) Data is represented as a histogram of average granule intensity in JG cells under basal and captopril
treated conditions. (b) These values were averaged to produce a single bar chart comparison. Data are
mean ± S.E.M. *** = p < 0.0001.
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integrated signal density for each granule. The collected total cell signal intensity
(CCSI) was then found by subtracting the product of the cell area and the mean
signal intensity of the background (previously calculated for each cell). Therefore, the
more positive the CCSI, the lighter the granule electron intensity was. Untreated 1446
huRen+/− mice showed a more electron-dense distribution of granules than captopril
treated mice, as shown by the shifted histogram distribution towards the negative end
of the scale (Figure 6.10a). Therefore administration of captopril to increase the level
of renin expression within JG cells caused an increase in the number of electron-lucent
renin-containing granules within JG cells (Figure 6.10b).
6.2.6 Macula Densa Function in huRen+/−Ren1d−/− Mice
Flow-induced TGF response
Whilst insertion of the human renin gene was able to rescue the granulation phenotype
observed in Ren1d−/− mice, normal MD morphology was not restored. In order to test
whether the MD function was affected by this altered morphology, isolated perfused
JGA with attached cTAL, AA and MD plaque from 1446 huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice
were compared to C57Bl/6 mice under the same experimental conditions outlined in
Chapter 5. Constriction of the AA and the glomerular tuft, as well as propagation of
[Ca2+]i, in response to flow- and NaCl-induced TGF was seen in huRen
+/−Ren1d−/−
JGA preparations (Figure 6.11a, blue arrows). There was no significant difference
in VSMC contraction between groups under flow-initiated conditions (Figure 6.11d),
but the glomerular tuft contraction was significantly reduced in huRen+/−Ren1d−/−
mice (glomerular tuft area: 5.1 ± 0.9% in 1446 mice, 10 ± 2% in C57Bl/6 mice,
p=0.019, n=3; glomerular tuft diameter: 2.5 ± 0.5% in 1446 mice, 8 ± 2% in C57Bl/6
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mice, p=0.04, n=3, Figure 6.11b, c). TGF did not cause significantly different in-
creases in calcium propagation in MD, cTAL, podocyte or VSMCs between groups
(Figure 6.11e-h), though a trend towards an increased calcium response was observed
in huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice.
NaCl-induced TGF response
In both C57Bl/6 and Ren1d−/− mice, stimulation of TGF with increased NaCl con-
centration at the MD resulted in dampened glomerular tuft contraction and calcium
propagation, therefore a similar trend would be expected in huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice.
Indeed, when preparations were exposed to NaCl-induced TGF stimulation, a decreased
responsiveness was observed in glomerular contraction compared to flow-induced re-
sponses. No significant differences were observed between groups (glomerular tuft area:
3 ± 1% in 1446 mice, 6.9 ± 0.2% in C57Bl/6 mice; glomerular tuft diameter: 2.8 ±
0.8% in 1446 mice 3.2 ± 0.7% in C57Bl/6 mice, n=3, Figure 6.12a,b). However, the
AA vasoconstriction response was significantly reduced (8 ± 4% in 1446 mice, 40 ± 7%
in C57Bl/6 mice, p=0.018, n=3, Figure 6.12c).
Whilst intracellular [Ca2+]i didn’t change within MD cells from C57Bl/6 mice dur-
ing NaCl-induced TGF (Figure 6.12d), a significantly larger [Ca2+]i response of 226
± 60 nM was measured in huRen+/−Ren1d−/− MD cells. There were large inter-
individual differences within groups (Figure 6.13a, b). Propagation of the calcium
signal through the MD plaque of huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice was only seen within cer-
tain cells, indicating that a heterogeneous population of MD cells may exist within the
plaque. These changes in calcium signal measured can be seen in representative images
before and after TGF stimulation (Figure 6.13c, d).
Preparations from huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice did not show significantly different
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Figure 6.11: Flow-induced TGF in isolated JGA with attached MD plaque. - (a) JGA from
a huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mouse loaded with Fluo-4 AM (green) and Fura Red AM calcium indicator dye
or in DIC. Scale bars: 10 µm. Percentage change in (b) glomerular tuft area and (c) diameter, (d) AA
vasoconstriction response, and changes in calcium in (e) MD, (f) cTAL, (g) podocytes and (h) VSMCs in
response to TGF, which was by triggered by increasing the rate of tubular perfusion from 2 to 20 nl/min.



































































Figure 6.12: NaCl-induced TGF in isolated JGA with attached MD plaque. - Percentage
change in glomerular tuft (a) area and (b) diameter, (c) AA vasoconstriction response, and changes in
calcium in (d) MD, (e) cTAL, (f) podocytes and (d) VSMCs in response to TGF (triggered by increasing
NaCl at the MD from 10 to 80mM) in huRen+/−Ren1d−/− and C57Bl/6 mice. Data are mean ± S.E.M.,









c Baseline d TGF triggered
Figure 6.13: Images of calcium elevations in MD cells from isolated perfused JGA with
attached MD cells. - Flow-induced TGF was triggered by increasing the rate of 10 mM NaCl-containing
tubuar perfusate from 2 to 20 nl/min in preparations from huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice, whilst NaCl-
induced TGF was initiated by increasing NaCl at the MD from 10 to 80mM. Individual data points from
intracellular calcium changes in MD cells under (a) flow- and (b) NaCl-induced TGF are presented. (c, d)
Increases in intracellular calcium in MD cells due to flow-induced TGF are shown. Orange arrows: macula
densa (MD) cells, yellow dashed lines: cortical thick ascending limb (cTAL), red dashed lines: afferent




[Ca2+]i propagation through cTAL, podocytes or VSMCs compared to C57Bl/6 controls
under NaCl-induced TGF (Figure 6.12e-g). NaCl-induced TGF responses tended to be




6.3.1 Renin Expression in 1317 and 1446 Human Renin Mice
Transgenic mice are ideal models for experimentally investigating and manipulating ex-
pression patterns of the human renin gene in a native cellular environment without the
need for human tissues (234). The heterologous expression of human renin faithfully
conserves tissue and cell expression patterns (123). Renin activity is species-specific
allowing independent determination of plasma and tissue levels of mouse and human
renin, and preventing interaction of human renin with the murine RAAS (122, 123).
The important advantage to using the current mouse model over previously reported
human renin mouse models (235) is that huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice are on a Ren1d−/−
background. Therefore the dense core granules within JG cells from these mice process
only active human renin, not active mouse renin. Using immunogold labelling, I was
therefore able to verify that human renin was synthesised and processed into dense
core granules in the absence of Ren1d in huRen+/−Ren1d−/− JG cells. This implies
that human and mouse Ren1d proteins have conserved structural features necessary
for trafficking of renin proteins to the regulated secretory pathway. The increased
renin immunogold staining present in C57Bl/6 JG cells is due to the increased granu-
lopoiesis compared to huRen+/− mice; this is supported by the volume of extranuclear
space occupied by granules in 3D reconstructions and by previous reports of increased
expression of mouse compared to human renin (235).
HuRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice responded appropriately to pharmacological manipula-
tion of the RAAS via chronic ACE inhibition. mRen2 is still expressed in huRen+/−Ren1d−/−
mice and qPCR analysis suggested that, though levels of hRen and mRen2 expression
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were very similar at baseline, captopril caused a considerably increased expression of
hRen compared to mRen2. The relative insensitivity of mRen2 to the administration
of captopril is likely to be due to the fact that expression and secretion of mRen2
is not controlled by the regulated release pathway of active renin, since mRen2 is
constitutively released. This is supported by the observation that, in humans, acute
administration of ACE inhibitors causes either a fall in prorenin secretion or no change
at all, whist active renin is significantly elevated (201, 236).
On the whole the hRen and mRen2 expression levels in 1446 mice were very similar
at baseline, though in male huRen+/− mice hRen was a tenth of the mRen2 expression
level. This led to a particularly large fold change upon treatment with captopril, and
male mice displayed a much larger increase in hRen expression after the addition of
captopril. A significant elevation was measured in both hRen and mRen2 expression
in the 1446 female mice compared to males. These observations could be attributed
to the slight hypotension characterised in female Ren1d−/− mice (114), requiring in-
creased expression of renin to stimulate the RAAS and increase BP (114). The male
submandibular gland has been shown to express mRen2 at higher levels than females
(237), which may play a role in blood pressure control and the sexually dimorphic hy-
potension present in Ren1d−/− mice. Alternatively, hypotension and hence increased
renin expression levels in females could be due to the inappropriate integration of the
hRen transgene into female-specific gene involved in blood pressure regulation. However
in other human renin mouse models which process both human and mouse active renin,
no significant differences were seen between gender (235), suggesting that the sexual
dimorphism displayed in renin expression in huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice is indeed due
to the Ren1d−/− background.
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It should be noted that although the change in mRen2 expression seen in these
mice was significant, it was only an approximately 2-fold increase compared to the
almost 100-fold increase measured in hRen transgene expression. The increased hRen
expression observed in female hRen mice suggests that required regulatory elements
are present in the hRen transgene (233).
6.3.2 Ultrastructure Analysis of Juxtaglomerular Cells in Human Renin
Mice
3D reconstructions were performed on kidney sections from adult, untreated 1446 mice
and gender differences were seen. The extranuclear volume occupied by granules was
reduced in male huRen+/−Ren1d−/− JG cells, as were the size, shape, number and
electron densities of the granules. These data are in keeping with the 2D electron
micrographs of JG cells from animals of the same genotype; certain JG cells around the
AA had very few granules whilst others were densely packed. JG cells from female mice
showed a more uniform distribution of granules. This is consistent with the hypothesis
that the level of granulopoiesis in the cell is dependent on the expression level of renin;
in male 1446 huRen+/− mice where hRen expression levels are lower, granule volume
as a percentage of extranuclear volume were significantly lower than that in female
huRen+/− mice. The percentage of extranuclear volume occupied by granules in JG
cells from C57Bl/6 mice (provided by Dominik Steppan, University of Regensburg) was
significantly higher than that of either male or female 1446-huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice,
reflecting the higher level of mouse renin expression compared to human renin (235).
This supports the hypothesis that the expression level of renin dictates the amount of
granulation in JG cells.
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No instances of electron-dense granulation were seen in any sections of JG cells
from Ren1d−/− mice, nor were any features visible in the cell apart from mitochondria,
which is in keeping with previous reports (114, 120). A number of granules from male
huRen+/− JG cells were electron-lucent, containing patches of electron-dense material.
This could be evidence of incomplete granule formation, with partially electron-dense
granules in the process of coalescing, visualised in three dimensions (101).
No secretion of renin from dense core granules was seen in huRen+/− mice, even
when kidneys were perfusion fixed with tannic acid, an agent which allows visualisation
of exocytosing granule cores by EM (238). The rarity of capturing such events is well
documented (101, 113), and has been discussed in Section 4.3.2. However many vesicles
and coated pits where vesicles were interacting with the membrane were seen. Coated
pits and sub-plasmalemmal coated vesicles have previously been seen in EM images
of fully differentiated JG cells (153). There were also a number of instances where
JG:JG and JG:endothelial gap junctions were visible, as previously reported in JG
cells (101, 112).
As hypothesised, treatment with captopril induced increased renin expression and
granulation within JG cells of 1446-huRen+/− mice. This supports the findings of Rasch
et al. who measured a 20-fold increase in the number of granules per arteriole from rats
treated with a low-salt diet and ACE-inhibition for 14 days (193). Treated Ren1d−/−
mice showed dilated RER as well as the appearance of electron-lucent granules and
vacuoles in JG cells. This is particularly interesting since neither the human nor mouse
renin gene required for active renin expression is present in these animals, and no
electron-lucent graunles were observed at baseline. This could suggest that when the
RAAS is stimulated to a certain level, granulopoeisis initiates irrespective of active
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renin expression. Lysosomal enzymes such as acid phosphotase, β-glucorinidase, aryl
sulphatase and N-acetyl-β-glucosaminidase have been shown to colocalise with granules
(106), therefore these may be packaged prior to the trafficking of prorenin into the
granules during aggregation. This may acutely facilitate the demand for renin when
perfusion pressure drops (13).
Similar features were also present in captopril-treated huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice,
where the increased number of granules exhibited a wider range of electron-lucency
compared to untreated huRen+/−Ren1d−/− JG cells. This diversity of granule elec-
tron densities has also been documented in C57Bl/6 mice after perfusion with isopro-
terenol and EGTA to stimulate secretion (112, 113). Granule electron densities were
catagorised into normal, vesicles in transition from normal to lower density, low den-
sity and emptied, all of which are visible in captopril treated 1446-huRen+/−Ren1d−/−
cells. The appearance of electron-lucent granules were attributed to emptying of ex-
isting granules rather than production of new granules, due to their location at the
cell periphery and the short incubation time used in the study, insufficient for the pro-
duction of new granules (112). Furthermore, short term administration of the ACE
inhibitor enalapril was reported to induce rapid secretion of renin from JG cells, de-
granulating mature granules (239).
The alterations in granule morphology seen after captopril treatment in JG cells of
huRen+/−Ren1d−/− and Ren1d−/− mice are also consistent with those documented in
C57Bl/6 animals after enalapril treatment for 7 days (12, 239). JG cells from enalapril-
treated mice showed an increased number and range of granule morphologies from small
and round to large, irregular shaped granules. Well-developed Golgi cisternae had pro-
togranules associated with them, dilated RER were observed and fusing granules were
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present, all of which were also observed in huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice. After 14 days
treatment, a further increase in granule number and granular fusion was observed, as
was further development of the Golgi cisternae and the RER. Similar vacuoles contain-
ing membrane-like material akin to those seen in Ren1d−/− JG cells were also present,
and vacuoles were seen in JG cells at all stages of enalapril treatment, though at no
point was fusion of granules with the membrane observed. This would suggest that the
electron-lucent granules seen in chronically captopril treated 1446-huRen+/−Ren1d−/−
mice were a combination of emptied renin granules at the JG cell periphery and de novo
granule formation within the central cytoplasmic region, suggested by the presence of
coalescing dense core material within granules.
6.3.3 Macula Densa Function
Although differences in the magnitude of the TGF response on certain parameters are
statistically significant, it is evident that both flow- and NaCl-induced TGF function
effectively in huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice which retain the same altered MD morphology
seen in Ren1d-knockout mice (233). Due to the animal breeding at USC, female 1446
mice were used, however similar trends would be expected in male animals since they
both show the same altered MD morphology as Ren1d−/− mice.
As was seen in Ren1d−/− and C57Bl/6 mice, a decreased sensitivity to NaCl-induced
TGF compared to flow-induced TGF was observed in huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice. There
was very little difference in the mechanical and [Ca2+]i propagation responses, which is
in keeping with the literature (32) although the mechanisms behind this observation are
unknown. However it is unlikely to be due to sub-optimal stimulation, since the MD is
known respond maximally to perfusate levels of just over 70mM NaCl and above (Figure
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1.3). The one exception to this dampened sensitivity to NaCl-induced stimulation was
the [Ca2+]i propagation within MD cells. Changes in luminal NaCl have been shown
to cause concomitant increases in MD calcium, therefore the factors regulating global
intracellular calcium in these models could be more sensitive to the NaCl-induced TGF
than flow-induced TGF (240, 241). The calcium propagation was even more prominent
in huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice, which could indicate an even greater imbalance in one or
a number of submembrane proteins, or a further reduced density of mitochondria in the
cytoplasm, as discussed in Chapter 5.3.1.1. Again, comparison of electron micrographs
from C57Bl/6, Ren1d and huRen mice would show whether this was indeed the case.
MD morphology was altered in both Ren1d−/− and huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice
(233), however the granulation status of JG cells differed; huRen+/−Ren1d−/− JG
cells generate granules containing human renin, whilst Ren1d−/− JG cells are unable
to perform granulopoiesis. Human renin is unable to interact with the murine RAAS
as it is only able to cleave human angiotensinogen (122, 234, 242), however the gen-
eration of ANGII would not affect the acute TGF response. This indicates that the
reduced glomerular tuft constriction and altered MD [Ca2+]i observed in response to
increased flow at the MD in both models on a Ren1d−/− background may be related
to the altered MD morphology.
6.3.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, granule number and volume within the cytoplasm was significantly in-
creased in huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice with higher expression levels of hRen, supporting
the hypothesis that renin expression within JG cells dictates granulation status. Sim-
ilarly, treatment with the ACE inhibitor captopril to increase renin expression levels
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appeared to increase granule density, though due to time constraints 3D reconstruc-
tions were not performed to quantify this. Increased granule electron lucency coupled
with dilation of the RER and development of the Golgi apparatus were consistent
with the increased synthesis and secretion of renin from dense core granules. Despite
the altered macula densa morphology of huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice, tubuloglomerular
feedback functioned effectively and did not differ signficantly from Ren1d−/− responses,
supporting the findings in Chapter 5 that the altered macula densa morphology does





In this thesis I aimed to develop an appropriate in vitro model in which to image
and analyse granular dynamics in JG cells, to investigate the relationship between
renin expression and granulation within JG cells and the functional link between JG
granulation and MD structure and function. I have demonstrated for the first time that
renin-containing granules respond dynamically to β-adrenergic stimulation and that the
level of granulopoiesis is linked to renin expression levels. I have shown that in mice with
altered MD morphology caused by the lack of active mouse Ren1 (114), the functionality
of the MD cell was not affected, allowing TGF to take place acutely. A chronic exposure
to a low salt diet stimulated expression of key functional and proliferative markers
more strongly in Ren1d−/− mice compared to C57Bl/6 controls, particularly within
the glomerular tuft.
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7.2 Juxtaglomerular Apparatus Structure and Function
To date, the only evidence for movement of granules to the membrane has been from
EM images of granules located adjacent to the membrane (153), and from granule
disappearance in response to isoproterenol in isolated perfused rabbit glomeruli (36).
Granule motion was observed and anlaysed in primary JG cells for the first time in the
present study. Two pools of granules (d > 500 nm and d < 500 nm) were identified on
the basis of their size and dynamic parameters. Granule activity was detected in both
pools under basal conditions. The addition of isoproterenol, a β-adrenergic stimulus for
regulated secretion, caused a significant, prolonged increase in the speed, track length
and displacement of large granules. My work therefore supports the hypothesis that
for renin release to occur, granules must be transported to the membrane where they
dock, release their cargo, and move away from the membrane. Since this response was
not observed in small granules in response to isoproterenol, I propose that dynamic
parameters can be used to differentiate between granule pools on different secretory
pathways when optically imaging JG cells.
Granules were often transported in close proximity of one another and an increase in
fluorescent signal intensity was observed, which could suggest that the connected gran-
ular structures observed in EM 3D reconstructions of JG cells are snap-shots of rapid,
dynamic coupling and uncoupling events. No large vesicular networks were established
in response to isoproterenol to facilitate the compound exocytosis reported by Steppan
et al. (113). The sparseness of renin exocytotic events calculated by Taugner et al.
(20-500 per minute across both kidneys (153)) led Ogawa et al. to suggest that only
marked increases in exocytosis events would allow observation of secretory processes
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(112). Therefore this response is perhaps dose-dependent and could be replicated in
primary JG cells upon addition of higher doses of isoproterenol. Furthermore, the com-
pound exocytosis Steppan reported was seen in response to pharmacologically-lowered
intracellular calcium levels, which was similarly reported in a number of other studies
(112, 243). This extreme granule-binding effect could therefore be linked to the action
of Ca2+-independent SNARE-complexing proteins (140).
The increased prevalence of electron-lucent granules in JG cells from ACE inhibitor-
treated huRen+/−Ren1d−/− and Ren1d−/− mice, which may indicate increased emp-
tying of the granules via exocytosis. This is in keeping with results reported by Ogawa
et al., who suggested that electron-lucent granules are mature granules that have ex-
ocytosed their contents, leading to a loss of electron density. However given the large
number of electron-lucent granules observed, the observation of exocytosis events would
be expected, as would a higher prevalence of electron-lucent granules by the membrane.
Taugner et al. and Steppan et al. suggested that exocytosis events weren’t often seen
since only small, mature granules fuse to form a larger network which may not be vis-
ible in 2D sections, and that focal adhesions between this network and the membrane
occur most commonly after chronic stimulation (113, 153).
A hypothesised mechanism for granule approach to the plasma membrane and renin
release has previously been proposed by Ogawa et al. (112). They reported that the
removal of the actin myofilaments present on the cell periphery led to increased in-
stances of mature granule binding with the membrane. Indeed, actin filament disas-
sembly is required for exocytosis in most secretory cell types, although this is normally
Ca2+-dependent (244). Their hypothesised model for renin exocytosis stated that: (1)
inhibitory signals raise intracellular Ca2+ levels causing breakdown of the actin filament
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network adjacent to the membrane, allowing transport of nearby granules to the plasma
membrane and (2) these granules become primed for stimulatory signals, thereby allow-
ing binding events to occur despite the actin filaments which had reassembled by this
point. Results from the current study appear to contradict this: a stimulatory signal led
to the increased movement of granules to and in the vicinity of the membrane. Prelim-
inary experiments have been performed investigating whole-JG cell calcium signalling
using the calcium indicator dye Rhod-2 which, in response to intracellular calcium,
generated a decaying oscillatory calcium wave which propagated throughout the cell.
Therefore, I propose that a different model of action may be functioning: (1) localised,
low levels of free intracellular Ca2+ facilitate disaggregation of the membrane-adjacent
actin, allowing movement of granules to the surface and (2) localised Ca2+ activates
Ca2+-dependent proteins involved in SNARE complexing.
It is evident that further studies are required to determine the role of Ca2+ on
granular exocytosis in JG cells. It appears that small, localised increases in Ca2+
may facilitate exocytosis, however any significant increase which would cause too much
renin to be secreted actually helps to restrict renin release. This could have evolved
due to TGF, which functions such that increased salt or flow at the MD causes the
propagation of a Ca2+ wave throughout the JGA. Consequently, significant increases
in intracellular Ca2+ occur in all cell types, even JG cells. If JG cells were like normal
secretory cells, this Ca2+ would stimulate renin secretion and lead to ANGII generation,
further increasing arterial resistance and leading to an unsustainable positive feedback
mechanism. Therefore it is possible that the negative correlation between high levels of
Ca2+ and secretion has developed because of the location of JG cells within the JGA,
such that runaway renin secretion does not occur.
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The clinical importance of appropriate renin synthesis, packaging and secretion is
highlighted by the fact that all major antihypertensive drug classes either directly or
indirectly manipulate plasma renin levels: ACE inhibitors, ARBs, calcium channel
blockers and diuretics increase renin activity, whilst β-blockers decrease plasma renin
levels (245, 246). Control of arterial BP is managed through ACE inhibitor- or ARB-
mediated inhibition of ANGII-binding at the JG AT1 receptors, increasing plasma
renin levels several fold in patients (247). Diuretics increase plasma renin levels via a
reduction in Na+ at the MD and work particularly efficiently on patients with resistent
hypertension (248). Conversely, β blockers work through the blockade of β-adrenergic
cAMP-stimulation of renin secretion (249). These drug classes have repeatedly been
proven effective at reducing heart failure mortalities and BP, particularly when drugs
which lower Na+ are administered in conjunction with drugs which block the RAAS
(245). However BP can not be lowered to normal levels in many patients, particularly
in cases of resistant hypertension. This is, in part, due to incomplete understanding of
how the renin blockade works (245). In particular, deeper understanding of renin-salt
interactions is extremely important to determine the optimal use of these antihyper-
tensive drugs for treatment of hypertension (245).
Some of the most important signals dictating the onset and inhibition of renin
synthesis and secretion originate from stimulation of the MD. When the Ren1d gene
required for granulopoiesis is not present, MD morphology is altered (114). Although
the presence of active human renin was sufficient to initiate granulopoiesis, MD mor-
phology remained altered (233). There are very few other reported instances of altered
MD morphology; significant enlargement of basal MD cell area and the surrounding
JGA architecture is present in patients with Bartter’s syndrome (250), which is char-
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acterised by hypokalemia, increased blood pH and normal to low BP. Although female
Ren1d−/− mice were hypotensive, males were normotensive (114), similarly indicating
that homeostatic BP regulation was not markedly affected by this altered morphology.
An increase in MD cell volume and number was also observed in rats treated with an
AT1 receptor blocker, suggesting that the MD plaque has a certain degree of plasticity
(229). The similarities in MD alteration suggest that Ren1d−/− may have altered AT1
receptor distribution on MD cells. However complete deletion of AT1a receptor has
been shown to abolish the TGF response in mice (251). Since acute TGF stimula-
tion of the MD in both huRen+/− and Ren1d−/− mice elicited calcium propagation,
AA and glomerular tuft contraction responses comparable to C57Bl/6 controls, this
suggests that Ren1d−/− mice still retain some AT1a receptors.
The surrounding milieu is incredibly important for correct JGA function. This
was emphasized during initial attempts to immortalised JG cells, when granulopoiesis
was not retained in an inappropriate environment. The coordinated TGF response
seen in all mouse models was likely facilitated through intact gap junctions, such
as those seen between JG cells and the underlying endothelium at the EM level in
huRen+/−Ren1d−/− and Ren1d−/− mice. These are likely to be composed of Cx37,
Cx40 and Cx45 (252). Further connections between JG cells via membrane processes
were also obseved in 3D reconstructions, similar to the inter-digitating processes re-
ported by Biava and West (115) between human JG cells. There is no readily available
evidence of this in the literature, perhaps due to the fact that aligned serial EM sec-
tions are required to visualise it. It is possible that these processes further facilitate
coordinated communication between different cell types in the JGA.
Chronic administration of an ACE inhibitor and a low NaCl diet enhanced expres-
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sion of COX2 in the JGA of Ren1d−/− mice compared to C57Bl/6 controls. This
could be due, in part, to the lack of PGE-mediated renin release in Ren1d−/− mice,
normally initiated by COX2 expression. The feedback loop would therefore increase
levels of COX2 to increase renin secretion (Figure 7.1). Although these experiments
were not performed on huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice, the same increased expression of
COX2 would be expected, since human renin does not cleave mouse angiotensinogen
and thereby contribute to the murine RAAS. This could potentially account for the
hyper-cellularity of the MD plaque; the constant deficiency in active renin secretion
would instigate signalling to the MD to express more PGE2, eventually responding by
recruiting surrounding pericytes or cTAL cells to differentiate into MD cells.
Chronic administration of an ACE inhibitor alone, such as that given to both
Ren1d−/− and huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice, acts on both the MD and JG cells (Fig-
ure 7.1). The ACE inhibitor blocks generation of AngII, reducing AngII availability
at the AT1/2 receptors. Therefore AngII-mediated inhibition of renin synthesis and
secretion through release of intracellular Ca2+ stores is significantly reduced within JG
cells, leading to an increase in renin expression. This was shown using qPCR and 3D
reconstructions of JG cell morphology, which also revealed that the expression level of
renin was closely linked to the extent of granulation within JG cells.
7.2.1 Future Directions
The ability to image dynamic processes intracellularly within JG cells is crucial if we are
to further our understanding of granulopoiesis and secretory mechanisms. Therefore
the continued attempt to derive a cell line which correctly packages renin into dense core
granules and releases active renin on a regulated secretory pathway would be highly de-
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Figure 7.1: Hypothesised model of action for chronic low salt and ACE inhibitor stimulation
in C57Bl/6, Ren1-knockout and huRen − Ren1d mice. - Mechanisms involved in MD stimula-
tion via low salt and ACE inhibition. Increases in MD COX2 expression arise through low salt-NKCC2
stimulation and the ACE inhibitor removal of AngII-mediated inhibition of COX2 activation. Increased
COX2 activations stimulated PGE2 generation, which translocates across the mesangial cells region to
bind to EP2/4 receptors on JG cells. These lead to increased synthesis and secretion of renin, which is
enhanced by the removal of AngII-mediated inhibition of renin synthesis and secretion. These processes
are further enhanced in the Ren1d−/− system; basal levels of MD COX2 are higher due to the lack of
active renin, which is therefore unable to lead to AngII generation. With less AngII, there is a reduction
of AngII-mediated inhibition of COX2 generation. SImilarly, although granules containing human renin
are present in huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice, the active renin released cannot lead to the generation of AngI,
potentially causing the same increase in COX2 expression. Cell types: blue = glomerulus, purple = MD,
green = JG, orange = mesangial.
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sirable. The present study showed that the ability to proliferate as an immortalised cell
line is insufficient on its own for JG cells to retain their native phenotype. By culturing
primary isolated JG cells on endothelial cells or under flow conditions similar to those
found in vivo, the environmental and chemical factors necessary for granulopoeisis may
be further teased apart. Embryonic kidney culture could be a useful model in which
to study this, since the native cellular architecture is intact, vascular development is
retained and fluorescence from endogenous reporters can be easily visualised.
The accurate identification of renin-containing granules in vitro is also important.
Since transfection of renin fusion constructs into these cells is not possible due to the
sensitivity and low number of primary cells in culture, a more effective identification
method would be through the generation of a Ren1d fusion mouse using GFP or a
far red fluorescent protein, such as E2-Crimson. The experimental design established
in the current study could then be used for isolating and imaging JG cells from these
mice. Tracking would again be possible, as would co-staining for another intracellu-
lar organelle since the 591 nm excitation laser would be available. By crossing these
mice with other genetically modified animals, such as Ren1d−/− mice, granules on the
regulated and constitutive release pathway could be more clearly identified and their
dynamics fully characterised. Time lapse imaging of JG cells from such mice could also
facilitate the capture of granule formation through fusion events.
Initial experiments have been performed investigating whole-JG cell Ca2+ signalling
in high spatial and temporal resolution; using this technique, it is possible to investigate
the role of many different signalling molecules. Furthermore, by using photolabile
chelators and FRAP (fluorescent recovery after photobleaching), different signalling
molecules can be uncaged in precisely defined regions of the cell, and the effects on
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granule transport and exocytosis analysed.
Whilst I was able to establish that TGF functioned effectively in huRen+/−Ren1d−/−
mice despite the altered MD morphology and non-granulated JG cells, I was not able
to look directly at the renin content of JG cells due to the calcium indicator dyes I
used. It would be advantageous to image the secretion of renin from the JG cells in
isolated perfused JGA preparations. This could be performed on C57Bl/6, Ren1d−/−
and the granulated huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice, to test whether signalling between MD
and JG cells is affected by altered MD morphology.
Compared to C57Bl/6 controls, Ren1d−/− mice exhibited increased expression of
Cox-2 and NG2 within the JGA as well as increased numbers of Ki67-positive pro-
liferating cells, at baseline as well as after chronic MD stimulation. To elucidate the
mechanisms involved further, co-localisation studies for COX2, NG2 and Ki67 would
clarify whether the proliferating cells are also the NG2-positive, immature progenitor
cells. To help characterize further the MD cells under baseline and stimulated con-
ditions it would also be beneficial to stain with a marker such as nNOS or NADPH
enabling the change in MD cell number and volume to be quantified (253).
Performing 3D reconstructions of JG cells from untreated 1446 animals was an ef-
fective way of quantifying granulation in JG cells. Due to time constraints it was not
possible to perform more reconstructions, however advances in the field mean that it is
now possible to automate 3D EM sectioning, hugely speeding up the acquisition pro-
cess. It would therefore be advantageous to quantify granulation in JG cells from 1446
male and female huRen+/−Ren1d−/− mice after treatment with captopril using this
sectioning method. This would strengthen the observation that renin expression levels
dictate the extent of granulation within JG cells. Immunogold labelling to determine
209
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